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RESUME

La relation entre la classification spectrale (TM) et les cartes

d'espèces. Parc national des Prairies, Saskatchewan.

Mryka Hall-Beyer

1998

Introduction

Les images satellitaires enregistrent une réflectance des plantes qui révèle plus leur stmcture que

leur espèce. La cartographie de la végétation définit les unités par la présence ou l'abondance de

certaines espèces. Aux fins d'inventaire et de monitoring des ressources végétales, ces cartes

servent à suivre les changements dans le temps, causés par les processus naturels ou par les

interventions humaines. Les avantages aux niveaux du coût, de la classification objective et de la

simultanéité d'information régionale encouragent l'addition de l'analyse des images satellitaires aux

outils de monitoring. Pour que la classification des images puisse prendre place à côté des cartes

traditionnelles, il faut développer une compréhension de la relation entre les deux. Si des

différences irréconciliables existent entre la carte et l'image, il faut les documenter.

La présente recherche analyse les propriétés spectrales des unités d'une carte de la végétation

produite pour une région des Prairies, entretenue pour la conservation et l'interprétation de la

nature dans le contexte d'un parc national. Elle propose et démontre une nouvelle méthode

d'utiliser le contexte spectral - la réflectance et la texture dans un voisinage - pour classifier la

végétation de la Prairie.



Objectifs

Objectif général :

caractériser la réponse spectrale de la végétation des Prairies pour une région du sud de la

Saskatchewan; produire une carte spectrale servant à suivre les changements de

l'écosystème et permettant une continuité d'information avec la carte végétale existante.

Objectifs détaillés :

a. sur une image TM, caractériser les signatures spectrales des unités de la végétation

définies pour la Prairie boréale mixte, sur un sol bmn;

b. déterminer l'importance relative des bandes spectrales et des mesures spatiales de la

texture pour obtenir une séparation maximale des signatures spectrales de ces unités;

c. classifier la région du Parc national des Prairies pour déterminer la relation entre les unités

décrites sur le terrain et celles résultant de la classification spectrale;

d. raffiner la classification par l'incorporation d'information topographique;

e. produire une carte servant à l'aménagement et au monitoring du Parc national des Prairies.

Travaux antérieurs

Une grande partie de la recherche en télédétection des Prairies s'occupe de l'agriculture, dans le but

de quantifier la biomasse ou d'identifier une récolte, puis de suivre son état de santé et de
maturation. D'autres études examinent les caractéristiques des Prairies pour modéhser les échanges

entre les plantes, le sol et l'atmosphère. Cette recherche démontre l'utilité de plusieurs indices

végétaux pour l'analyse quantitative et pour la classification, et indique que les mesures de texture

aident souvent à la classification. EUe examine l'efficacité d'autres techniques telles la

déconvolution spectrale et l'utilisation de l'information contextuelle pour la classification. La

recherche antérieure met en lumière l'écosystème particuher du Parc des Prairies, soit la prairie

mixte boréale. Les points pertinents de la recherche antérieure se résument comme suit :



les bandes TM 3, 4 et 5 suffisent pour la construction des indices végétaux. Parmi les

indices à taux des bandes, le NDVI, et parmi les indices linéaires, le tasseled cap

transform, servent le mieux la tâche de classification;

au moins une mesure de la texture spatiale devrait être incorporée, mais aucune règle

n'existe pour choisir laquelle;

avec le temps, pendant que la prairie évolue d'un état cultivé ou brouté vers une forme

plus naturelle, les superficies relatives des espèces d'herbe, du sol nu et des petites

plantes herbacées changent. Sans intervention humaine, d'autres changements

continueront à survenir après l'établissement des graminées. Il est nécessaire de

développer les procédures standardisées pour suivre ces changements;

il y a trop peu de données sur la petite histoire des parcelles de terre dans le Parc des

Prairies pour explorer d'une façon quantitative les changements déjà produits par le

passage du temps depuis l'abandon de la culture.

Localisation et description du terrain

Le Parc national des Prairies occupe en 1997 une superficie de 422.88 km^, morcelée en huit
secteurs discontinus, éparpillés sur une étendue de 180 km d'est en ouest, et de 40 km du nord au

sud. n se situe au centre-sud de la province de Saskatchewan, entre les longitudes 106°30' O et

107°45' O, et les latitudes 49''00' N and 49°30' N. Les terres appartenant au Parc sont

entrecoupées de terres privées. Lorsque complet, vers l'an 2020, le Parc comprendra près de 900

km^, divisés en 2 blocs séparés par 20 km. Le bloc est diffère du bloc ouest par son drainage et sa
topographie.

Le climat est frais et sec, avec beaucoup de variabilité de température entre les saisons, et variabilité

de précipitation entre les années. La plupart des graminées poussent en saison fraîche, tard au

printemps et parfois tôt à l'automne, si la pluie est suffisante. Presque toutes les espèces étant

adaptées à ce rythme, elles exhibent donc une phénologie semblable qui rend difficile leur

distinction par différents stades de croissance à différents moments de l'année.



Données

Une image TM de Landsat 5 a été choisie pour la classification, pour équilibrer le coût avec la

résolution spectrale et spatiale, et pour assurer une continuité de données spectrales dans les

prochaines années. L'image a été prise le 29 juillet, 1993. En plus, un modèle numérique de terrain
(MNT) a été préparé à partir des cartes topographiques 1: 50 000.

La carte de la végétation utilisée pour définir et locahser les unités végétales a été préparée en été

1993. Les proportions d'espèces ont été mesurées dans 1263 quadrats de 0,5 m^ le long de
plusieurs transects dans le parc. La carte décrit douze unités, utilisées aussi pour la classification
spectrale. Les huit unités des Prairies (dominées par les graminées) sont définies selon les

associations des espèces et la dominance d'une ou de plusieurs espèces. Les polygones ont été

tracés sur la carte à partir des photographies aériennes. Une description des espèces dans chaque

unité se trouve en pochette; les noms communs français et les descriptions des plantes paraissent à

l'annexe IX.

Les unités des Prairies sont regroupées de façon hiérarchique, selon l'altitude et la pente. La

comparaison des unités cartographiées au MNT révèle qu'une forte proportion des polygones ne se

trouve pas dans la bonne strate topographique selon la définition de la carte végétale. Ce fait laisse

des doutes en ce qui concerne l'exactitude des polygones de la cartographie originale, et force

l'utilisation des quadrats (au lieu de la superficie totale cartographiée d'une unité) comme donnée

de base pour l'analyse spectrale.

Classification dirigée

Les sites d'entraînement étaient choisis par une sélection aléatoire des quadrats. La comparaison

des divergences des signatures permet le choix de cinq mesures pour la classification, y compris

TM3 et 4, le NDVI et deux calculs de la texture (figure 5). La classification dirigée donne une

exactitude, mesurée par k, de 0,09. Pour expliquer ce résultat, on propose un modèle d'unité : la

plupart des unités sont composées de sous-unités ayant chacune une signature spectrale-texturale

distincte. Chaque unité végétale serait une combinaison de plusieurs sous-unités, avec une

différente proportion de chaque sous-unité dans chaque unité végétale. Pourtant, les sous-unités ne

peuvent pas être identifiées à une substance particulière qui existe en forme pure dans l'image.



Classincation par mélodies

La classification par mélodies est développée pour définir les sous-unités et les affecter aux

unités végétales. Pour assurer que les sous-unités soient le plus distinctes possible, elles sont

définies par les classes spectrales résultant du regroupement isodata. Ce regroupement est effectué

sur les mêmes bandes que la classification dirigée (tableau 5). Un indice d'association lAjy est

défini par le taux entre la fréquence observée et la fréquence anticipée de chaque classe isodata dans

chaque unité végétale :

IA,„ = 100(f,ya,)

fi,.u 0 [0,1]
a, G [0,1]

où

la; „ = indice d'association de la classe isodata i avec l'unité végétale u

fi,u = proportion des pixels de la classe isodata i dans l'unité végétale u
aj = proportion de l'image occupée par la classe isodata i.

Une valeur de IAi „ de 100 indique une association aléatoire; plus que 100 est une concentration de

la classe dans l'unité, et moins que 1(X) indique une pénurie de la classe. L'ensemble des lA; „ pour

une unité définit la mélodie de cette unité.

À partir de l'image classifiée par isodata, la proportion de chaque classe dans une fenêtre, et donc
la probabilité de trouver cette classe dans le voisinage, est calculée. Le résultat est divisé par la

fréquence de cette classe dans l'image au complet. L'image est ensuite classifiée de façon dirigée,

en utihsant comme signature les mélodies de chaque unité. Le procédé est :

1. extraire les signatures de i classes spectrales par le regroupement isodata et classifier

l'image avec ces signatures;

II. calculer un Indice d'Association lAj le taux entre les fréquences observées et anticipées

de chaque classe spectrale pour chaque unité. L'ensemble des lAj „ pour chaque unité

végétale s'appelle la mélodie. Vérifier que les mélodies sont uniques pour chaque unité

végétale.

III. créer une image montrant la probabilité relative de trouver chaque classe spectrale à

l'intérieur d'une fenêtre autour de chaque pixel. Cette étape comprend trois sous-étapes :



A. créer une image binaire où la bande i affiche la valeur 1 pour chaque pixel classifié

i, et 0 pour tout autre pixel;

B. passer un filtre à la moyerme sur toutes les bandes de l'image créée à l'étape III. A;

C. diviser la valeur dans chaque bande i résultant de l'étape in.B par la proportion de

pixels de la classe i dans l'image créée à l'étape I. Le résultat s'appelle l'image de

probabilité',

IV. extraire de l'image de probabilité les signatures pour chaque unité végétale;

V. classifier l'image de probabihté (ÏU.C) par les signatures (IV).

Après la classification par mélodies, l'exactitude mesurée par k est 0,27, une hausse significative

de 0,09 pour la classification dirigée. Donc, la classification par mélodies tient compte de la

variabihté des unités végétales mieux que la classification dirigée. L'inexactitude résiduelle peut

être due aux éléments de la végétation elle-même qui ne sont pas modelés par les mélodies, ou aux

facteurs intrinsèques à la classification par mélodies.

L'image artificielle : validation et étalonnage

Pour valider et pour calibrer la classification par mélodies, une image artificielle était créée dans

laquelle les propriétés spectrales des unités et les hmites précises des polygones sont, par

définition, connues. Les classes spectrales étaient affectées aux unités de manière à répondre aux

questions concemantes :

a) l'effet sur l'exactitude de la distribution spatiale de la variabihté des classes spectrales à

l'intérieur d'une unité;

b) l'effet de la taille du voisinage utilisé pour calculer l'image de probabilité (étape EfiC);

c) l'effet sur l'exactitude de polygones étroits.

Pour l'image artificielle, K monte de 0,24 pour la classification dirigée à 0,79 pour la classification

par mélodies. L'augmentation d'exactitude est la plus prononcée pour les unités qui partagent

toutes leurs classes spectrales avec d'autres unités. Les exactitudes les moins élevées, 10 à 15%

plus basses que les autres, appartiennent aux unités composées de polygones étroits.



La plupart des pixels mal classifiés se trouve aux limites des polygones, et occupe une bande de la

même largeur que le voisinage (la fenêtre) défini dans la création de l'image de probabilité (étape

mC). Chaque unité reçoit la moitié des erreurs. Donc, les unités morcelées en petits polygones ont

une exactitude plus basse que les autres, due à la méthode. L'image artificielle montre aussi que

l'exactitude diminue s'il y a un patron dans la distribution de classes dans l'espace qui varie sur

une période de plus que quatre fois le diamètre du voisinage. Avec une telle variabilité interne dans

l'unité, l'algorithme des mélodies perçoit plus qu'une seule mélodie, donc plus qu'une unité.

L'image artificielle démontre que la classification par mélodies fonctionne aussi bien pour les unités

qui partagent peu de classes avec une autre, que pour les unités qui en partagent beaucoup. Donc,

la classification par mélodies peut servir pour la classification des unités spectralement uniformes.

Pour les unités ayant une variabilité interne et une mélodie unique, les exactitudes de plus que 85%

peuvent être anticipées.

Application des résultats au Parc des Prairies

L'image artificielle quantifie les inexactitudes dues à la méthode. Donc, les causes probables de

l'inexactitude résiduelle dans la classification de l'image du Parc peuvent être analysées. En

particulier, les unités aux petits polygones, et celles disposées en bandes étroites le long des

rivières, sont mal classifiées à cause de leur géométrie. En plus, U est probable (basé sur les

descriptions des unités végétales) que plusieurs unités varient sur une distance de plus que 4

diamètres du voisinage (dans le cas, 1.3 km), et que d'autres renferment des secteurs où la

végétation est identique aux autres unités.

Les unités végétales définies sur le terrain sont importantes pour l'aménagement du Parc parce

qu'elles sont corrélées avec les variables écologiques. La nature précise de cette corrélation est le

sujet d'une recherche actuelle au Parc. Les unités mélodiques révèlent aussi de l'information

écologique qui pourra être quantifiée de la même façon. Les unités mélodiques sont préférables

parce qu'elles sont définies en utilisant une échelle spatiale constante et connue, et parce que la

carte peut être reproduite dans l'avenir à partir d'images futures, sans la subjectivité inévitable qui

contrôle le placement des limites des polygones sur les photos aériennes - une subjectivité qui a

déjà produit les erreurs de la stratification topographique.

Pour produire une carte finale, l'image classifiée par mélodies est intégrée avec les données

topographiques à l'aide du MNT. Chaque unité mélodique est sous-divisée en vallées, hautes terres



et pentes. Les unités des arbustes et des arbres sont divisées selon la densité de la végétation, pas

selon l'espèce. La carte intégrée servira de référence pour suivre des changements futurs. Ces

changements peuvent être détectés par l'utilisation de la même méthode (et les mêmes signatures

des classes isodata) que la présente recherche. Il faut, toutefois, que l'atmosphère soit semblable

ou que des corrections atmosphériques soient appliquées, et que les plantes soient presqu'au même

stade phénologique. Cette condition peut être assurée par la comparaison des données

météorologiques et par la comparaison des mesures calculées à partir du NDVI des images

composées AVHRR avec une résolution spatiale d'un kilomètre.

Conclusions

La classification par mélodies améliore l'exactitude de la classification dirigée pour presque toutes

les unités végétales. Les exceptions s'expliquent par la taille des polygones, relatif au voisinage

utilisé pour définir l'image de probabilité. Cette augmentation d'exactitude veut dire que les unités

végétales cartographiées correspondent au modèle des mélodies. Chaque unité végétale renferme

des sous-unités, distinctes en termes de spectre et de texture, qu'elle peut partager en proportions

différentes avec d'autres unités végétales. À peu près 10% de l'inexactitude vient d'une bande
d'erreur autour des polygones, comme démontre la étalonnage par l'image artificielle. Une

inexactitude résiduelle existe, indiquant que les mélodies n'expliquent pas toutes les différences

entre la carte végétale et la classification par mélodies. Ces différences découlent des différences de

l'échelle des deux exercices. La carte végétale base sa classification sur les espèces, quantifiées sur

les quadrats et délimitées sur les photos aériennes. Les mélodies tracent la variabilité dans la

végétation d'une taille entre 30 et 1500 m. Pourtant, les mélodies font un hen entre les deux

méthodes de cartographie, et peuvent se répéter à des fins de monitoring à un coût moins élevé que

la cartographie au sol.

La méthode des mélodies mérite d'être validée pour d'autres terrains à grande diversité, où la

diversité peut être traduite en associations des objets spectraux. Ces objets peuvent être les objets

concrètes ou les classes spectrales. Cette situation existe dans beaucoup de cartes végétales définies

par les association des espèces, mais aussi dans les régions urbaines et possiblement sur les
affleurements de certaines roches.



ABSTRACT

A végétation map was created for Grasslands National Park, Saskatchewan, as part of the
resource analysis undertaken when the Park was created. This map defined units based on species
associations in 1366 quadrats. The présent research explores the spectral response of the varions
végétation units defined by the map to integrate remote sensing into Park monitoring. It proposes
an image classification method that provides a link between the two ways of tracing unit
boundaries, and that permits site managers to move between ground-based and imagery-based
maps.

The végétation units are spectrally most distinct when using a combination of TM bands 3 and
4, NDVI, and texture measures derived ffom the greenness component of the Tasseled Cap
Transform. Unit signatures have a divergence sufficient to predict accuracy of more than 70 %,
but the accuracy of the supervised classification ranges from 0.15 to 31.1 %, depending on the
végétation unit.

Melody classification, proposed here, classifies such units. Mélodies model units according to
the probability of finding each of several classes intrinsic to the image in the vicinity of each
pixel. A) The spectral classes used, are derived from isodata clustering. B) Mélodies are defined
as the set of normalized frequencies of each of these spectral classes within each végétation unit.
G) An image "G" is created with i bands, where the value of a pixel in each band is determined
by the proportion of spectral class i in a 11x11 window centred on that pixel. D) Image "G" is
classified using mélodies defined in step B as signatures. The accuracy of melody classification
ranges ffom 19.7 to 90.9 % depending on the unit, an increase in accuracy significant at the 99
% confidence level. Therefore, the végétation units share their spectral classes, but distinguish
themselves by the proportions of these classes.

Melody classification was validated using a simulated image. Différent mélodies and spatial
distributions of spectral classes were created to test the behaviour of melody classifications in
différent situations. Gompared with supervised classification, melody classification increased
overall and individual unit accuracies significantly. Most often, accuracies more than 90 % were
obtained using mélodies. Errors were mostly confined to polygon edges and to areas containing
a répétitive spatial pattem with a period of more than 44 pixels. Narrow polygons were poorly
classified, as edge effects account for a large portion of their surface area.

Melody classification accuracy in the Grasslands image is lower than that obtained for the
simulated image, therefore some residual inaccuracy exists not accounted for by the melody
model. A final map for the area is presented showing the melody units stratified according to
topography as derived from a digital terrain model. This map will serve as a base for future
research into végétation ecology or change détection for the Park.

Melody classification could be applied to any situation in which ground cover units of interest
are characterized by a distinctive combination of spectra. This situation is common in areas of
natural végétation, which is often diverse. It could be tested in urban classification, where similar
spectral diversity is often présent.
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GLOSSARY

This glossary defines tenus having a spécial meaning in this document, controversial or
ambiguous technical tenus, and acronyms.

Band: An image band is composed of a single digit per pixel. Normally, band digital numbers
show réflectance in a single wavelength, but the values can also show classification labels, the
results of algebraic manipulation of other bands, or statistics such as azimuth and slope.

Végétation map (végétation unit): maps resulting ffom field végétation census, or the legend
units of such maps. The tenu "végétation" is appended to make clear the différence between these
maps and those resulting from spectral image analysis or a combination using GIS fimctions.

Scale: "Scale" is used here in the cartographie sense. The scale is large or small depending on the
value of the représentative fraction. A small scale shows large surface areas on the map sheet and
is highly generalized; a large scale shows small areas on the same size sheet, and shows more
détail.

Tallgrass Prairie: Prairies characterized by Andropogon, where grasses reach 2 m in height. This
prairie is not found in the région of the présent study. However, général reference books
occasionally draw portraits of "prairie" when they mean only tallgrass prairie. To avoid error, the
distinction should be maintained verbally.

Shortgrass prairie: True shortgrass prairie, with grasses shorter than 60 cm, reaches its northem
limit in southem Wyoming, well to the south of this study. This prairie type is distinguished not
only by grass height, but by the fact that subsoil moisture is completely exhausted before the end
of the growing season (Brown, 1989). Characteristic species belong to the Grama and Buchloe
généra, which also grow but do not dominate in northem midgrass prairie. Occasional references
refer to shortgrass prairie in Saskatchewan. Grasses that grow to more than 60 cm under idéal
conditions {midgrasses, including Agropyron and Stipà), and therefore do not characterize
shortgrass prairie, are shorter in Saskatchewan due to dryness. In Saskatchewan, subsoil moisture
is exhausted in some, but not in ail years. The resuit in Saskatchewan is a northem midgrass
prairie that resembles shortgrass prairie enough to make its classification ambiguous.

Northern midgrass prairie: Located geographically between tallgrass and shortgrass praine,
midgrass prairie contains grasses that grow to heights between 50 and 100 cm. The northem part
of this zone, characterized by Stipa and Bouteloua species, is the région of the présent study.

Unit vs. class: In this document, a unit is a mapped végétation type. Each unit's définition
dépends on plant species présent, sometimes in combination with other data such as its
topographie situation. A class is defined solely based on its spectral characteristics.
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Acronyms

CASI: Compact Airbome Spectrographicimager

GIS: Geographical Information System

GNP: Grasslands National Parle. With a capital F, Park refers to GNP.

GPS: Géographie Positioning System

IPAR: Intercepted Photosynthetically Active Radiation

LAI: LeafArea Index

-mel : When added to letter désignations of map units, means that the unit in question is defined
by the process of melody classification rather than by ground mapping or supervised
image classification.

MSS: Multispectral Scanner, the sensor carried by Landsat 1,2 and 3.

S AVI: Soit Adjusted Végétation Indices: a sériés of indices constructed by a linear combination
of spectral bands, used to obtain information on plants while eliminating soil effects in
areas of low ground cover.

S VU: Spectro-Vegetation Unit, désignâtes the legend units on the final map, produced using
melody classification of the image, stratified by topography, and with units combined as
shown in Chapter 9.

TCT: Tasseled Cap Transform as defined by Kauth and Thomas (1976) and extended by Crist
and Cicone (1984).

TM: Thematic Mapper, the sensor on board Landsat 5 and 6

VLU: Végétation Land Unit, the term used on the végétation map for groupings of végétation
type units, stratified by topography or dominant plant height.

VT: Végétation Type, the term used on the végétation map for a single map unit.
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THE RELATION BETWEEN SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION (TM)

AND SPECIES MAPS,

GRASSLANDS NATIONAL PARK, SASKATCHEWAN

Mryka Hall-Beyer

CHAPTERl. INTRODUCTION

A map of the plant species inhabiting a piece of ground, a région, or a continent is intended,

among other things, to shed light on the factors that influence their ecosystem. Each species

responds to the environment's limiting factors. The distribution of species in space follows the

complex interactions of the factors that define an ecosystem, such as moisture availability, soil,

light, climate and microclimate, and local land use history. The map scale greatly influences what

becomes visible, and the most common végétation mapping scheme is well adapted to the 1:50

000 map scale. In this method, the researcher outlines a quadrat (an area of about a metre square),

makes an inventory of the species présent and their relative abondance, and then groups the

quadrats into végétation types to form the legend for the map.

Remote sensing groups together, according to statistical resemblance, land areas that reflect light

similarly. Many image enhancement techniques exist to link this réflectance to plant variables

such as leaf density and health or crop maturity. Thus, végétation pattems are revealed to exist

at a much smaller scale than the individual plant. These pattems also inform us about the

environmental factors influencing the ecosystem, but at a différent scale than the végétation maps.

The two methods, végétation mapping and image classification, take différent approaches to the

same fondamental questions: What are the intemal processes of the ecosystem? How are they



linked to objects that can be observed by the human or electronic eye, positioned on the ground

or in space? Just what is the relationship between the units defined on the ground and the spectral

classes? For many sites, a ground-based végétation map already exists that guides management

and ecological interprétation. We also have satellite images that can be classified by varions

methods. How can the two maps that resuit from the two methods be related, so that management

décisions can be based either on one or on both without major difficulties?

The présent study examines in détail two satellite images and the associated ground-based

végétation map. It compares the map's végétation types to the image's spectral classes, and finds

statistical associations between them. It performs a supervised classification on the images, based

on végétation types. Using what was leamed in this step, it performs an unsupervised

classification of the image, and distributes the resulting classes into units based on the original

végétation map. This last step uses a new method that is based on the probability of occurrence

of différent spectral classes in each unit. Finally, the classified image is combined with

topographical information, producing a map presenting its ecosystem information as seen at the

scale of Thematic Mapper images. This map can then serve as a tool in managing the national

resource of Grasslands National Park.

1.1 Présent study; practical utility

This research proposes, demonstrates and validâtes a method for integrating remote sensing into

an existing terrain analysis, based upon the végétation map. The remote sensing method

developed here promises to be applicable to areas, often parks or reserves, where groxmd cover

is composed of diverse species rather than of monocultures. Validated for the prairie, it could also

be applied to forested or urban areas.

In ecosystem reserves, wildemess areas, national and provincial parks and other protected lands,

interest focuses primarily on units characterized by a diversity of species in particular

combinations. Knowing the spatial distribution of these units helps to respond to questions about



plant limiting factors and about the effects of human ecosystem interventions. Many species
appear simultaneousiy in différent units, which causes them to be difficult to distinguish based
on a class spectral vector. The method developed in the présent study permits a practical
classification of these non-uniform field units.

The contribution made here is at once theoretical and practical. On the theoretical side, a new

classification, called "melody classification," is developed and validated. It is based on a group

of spectral classes derived from the image, and on the probability of finding a particular pattem

(association) of spectral classes near each pixel. Melody classification is therefore based on a

frequency, and uses nominal rather than interval data. The method is validated using a simulated
image with known unit spectral and spatial characteristics. Future trials with other ecosystems

will allow mélodies to become an operational tool for analysing areas with diversified ground

cover.

In this study, however, the practical applications are also important. Many sites already have a

land cover map that has served management for a long time, and managers must maintain policy

continuity when incorporating any new monitoring technique. Existing tools must not be

abandoned when adding satellite images to the toolbox. Nonetheless, existing map units were not

chosen for their uniform and unique spectral réflectance pattems, since they were developed at

a différent scale and using différent methods. By developing the melody classification method

demonstrated here, the former units can be linked to the results of spectral cartography, without

however insisting that the results be identical. Future décisions, aided by remote sensing, can

maintain continuity with those based upon existing data. The spécifie applicability of this method

to other situations must wait to be developed elsewhere.



1.2 Objectives

Managers of a new National Park wish to maintain or reestablish the natural processes that

reigned before modem human intervention, to direct the flora and fauna toward a "natural" state.

The objectives of any theoretical research in support of these management objectives must be

aligned in the same direction. Remote sensing supports these objectives by establishing a

végétation mapping method that can easily be followed through time to trace changes that occur.

Creating an operational définition of "natural state" is impossible with respect to the plant cover,

because we have no précisé knowledge of the composition or the spatial distribution of varions

plant communities on the prairies before European colonisation. Also, data about land-use since

colonisation are of very variable quality and cannot support a quantitative analysis. So, in place

of a theoretical définition of the natural state, Park administrators base management décisions on

their végétation map. It will thus be the most important ground data for this study as well.

General objective:

Characterise the spectral response of prairie végétation units for the area under
Parks Canada management, and produce a spectral map that will serve to monitor
changes in the ecosystem and that permits information continuity with the existing
végétation map.

Spécifie objectives:

a. Using TM satellite images, characterise the spectral signatures of végétation
units mapped by ground analysis of the northem mixed praine on brown

soils;

b. Détermine the relative importance of spectral bands and spatial factors in
finding the most separable signatures of these units;

c. Classify the Grasslands National Park area to find ont the relation between
ground végétation units and the units resulting from image classification;

d. Refme the classification by integrating topographical information;

e. Produce a map combining ail data, in a format useful for Park management.



CHAPTER 2. PREVIOUS WORK

This study intends to integrate image classification within the knowledge of a particular

ecosystem, for concrète management purposes. Previous research of several types must be

consulted. We will examine knowledge about remote sensing applied to végétation, especially

to grasslands. This will allow us to avoid enhancements, indices or texture measurements that

bave proven to be useless or redundant. Publications in this category will clarify the limits of

applicability of varions techniques, and point ont pitfalls to avoid.

The heart of this study is using remote sensing to improve understanding of the northem mixed

prairie. Therefore, we will investigate the important aspects of this ecosystem and understand the

established methods of classifying and mapping it. Finally, we will focus on spécifie knowledge

about Grasslands National Park, its flora and its management préoccupations, which détermine

the questions we wish remote sensing to answer.

2.1 Remote sensing research applied to prairies

Overview Most published research on prairie remote sensing has been aimed at agricultural

management. Each study draws its conclusions, applicable to a particular région that has uniform

soil, cl i mate (especially précipitation), végétation type and topography. Satelhte images can

distinguish early ffom late-growing species, trace the beginning and progression of spring

greenup and fall dieback, and show biomass réduction caused by drought, diseases, insect

infestations or overgrazing. Many studies extract quantitative values such as LAI and IPAR for

uniform fields in particular situations.

Ahem et al. (1981, 1982), working in southem Aberta, used contrast enhancement on

radiometrically and atmospherically corrected TM images (clear lakes method). NDVl values

derived ffom the images were density sliced to separate high, médium and poor-quality pastures.



These studies did not consider species composition, but only total biomass. Jaques (1982) did

similar work using MSS images.

Ducks Unlimited researchers are engaged in classifying ground cover in the Saskatchewan prairie

pothole région. Using TM images, they separate classes of grassland, seeded pasture and hayland

as well as the wetlands catégories. Their classification joins supervised and unsupervised

techniques with ancillary, non-spectral information. (R. Anderson, pers. comm., 1993). The

Saskatchewan Research Council has undertaken a province-wide TM classification, using broad

catégories such as cropland, grassland, forest and water (J. Whiting, pers. comm., 1993).

Each of the above researchers developed a practical technique limited to a particular région and

designed to be applied by practitioners unversed in remote sensing. Jackson (1984) and Haas

(1992) summarised the available methods in an article directed to land managers. Most of these

practical studies were published in two waves, closely foliowing MSS image availability in the

early 1970's and TM a decade later. Tueller (1992) proposed that the next phase of applied

research awaited the development of expert knowledge-based Systems. Such Systems would use

GIS technology to combine classified images with other spatial ecological information, resulting

in outputs about plant health, soil loss, animal habitat and végétation species composition. The

présent research is clearly aligned with this last proposai.

2.1.1 Konza Prairie: an example of applied remote sensing

The largest study to date on remote sensing of prairie ecosystems was directed by NASA and

concemed tallgrass prairie, at the Konza Prairie Research Station in central Kansas. This group

of studies, extending over more than a decade, was ultimately concemed with plant-soil-

atmosphere interactions, especially COj and N fluxes. A particular desire was to use NDVI and

other végétation indices to dérivé quantitative values such as LAI and biomass, in différent

topographical situations and under différent crop management régimes (Briggs and Nellis, 1991 ;

Nellis and Briggs, 1989; CoUins and Gibson, 1992; Knapp and Seastedt, 1986; Su et al., 1990).
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The results showed that LAI and IPAR can be deteraiined with reasonable précision, but tbat tbe

curves relating image-derived végétation indices to ground-measured végétation parameters are

ecosystem spécifie and cannot be transferred in an unmodified form to grasslands otber tban tbose

considered in tbe individual study. However, tbe général principles evidently apply elsewbere,

and tberefore sucb parameters can be extracted for otber areas (Blad and Sbimel, 1992; Tumer

et al. 1992; C. Lauver, pers. comm., 1993).

2.1.2 Effect of image and data spatial resolution

In tbe Konza Prairie studies, CoUins and Barber (1985), Collins and Gibson (1992), and

Wbisenant and Uresk (1989) examined tbe rôle of fire on tbe prairie, especially as it affects

species diversity. Briggs and Nellis (1991) used NDVI combined witb tbe maximum différence

textural measurement to identify bigbly diverse régions. Tbey analysed images acquired at tbree

beigbts above tbe ground (on truck mounts, airbome and satellite), and concluded tbat diversity

must be defined differently at différent resolutions. For example, fire seems to eliminate diversity

as seen in an image taken from an altitude of 3 m, but it créâtes diversity as seen in a satellite

image. Texture was a useful descriptor of land cover at aU scales used. Tbe import of tbese studies

for tbe présent work is to sbow, first, tbat texture is wortby of considération; and second, tbat

information content is intimately related to pixel size. However, tbese studies do not concem

tbemselves witb species composition.

Csillag and Kertesz (1997), working in GNP, remark tbat data acquired on tbe ground (in

quadrats) may be incompatible witb pixel data. Tbey developed a geostatistical metbod for

arranging ground measurements, wbicb allows means and variances of quantitative measures sucb

as LAI and biomass obtained firom balf-metre quadrats to be combined for corrélation witb pixel-

based réflectance data. Tbey conclude tbat tbeir sampbng technique reveals a sub-pixel scale

variability tbat cannot be detected on a TM or AVHRR image. It is tberefore important to note

thaf tbe présent study does not daim to measure tbese values, but to discem a spatial pattem of

species groupings tbat occurs at tbe scale of a TM pixel. Végétation map units were in fact
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defined by species groupings found in small quadrats, and these quadrats were not arranged in

space and grouped together using the methods of Csillag and Kertesz (1997). However, these

units are not based on means and variances within the quadrats, but on species presence and

association. Internai variability certainly exists within each unit, and the présent study is

concemed with the particular spatial pattem observable at 30 m resolution.

Another study (Palylyk et al, 1996) mapped Alberta mixed prairie using TM (30 m) and CASI

(2.5 m) images. They created "ecological" units based on unsupervised classification of the TM

image that corresponded to units traced on aerial photographs. In this case, unsupervised

classification worked better than supervised. However, there was insufficient détail from the TM

image to apply image-derived maps to animal habitat models. The 2.5 m CASI resolution traced

internai variability in the ecological units, which was sufficient for the models.

The présent study does not use high spatial resolution images. However, the GNP ecosystem is

similar to that of Palylyk et al. (1996), so it will probably exhibit internai unit variability, and

certain classification problems will resuit. Analysis of the GNP classification results will consider

this fact.

2.2 Remote sensing methods theory

2.2.1 Végétation indices

The présent study links végétation map units to spectral classification units, but it does not extract

quantities such as LAI or IPAR because these do not form the basis of végétation units at GNP.

Nonetheless, it is useful to détermine from published sources which band combinations (indices)

are most usefiil in estimating such values. If it should happen that GNP végétation t5q)es are

separable at least in part by chlorophyll density, the correct indices or bands should be used in



classification to take advantage of this. Indices that serve quantitatively would serve best

qualitatively as well. In addition, information on indices might permit élimination of formulations

that published studies bave proven redondant.

Dusek et al. (1985) validated the possible combinations of TM bands, to discover those best

correlated with biomass, percent soil cover and LAI in wheat fields. A wheat fïeld is not

grassland, especially considering percent soil cover and uniformity of réflectance. Still, grasses

bave tbe same growtb form as wbeat, so tbe two are related enougb to make tbe wbeat data

relevant to tbe présent study. Dusek et al. (1985) found tbat, considering ail possible band ratios,

tbose using TM3 gave tbe bigbest corrélations. Corrélations using tbe NDVI were as bigb as any

otber index of tbis group. Perry and Lautenscblager (1984) evaluated tbe functional équivalence

of MSS-band ratio and linear indices, and found tbat any index incorporating MSS5 and 7,

approximately équivalent to TM3 and 4, is équivalent to any otber using tbese same two bands.

Also, ail indices using MSS6 (TM4) are équivalent. In botb cases, équivalence means tbat a

classification décision based on one would be tbe same based on its équivalent. Note tbat TM

equivalencies are only approximate, since tbe TM4 band (0.76-0.90 pm) partly overlaps MSS6

(0.7-0.8 pm) and MSS7 (0.8-1.1 pm) (Bonn et Rochon, 1992).

Wben tbe soil is incompletely covered by green végétation, bare soil and dead végétation must

be taken into considération. To tbis end, varions SAVIs (Soil Adjusted Végétation Indices) bave

been developed, primarily to ease extraction of quantitative values of LAI and otber végétation

parameters. Tbe SAVIs are widely used in agricultural smdies (Major et al, 1990; Huete and

Tucker, 1991). Tbey are less useful wben 1) tbe aim is to compare biomass from one image area

to anotber, witbout obtaining parameter values, and 2) spectral réflectance of soil varies little

across tbe image. Botb conditions apply at GNP.
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2.2.2 The tasseled cap transform and pixel unmixing

Density of green végétation might be one factor distinguishing GNP végétation types. Two

methods, related to indices, aid this discrimination, but must be examined in more détail to

evaluate their potential usefulness for the purposes of this study.

The tasseled cap transform (TCT) is based on the cap-like shape of a scattergram of pixel values

in the image space formed by MSS bands 4, 5 and 6 (or TM bands 2, 3 and 4) (Kauth and

Thomas, 1976). The distribution results from the fact that, during the growing season, vegetation-

covered pixels "move" ffom the réflectance of bare soil, through increasing quantities of

chlorophyll to maximum greeness. Finally during senescence the plants become more yellowed

and decrease their NIR reflectivity. The image is orthogonalized, constraining the first axis follow

the line coimecting pixel values for wet or shadowed soil with those for dry soil. The first

component is taken to represent brighmess, the second greeness. The interprétation of the third

and fourth differs between MSS and TM. In TM, component three is linked to végétation water

content {wetness), and component four to senesced material (called yellowstuff by the original

researchers) (Kauth and Thomas, 1976; Crist and Cicone, 1984; Crist and Kauth, 1986). The

tasseled cap is thus related to Principal Components Analysis (PCA). However, while PCA aligns

its first axis along the maximum variance direction, TCT uses the maximum variance of bare-soil

pixels only. The TCT coefficients are specified in the literature for both MSS and TM. They are

used with images where the soil spectral réflectance is similar to that used in the original studies,

which is the case for GNP.

Pixel unmixing (sometimes called pixel mixing) is related to TCT. Consider only the red vs.

infrared feature space. Within it, pixel densities outline a rough triangle, with the vertices being

wet or shadowed soil, bare bright soil and maximum green material. This of course also outlines

the main "cap" paît of the TCT, without taking into account the senesced material which forms

the "tassels." If the réflectance of each of these end-members (the triangle vertices) is known, the

percentages of each that must be mixed to give the observed réflectance of any actual image pixel
can be calculated (Adams et ai, 1993). Thus, each pixel is unmixed: if it should contain 30 %
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végétation, and 70 % bare soil, a new "végétation" band will be created containing a value

indicating 70 %, and a "bare soil" band will contain a value indicating 30 %. Each of these new

bands is called z.fraction image (Adams étal, 1993).

Pixel nnmixing typically uses soil and végétation end-members, équivalent to TCT's brightness

and greeness. Applying the method to other mixes of materials within a pixel is possible, if the

spectral réflectance of each such material is known for the wavelengths used. The number of such

materials is limited to n+1, where n is the number of spectral bands used on the image, and the

sum of the n fractions is equal to 1.00 (Adams et al, 1993). Any materials présent can be used:

obtaining fractional images of wood, straw and glass would be possible, for example (Gross and

Schott, 1996). Laboratory réflectances of each end-member material must be used if no pure

pixels of each are présent, or if they are not readily identifiable, in the image. If laboratory

measures are used, the image must be atmospherically and radiometrically corrected.

Both pixel unmixing and TCT yield values that place a pixel somewhere along a continuum

between pure substances. This makes both methods usefiil for classifying natural végétation. They

might thus be useful in distinguishing any units that have a unique ground cover mixture that

separates them from others. The discussion of their use will recur at the appropriate place in the

analysis that follows.

2.2.3 Texture measures

Where végétation is diverse rather than a monoculture, the spatial arrangement of species may

be important, and so the spatial arrangement of réflectance values may also be important. The

varions measures of texture take into account the magnitude, scale and directionality of

variability. The classical texture study of Haralick et al. (1973) defined a gamut of texture

calculations. These are based on statistics describing the relative spectral and spatial distribution

of grey levels: in other words, they describe how often one giey level appears with a certain other

grey level in a specified géométrie configuration, either on the image itself or as described by a
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co-occurrence matrix (Haralick et al., 1973). This can be made more complex by considering co-

occurrence of three, four or more pixel grey levels. Ail the calculations are made on only one

spectral band at a time. Texture, of course, can only be calculated on image data that retains an

interval character, and cannot be performed on a classified image, since a différence of "two

classes" is meaningless.

The sheer number of descriptive statistics and spatial relationships possible, and the complexity

of some calculations, makes it difficult to develop raies of thumb for choosing a calculation. He

et al. (1988) and Anys and He (1995) systematized the understanding of the varions texture

calculations. They also compared their utility for a particular radar image. For now, no practical

method exists for choosing measures likely to work for any given natural image. There is no

indication that the one that works best for one image will work well for another, even if ground

cover is similar. Nonetheless, texture measures of some type nearly always improve classification

accuracy (Jensen, 1996).

Several texture measures have proven sufficiently effective to mandate their incorporation in

standard image analysis packages. The most common are homogeneity and variance (or standard

déviation), entropy, and dissimilarity (PCI, 1996). This study will use several of these texture

transformations to evaluate their ability to distinguish among végétation types. It will not,

however, attempt a systematic comparison of the varions available measures.

2.2.4 Contextual classification

It has been noticed that in urban areas, the land use units are characterised by groupings of pixels

of différent réflectances, more so than by individual single spectral signatures. Gong and Howarth

(1992) developed a classification System for these régions based on the frequency of each grey

level in a radius around each pixel. According to the authors, a problem with this method is the

number of possible grey-level combinations, a problem aggravated when several spectral bands

are used, each with 256 possible values. They reduced this number by using a method based on
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Principal Components Analysis. They found that using this grey-level "context" information

significantly improved classification accuracy, and they recommended using this or a similar

method for other areas where a grouping of pixel values appears to defme the information classes

of interest.

2.3 Prairie ecosystem research

The effectiveness of varions image enhancement and classification techniques dépends on the

local soil and plant communities. Therefore, knowing something of that context before beginning

is important. At GNP, we wish to be able to follow land cover changes that occur as the grassland

is withdrawn from grazing and as varions natural processes make their effects felt, either under

nature'simpetus or under prodding by the park managers. What is known of the northem mixed-

grass prairie?

Coupland (1961) described the northem mixed-grass prairie in général tenus, and his study

remains the classic for the région. Bjugstad (1965) described changes that occurred following

drought and following a change in domestic animal pressure. A complété summary of grazing

pressure effects appears in Abouguendia (1990,1993). Quantitative measures of them are given

by Smoliak et al (1990), and by Uresk (1990). Spécifie descriptions of GNP are elaborated below

in a separate section (Léonard and Dobson, 1991; Abouguendia and Coupland, 1977).

Published information does not show the reaction of a large area of grassland to complété removal

of domestic cattle. This was the situation at GNP at the time of this study. Only a few studies

corne near to this question. Neither are there studies conceming areas that have never been grazed

in this ecosystem. A single study (Larson and Whitman, 1942) compared extremely small natural

plateau tops, inaccessible to large animais, with the surrounding pastures. The main végétation

différence was in species composition, especially the decrease of indigenous Agropyron species

following light grazing. CoUins and Barber (1985), looking at tallgrass prairie, traced disturbances

such as fire and grazing intensity changes. These affected total biomass, standing dry biomass.
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percent bare soil, and the percent of soil covered by the clubmoss Selaginella densa, but the

authors were not concemed with the species composition changes.

On the Canadian prairies, small "exclusion areas" exist that define climax végétation at varions

sites. These are very small: the one closest to GNP is about one hectare in size. However, they

are not really "excluded." For example, hares prefer to browse there, thus creating a pressure on

the végétation that does not occur elsewhere and would not occur were large areas to be

"excluded." In addition, exclusion areas are hand harvested in whole or in part to compare species

composition and biomass yield with grazed areas. For ail these reasons, exclusion areas caimot

be considered to represent the prairie ecosystem as it would be in the absence of human

intervention (S. Michalsky and J. Belcher, pers. comm., 1993).

Several studies document the reestablishment of grass-dominated végétation after cultivated land

has been abandoned. The most detailed of these dates from the 1940's, when much land was in

this condition due to climatic and économie problems (Costello, 1944). More recently,

govemment and private organisations actively promote retum of abandoned land to grassland,

often by seeding nonnative grass species.

Usually, unseeded abandoned fields show typical "old-field" succession, passing from bare

ground, to annual weeds, to small perennial plants and finally to perennial grasses. Besides the

species changes, at any given time after abandonment the land will be somewhere along a

continuum between bare soil and the maximum végétation possible for the site. This pattem

obtains in Colorado where Costello (1944) worked, elsewhere on shortgrass prairie (Whisenant

and Uresk, 1989; Dormaar and Smoliak, 1985; Umbanhower 1992; Coupland, 1958), in

Saskatchewan (Abouguendia, pers. comm., 1993), and in tallgrass prairie (Owensby and Smith,

1973; CoUins, 1987; CoUins and Gibson, 1992). Collins and Gibson (1992) found the same

pattem in Alberta followmg prairie fires, even though fire's ecological effects might be expected

to be quite différent. Uresk (1990) performed a statistical analysis of species composition with

respect to successional stage on shortgrass prairie.
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If the abandoned land in question had been cultivated for a long time, the reestablishment of

native species may be slowed due to a lack of seeds in the soil. If, on the other hand, the period

of cultivation was brief, the natural situation may be rapidly reestablished - in less than a decade

if the climate approximates its long-term averages (S. Wilson, pers. comm., 1993).

In summary, within this ecosystem the proportion of grasses compared with forbs, shrubs and

bare soil, will change when the extent of human intervention changes. These proportions will also

change because of brief or long-term climatic condition changes. Grassland changes induced by

removal of cattle are less well known. Before the création of GNP, few areas of northem mixed-

grass prairie were excluded from économie use. The area of military bases is neither farmed nor

ranched. However, the activities carried out there have their own impact, so they are not better

approximations of a native prairie state. We are looking for a method that will be able to track

long term species distribution changes. GNP is new, and the changes will occur slowly in its

semiarid climate, so the présent moment is one of collection of baseline data.

2.4 Research spécifie to Grasslands National Park

During the summer of 1993, field work was conducted that resulted in the Park végétation map

(Michalsky andEllis, 1994). A digital soil map exists (SaskatchewanInstituteofPedology, 1992).

A data layer in the Park GIS, which only covers small sections of the Park, shows land use in

1955,1982 and 1990, obtained by air photo interprétation and confirmed where possible by soil

profile descriptions. Reconstructing land use through historical records is also possible. The

preliminary historical report was compiled by Loveridge and Potyandi ( 1977). These two authors

have been researching individual ranch history, using data gathered by T. Poirier (a local résident)

and K. Poster (Warden Service, Grasslands National Park). Most of this data refers to occupation

before 1930, but some historiés follow use untU the land was acquired by the Park between 1985

and 1992. However, the area where history is known, whether by memory, aerial photo or soil

profile, represents only a tiny proportion of Park land.
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Besides the végétation map mentioned above, other végétation studies have been made by Hooper

and Ledingham (1990), and by Romo and Lawrence (1990). Dix (1966), and Abouguendia and

Coupland (1977), conducted partial végétation inventories. The Park Management Plan outlines

areas of spécial interest (because of rare plants, for example) and outlines options for végétation

management (Blood and Ledingham, 1986; Bulloch, 1986; Romo and Lawrence, 1990). The

current Park management plan is by Léonard and Dobson (1991, also Canadian Parks Service,

1991), with an update scheduled for 1997 (S. McCanny, pers. comm., 1997). Further amendments

are always possible as knowledge and pohcies change.

2.4.1 Management objectives

The présent study is intended to aid the management task at GNP. Therefore, understanding the

mandate of Parks Canada is important. Its policy states that management must "assure the

perpétuation of... naturally-evolving environments, and of the associated species" (Environment

Canada, 1985). This mandate can also be expressed as "retuming the végétation to its state before

the arrivai of Europeans" (Masyk et al, 1992). No one has a précisé idea of this state, since no

detailed description exists, but it is possible to systematically remove artificial ecosystem controls

such as fire suppression, cattle grazing, or dam and dike construction.

After cattle are fenced out, végétation goes through the process of reestablishing a climax

community. This involves végétation changes that need to be followed. One such change will be

changing species or species groupings, another the presence and proportion of nonnative species.

The présent research will help follow the land already within the Park, and will allow mapping

of the land slated for purchase in the coming years. Even when natural processes have taken over,

the methodology developed here will be able to follow natural changes, whether short-term or

induced by long-term changes such as climatic warming. Finally, management interventions

within the Park, whether they be action or deliberate inaction such as not suppressing fire, may

have conséquences for adjacent land. These conséquences also must be monitored, and régional

végétation mapping using satellite imagery is one way to do this.
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2.5 Summary

This literature review has provided the following information to guide the présent research:

TM bands 3, 4 and 5 will suffice for building végétation indices. Among the ratio
indices, the NDVI is the most promising, and among the linear transformations the
tasseled cap transform is most likely to yield accurate classifications.

At least one texture measure will probably enter into the classification, but no accepted
rules exist to choose among many possibilities.

As the prairie is retumed to its natural state, proportions of grass species, shrubs, bare
soil and fbrbs will change. Changes will continue to occur after that under the continued
influence of natural processes and changing management décisions. Monitoring
procédures for these changes need to be developed.

Information on land use history within the Park is insufficient for a quantitative
exploration of végétation changes already produced by the passage of time since
cultivation ceased.
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CHAPTER3. DATA

3.1 Description of the région

3.1.1 Location

Grasslands National Park occupies an area of422.88 km^, distributed among eight discontinuons

parcels scattered over an area 180 km east-west by 40 km north-south (approximately a quarter

of a TM scene). It is in south-central Saskatchewan between longitudes 106°30' W and 10745'

W and between latitudes 49°00' N and 49°30' N (Figure 1). Park land is intermixed with private

land slated for eventual acquisition over the next 35 years. The completed Park will include two

blocks separated by about 20 km of land that will not be acquired. The two Park blocks, called

"East Block" and "West Block," exhibit différent drainage and topography.

Appendix VU lists topographical maps and orthophotomaps for the Park région.

MAKI

UNITE

Figure 1: Location of Grasslands National Park (Canadian Parks Service, 1991)
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3.1.2 Topography, lithology and soils

Figure 2 illustrâtes the topography of the area. GNP is on the third and highest of the three prairie

"steps" that rise progressively between Lake Winnipeg and the Rocky Mountains. Its flat uplands

are eut by flat-bottomed valleys and V-shaped coulees, both with steep sides. The valleys formed

during meltwater drainage during the two most recent glacial advances, and presently contain

underfit streams. The area is in the Missouri-Mississippi drainage basin. The valley of Frenchman

River (also called Whitemud River in older documents) dominâtes the topography in West Block,

and was eroded along the northem limit of the retreating Wisconsin ice sheet. In the Park area,

Frenchman Valley is more than 5 km wide.

Figure 2: Stratified digital élévation model. Blue low, rose high.

To the north of Frenchman Valley is Frenchman Plain, with élévations ranging from 790 to 915

m. Here the bedrock is composed of upper Cretaceous Bearpaw Formation, composed of poorly

Consolidated shale and non-calcareous marine clay. Thin glacial till caps the bedrock. Végétation

is restricted or absent where the clay outcrops on steep slopes (Léonard and Dobson, 1991). In

these areas, selenite (calcium sulfate) crystals up to 10 cm long commonly occur on the surface.
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The East Block is covered by younger deposits, ranging in âge from upper Cretaceous to Eocene.

These formations are of terrestrial origin, so the soil is less saline than in West Block (Sask. Inst.

Pedology, 1992). Elévations range between 706 and 1035 m. Glacial deposits cover bedrock here

also, but they are older than in the West Block since the East Block escaped the two most recent

Wisconsin ice advances (Klassen, 1992).

The soils developed in both blocks are not highly variable, consisting mostly of thin Chemozem

(Mollisol) of the brown or dry-brown subdivisions (Sask. Inst. Pedology, 1992). Areas near the

rivers are solonetzic or gleysolic. On steep slopes, regosols exist, and these areas correspond

approximately to the "eroded" végétation type (unit E on the végétation map. Figure 4, with the

legend explanation in Table 1). Ail soUs are clay-rich and low in organic matter. A very small

area to the north of the East Block, at higher altitudes, has a dark-brown soil and supports dense

tree growth, including some conifers.

3.1.3 Présent and historical land use

Steep topography and highly erodible soils, within a semiarid climate, make large areas in this

région unsuitable for cultivation. Very little land was ploughed, but the entire area has served as

cattle pasture since the end of the 19th century, until its acquisition by the Park between 1985 and

1992. The entire area was open for homesteading between 1910 and 1930. Because settlers were

obliged to plough a certain area for three years to acquire title, isolated fields appeared during this

period whose location had little to do with the land's agricultural capacity. After 1930, drought

led to abandonment of these fields. Private ranches acquired much of this abandoned land, and

the govemment tumed the remainder into community pastures. Today, these pastures are operated

by the Province of Saskatchewan or by the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration (PFRA,

a branch of Agriculture and Agrifood Canada), and are prominent Park neighbours.

Cultivated land today, most of it irrigated, is mainly in riparian zones. A few cultivated fields

surround sloughs south of Frenchman Valley outside the Park, and some occupy level land to the

north. Before acquisition, land now in the Park formed a mosaic of controUed pastures, a few
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grain fields, and a few small areas where the topography practically excluded cattle. However,

the exact history before acquisition is poorly known for most land parcels.

3.1.4 Climate

Area climatic data goes back to 1916. The climate is cool, dry and variable, showing an extreme

continentality. Its most remarkable characteristic is aridity, with an average annual précipitation

of 325 mm. Précipitation varies greatly from one year to another, with records between 0 and 900

mm. Two thirds of the moisture falls in May and June, accompanied by the greatest plant growth.

However, grasses may have another growth period later in the summer during wet years. The soil

is moist only about 50 cm deep away from the immédiate neighbourhood of permanent water

bodies. CMmate data for the year of the images (1993) can be found in Appendlx I (Environment

Canada, 1993).

Winter températures vary a great deal. GNP is within the chinook belt, affected by strong westerly

winter winds that can raise the température between 10 and 30° G in a few hours. This can melt

and evaporate the entire snow cover. Nevertheless, the température range remains about the same

from one year to the next.

3.2 Image data

3.2.1 Image choice

The purpose of this study is to develop a way to integrate remotely sensed data with existing Park

data. We wish to follow végétation changes at a reasonable cost. An airbome image provides a

spatial resolution giving much information, but the cost is so high that temporal resolution is

necessarily low. Satellite images optimize the spatial and temporal resolutions as much as

possible, permitting fréquent images. While every available image will not be used, the temporal
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firequency allows choice of the best phenological events and the least cloud cover or haze. Image

continuity unto the foreseeable future is a concem, since one purpose is to monitor future changes.

Therefore, we are limited to operational, net expérimental, satellites, and to those programmes

that have a policy of future image continuity.

Use ofMSS andAVHRR images This smdy uses MSS images for reconnaissance purposes, and

TM images for classification and map préparation. The archived MSS images are available at a

very low price, but have a much poorer spatial resolution than do TM or SPOT. The lower price

allows use of several MSS images acquired at différent times of the growing season, helping to

pinpoint phenological moments that will give the best information and allowing us to choose the

best time for the more costly images. At the same time, the 80 m MSS spatial résolution is high

enough to predict likely TM classification success.

Ten-day and two-week maximum value composites of AVHRR images are available. Prior to

1992, these had a spatial resolution of around 15 km at Saskatchewan's latitude. Starting in 1992,

1 km resolution data is available. Original red, near infrared, thermal and NDVI data is available.

The spatial resolution is insufficient for these images to coordinate with the ground végétation

maps nor with TM classification. However, varions calculations derived from the NDVI, called

"NDVI metrics" have been shown to correlate with plant phenological stages (Reed et al., 1994;

Cihlar, 1996). When analyzing future plant changes through image classification, it will be

necessary to match the phenological stage to that existing during the original 1993 analysis. The

AVHRR images and derived NDVI metrics provide an inexpensive way to do this. Unlike degree-

day and précipitation comparisons, the use of images allows a comparison that results from direct

observation of the plant community.

Comparison ofTM and SPOT images The choice falls on either TM or SPOT. Of the two, SPOT

images have better spatial resolution, 10 m for the panchromatic band and 20 m for the

multispectral images. The 30 m pixels of TM are commonly used for 1:24 000-scale mapping

(Woodcock et al. 1996), and so are suitable to use with the 1:50 000 scale of the végétation map.
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Nothing suggests that a huge amount of additional information is to be gained in this area by

going ffom 30 m to 20 m pixels. Compared to TM, SPOT images bave poorer spectral resolution,

which tends to hinder discrimination of plant cover. In particular, SPOT lacks a band équivalent

to TM5 ( 1.55 -1.75 pm), which is useful for some végétation indices and gives information about

végétation moisture content and differentiates among the varions leaf types of grass blade,

broadleaf and needle (Campbell, 1996). TM, rather than SPOT, bands are necessary when using

the published coefficients for calculating the tasseled cap transformation. Temporal resolution

is similar for SPOT and TM (16 days for TM, variable but mainly 26 days for SPOT), agencies

responsible for both TM and SPOT plan image continuity for the future, therefore, in this respect

both could serve equally well. Each individual SPOT image covers a smaller ground area than

does TM. The final choice rests upon TM because of the additional spectral bands, its availability

on the desired dates, and because it is possible to reduce cost by buying only a quarter-scene that

covers the entire Park area.

Radar images Recent research on prairie crops (Brisco and Brown, 1995) shows that combining

TM data with airbome radar data allows better discrimination of cultivated fields, and Major et

al. (1994) show this to be true even 70 years after they were last ploughed. The surface roughness

resulting ffom ploughing apparently is easily detected by radar. Satellite radar data was not

considered in their study, therefore, it remains to be seen if it would offer as much information

as does the airbome imagery. In summer of 1997, Parks Canada intends to acquire a Radarsat

"fine" mode image (50 km wide, 3 m pixel spacing) for the West Block of GNP (J. Poitevin, pers.

comm., March 1997). This image will make possible another study to integrate new data into the

présent research.

High-resolution satellite imagery As this research was being carried out, plans were announced

for the launch of varions satellites cartying sensors of high spatial and/or spectral resolution.

While these images cannot be used now, some discussion of their potential usefulness is

warrented. The pattems mapped on the ground dépend a great deal on the spatial scale that is

used. Some of these new images might be able to acquire images at the same scale as that used
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for the original ground survey quadrats, and it would be interesting to see what results could be
obtained using the methods developed in the présent research on such images. Similarly, it is
possible that some plant communities might have subtly différent spectral réflectances that would
be revealed by images taken in a high spectral resolution.

Nevertheless, the potential advantages of high resolution are partially offset for this project by the
massive quantity of data that would have to be processed. The spatial resolution appropriate to
an area is related to the size of that area, just as the minimum map polygon size is related to the

scale of the map. A high resolution image would be analogous to aerial photography, and we have
already seen that a distinct disadvantage of these images is their number and expense to cover the
GNP area. As opposed to covering the Park in one SPOT or a quarter TM scene, these new
satellites would have swath widths ranging from 8 to 36 km, requuing between 9 and more than

64 images depending on centres (Jensen, 1996). At the time of writing, there is not yet any
indication of the price of these scenes. Neither is there any indication yet if there will be forward
data continuity.

In light of these considérations, and of the research nature of many of these projects, it is likely
to be of much greater use for Park management to develop image-based mapping techmques
based on existing proven long-term projects like Landsat or SPOT.

Choosing image dates: phenology Certain times during the growing season are better than others
for seeing the différences between prairie areas dominated by différent species. Subtle nuances
are most visible at the end of July, when trees and shrubs are still green, but forbs have mostly

passed their maximum greeness. Also, at the end of July the différences among grass species are
maximized. Saskatchewan's mixed-grass prairie is also called "Stipa-Bouteloua prairie"

(Coupland, 1961). Stipa species, in common with most grasses on the Canadian prairies, grow
during the cool season, before the end of June, and occasionally again in September if enough rain
falls in summer. The second dominant species, Bouteloua gracilis, grows in the warm season
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during late June into July. Ail grasses are green in late June; by mid-August, ail have dried.

Therefore, the end of July shows a maximum différence between the two grass groups.

A second window of opportunity exists in October to distinguish cool from warm-season grasses,

if the summer has been wet (Palylyk et al, 1996). However, at that time other plants are in a

latent state, and discriminating among plant groups not dominated by grasses is more difficult.

In addition, there is the practical problem that no TM images of good quality are available in

October for the years of interest.

If areas exist where Bouteloua dominâtes the spectrum of a végétation unit, changes in NDVI

pixel values, or changes in the greeness values (second tasseled cap component) between spring

and the end of July, could subdivide the grass-dominated areas.

Choice of dates: MSS images Four archived MSS images were acquired for an overview. They

were imaged on 3 May 1973,3 June 1974,29 June 1981 and 27 July 1974 (no image of late June

1974, is available). Unsupervised classification suggested more variability in grassland areas at

the end of July. In spring, the plants are apparently not developed enough to show much variation.

In June, ail the plants are green, so discrimination is difficult for the opposite reason. The high-

summer July image covers the end of the growing season and the maximum development of ail

plant types.

Final choice For ail these reasons, the primary TM image chosen was acquired on 29 July, 1993.

This is the same year as the végétation map fieldwork. A secondary TM image of 10 May, 1993,

covering only the northwestem part of West Block, was also examined to see if spring-to-summer

changes might help in végétation unit classification.

To give an overview of the area and the July TM image. Figure 3 reproduces the NDVI image

calculated from bands 3 and 4, and stratified into six classes.
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3.2.2 Atmospheric conditions

When two or more images are compared, atmosphère must be taken into account. The praine

images caimot be corrected using pseudoinvariant surfaces such as clear lakes because no large

identifiable surface exists in this area that is exempt from seasonal or weather-induced changes.

Both of the TM images used appear to the eye to be very clear, with no clouds nor variation from

one area of the image to another. For these images, vérification of atmospheric equality can be

done in two ways: by atmospheric measurements taken by weather stations, and by evidence in

the images themselves.

The atmospheric extinction coefficient measurement is available for Glacier National Park,

Montana. This station is near the mountains about 450 km west of GNP, and in 1993 was the

closest station where this measurement was made. Its distance makes the utility of the readings

for GNP images doubtful. Data was acquired for 29 July 1993 (Appendix I), but the instrument

was not in service between 15 April and 1 June 1993 (USNPS, 1994).

Without recourse to direct measurement, and without large spectrally invariant objects within the

image, the atmosphère must be examined from less reliable data within the image itself. Of ail

objects, dirt or gravel roads are the least subject to variability. On the two image dates, these roads

were dry (précipitation data in Appendix I). The Solar incidence angle is essentially the same,

since the two image dates are equally distant from the solstice. To avoid as much as possible

overlap of road and field within a pixel, road intersection pixels were compared. They differ by

less than 5 grey levels ont of a possible 256. This fact confirms, as well as does anything

available, that the images of May and July show comparable atmospheric effects. They were used

to examine végétation change with the assumption that the data is considered as ordinal rather

than interval. In other words, grey level différences of 10 compared with 12 are probably

meaningless, but 10 compared with 25 could indicate a real change.
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3.2.3 Digital Elévation Mode!

The image area is covered by six topographie maps (1:50 000, with a 25-foot contour interval),

which were digitized at the University of Regina Cartography Laboratory. On average, 250

élévation points occurred per km^, approximately one point for every four pixels.

The digitized topographie maps were used to ealeulate a raster élévation image, with eaeh pixel

receiving by interpolation an altitude to the nearest foot. These were then eonverted to métrés

with a caleulation précision of 0.1 m. At the end of the entire process, the pixels were assigned

to strata to the nearest 10 m. The resuit appeared in Figure 2. The weight given to eaeh digitized

point near the pixel is given by the équation

weight= [(1-Q)/Q]'"

where Q = D/S (1)

therefore weight= [(S-D)/D]''-®

where: D = distance from the point to the pixel centre

S = search radius for points, in this case 400 m

These équations give an arithmetic précision that corresponds to the précision measurable on the

original map.

This process left a few "holes" in the prairie where the land is essentially flat, and no élévation

points occurred within 400 m of the pixel. Also, a few incorrect points created nonexistent

mountains. These errors were retumed to the correct élévation by hand editing using the original

topographie maps as reference.
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Starting with this surface model, a percent slope image was calculated. The two images, altitude

and slope, were sliced into "upland," "valley" and "slope >5 %" using the définitions on the

végétation map. This stratification allows the topography to be integrated with the image

classification, in the same way that it is used to stratify the végétation units of the field map.

3.2.4 Spectroradiometry

Several spectroradiometric measurements were taken on the ground on the same day as the

primary image, 29 July 1993. These targeted both wet and dry bare soil and dense végétation, the

three corners of the vegetation-soil-shadow triangle.Also, dry végétation réflectance was

measured. The instrument, an Exotech model lOOBX-T, was fixed 60 cm above the soil, giving

a 16 cm diameter field of view. The filters simulate TM bands 1 to 4 only, so data was not able

to be compared for bands 5 and 7. Réflectance was calculated using a BaS04 reference surface

(Appendix V). These measurements were used to verify the similarity of GNP soil to that used

by Crist and Cicone (1984) in the calculation of tasseled cap coefficients for TM images. The

large number of species and other objects in the rniage, and the fact that map units are not defined

by spécifie species nor quantitative combinations of the objects, make it impractical to use

ground-measured spectra in the classificagtion procédure. This point will be further discussed

when considering pixel unmixing.

3.2.5 Other data

Appendix VI lists software used in image processing, GIS, statistical calculations, data

recording and manuscript préparation. A list of maps covering the Park région is in Appendix

vn.
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Files prepared during the research, and the original image, are recorded on CD-ROM. The

filenames and short descriptions are listed in Appendix VIII and on a readme file on the CD.

Access to the original data is obtainable from Parks Canada, at the address in Appendix VIII.
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CHAPTER 4. VEGETATION UNIT ANALYSIS

4.1 Végétation map

We have reviewed général information about northem mixed-grass prairie, and have discovered

what image analysis techniques have proven fmitful when applied to grasslands and grain fields.

This review was completed with a considération of the Parks Canada mandate, to understand the

monitoring context in which the study is simated.

We must now tum to the détail of the data available. The fîrst objective was to compare the units

of the végétation map with pixel values on the TM image, with the ultimate goal of producing a

classification scheme with a defined relationship between the two. Thus, the first step will be to

examine the définition, contents and topographie stratification of the végétation units.

4.1.1 General description of park végétation

Grasslands, or areas that are dominantly grassland but contain scattered small shrubs, cover three

quarters of GNP. Small topographical dépressions are set within the grasslands, where water

accumulâtes in wet seasons and supports a végétation distinct ffom that of the rest of this semiarid

région. The remaining quarter of the land is covered with trees and shrubs, with bare or eroded

soil, or with areas where a near-surface water table may lead to soil salinisation and salt-tolerant

végétation. These areas occur mainly in narrow bands along permanent watercourses.

4.1.2 Végétation types

The végétation map summarises 1993 fieldwork, outUning polygons containing végétation types

(VT) defined by analysing typical groupings (Michalsky and EUis, 1994). The coarsest division

of the végétation is végétation landscape units (VLU). The foUowing VLUs are represented on
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the map: trees, shrubs, eroded land, disturbed land and three prairie areas. The prairie VLUs are

further subdivided according to élévation and slope, with désignations of "upland," "valley" and

"sloped." Thus, each VLU corresponds to an Anderson landscape classification level n in the

scheme developed for air photo data (Anderson et al., 1976).

The VLUs are subdivided into one or more VTs, which constitute the map legend. To define

them, the presence and relative importance of différent species within a quadrat are noted. When

the inventory is completed for ail quadrats, statistical groupings are sought that will yield

distinguishable VTs. This multivariate analysis process is similar to the extraction of spectral

signatures, where the importance of each species takes the place of an image grey level. Despite

this resemblance, the VTs are not defined by any quantitative value. Instead, some VTs are

characterised by "indicator species" that grow in them and not in other VTs of the same

topographie stratum. Other VTs do not have such an indicator species, but are defined by the

presence of one or more "characteristic" species. The latter are présent in other VTs, but occur

more frequently in the VT of which they are characteristic, or else they are there associated with

other species. Furthermore, either indicator or characteristic species may be lacking in restricted

areas within each VT (Michalsky and Ellis, 1994). The VTs become the végétation map legend.

Each measured quadrat is assigned to a VT, and a polygon is drawn around a group of quadrats

using air photos or ground data for its placement.

Twelve VTs, grouped into seven VLUs, are used for spectral analysis. The statistical analysis of

the quadrats defined additional VT s, but the polygons were too small to be drawn on a 1 ;50 000-

scale map. These units, of course, cannot be used for spectral analysis either. Figure 4 shows the

original map, which is also available in digital form; Table 1 amplifies the legend. Since these

units will be referenced at length in the rest of this document. Table 1 has been reproduced and

placed in a pocket inside the back cover, for easier reference.

A few of the mapped polygons are labelled with more than one VT. These are not simply areas

of "other" or "non-identifiable" végétation, but represent true végétation mixing on the ground.
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in too intimate association to separate on the map. The total area occupied by mixed polygons is

small, together making up less than 3 % of the Park area. The polygons themselves are small and

isolated. Because of their size, disceming signatures for them would be impossible. They are

excluded from the analysis.

The VTs are intended to be hierarchical within the VLUs, so that a given VT can belong to only

one VLU. In practice, this leads to some contradictions. A VT may include some small shrubs

along with grasses, and might belong to either a shrub or a grassland VLU. Some arbitrary

choices were made by the map compilers to avoid this and similar situations, so the shrub VLU

was reserved for dense shrubs covering extended areas. The areas where grasses are sprinkled

with small shrubs, remain part of a grassland VLU. The compronaise arrived at is revealed by the

species shown in Table 1, along with their descriptions given in Appendix EX. The fact that the

définition of "grassland" does not separate grasses from small shrubs is likely to cause problems

in image classification since shrubs and grasses often show quite différent spectral réflectances.
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Table 1: Végétation Types used in spectral analysis

Where no species name is given, spp. is to be understood. The appropriate VLU is
shown in parenthèses.

D 26266 ha

6.17%

disturbed (formerly cnltivated) land, colonized hyEJymus,
Agropyron cristatum, Artemisia frigida

E 10363

2.44%

eroded land, partly colonised by Rosa, Juniperus, Phlox, forbs

T 10492

2.47 %

Acer negundo, Populus (trees)

S 47664

11.20 %

Rosa, Potentilla, Amelanchier, Prunus, Salix, Shepherdia (shrubs)

JS 38190

9.00 %

Juniperus, Stipa (slopes >5 %)

ASA 70015

16.5 %

Artemisiafrigida, Stipa Bouteloua gracilis, Agropyron smithii
(slopes >5 %)

SA 27582

6.50 %

Sarcobatus, Atriplex (valley)

AAO 23466

12.60 %

Artemisia ftigida, Agropyron smithii. Opuntia (valley)

DP 2546

6.50%

Distichlis, Puccinellia (valley)

SB 123057

29.00 %

Stipa, Bouteloua gracilis, Agropyron smithii, Artemisiafrigida
(uplands grasslands)

AC 4668

1.10 %

Agropyron smithii, Carex (uplands grasslands)

HR 16125

3.80%

Hordeum, Rumex (uplands grasslands)
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4.2 Analysîs of VTs and topography

Topographical position is one of the main distinguishing characteristics of some VTs. Three units,

AS A, AAO and SB (Table 1), have essentially the same species, and are distinguished primarily

by topography. Therefore, when producing a final map based on spectral classification, it iS

logical to use a DEM to stratify the results, so that the végétation map and the spectrally-based

map might be as similar as possible.

Grassland VTs, which together cover 72 % of Park land surface, belong to one of three VLUs

(Michalsky and EUis, 1994):

• upland grasslands (> 9(X) m in West Block, > 950 m in East Block),
• Valley grasslands (< 880 m in the West, < 900 m in the East),
• sloped grasslands (more than 5 % slope).

The choice of 5% slope as a limiting factor was made by the compilers of the végétation map, and

the assignment of certain VTs to the sloped category indicates that a slightly difierent végétation

community is observed to exist on the slopes). In other units, there is little végétation différence

noted between the sloped and level units, and no justification for the différent units is given

(Michalsky and Ellis, 1994).

Units AS A, AAO and SB together occupy 58.1 % of the Park area and differ more by topography

than by species content. It would seem that if the spatial distribution of these units is known, a

good idea of the topography should also be conveyed. However, this is not so. Figure 5 was

created by stratifying the DEM according to the végétation map définitions. In creating the figure,

slopes take precedence over élévations, so that a slope of more than 5 % is assigned to the

"sloped" category at ail altitudes. In doing this, it was necessary to create an additional category,

not considered in the original végétation map. This stratum includes areas with low slope that are

between the cutoff élévations for valleys and uplands. It would appear that the végétation map,

and the report, presumed that these intermediate altitudes were ail on slopes. Figure 5, however,

reveals that this is not so.
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Valley <880 m
Intermediate,880-899 m

Uplands, >900 m
Slope >5%

Figure 5: Topography, defined by végétation map

Valley: SA, AAO, DP Slope: JS, ASA

Uplands: SB, AC, HR

100<Va

80%

•n

§
g
040%

20%--

0%

D  E T S JS ASA SA AAO DP SB AC HR

Végétation Unit

<880 >900 Slope Intermediate

Figure 6: VT location according to topography; végétation map définition
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The proportion of each VT in each topographical stratum does not correspond to their designated

VLU (Figure 6). For example, only 12 % of the "sloped grassland" units are actually on a slope,
and less than 40 % of the VTs designated as valley grassland are in a valley as defîned in the

végétation report.

If the original map is in error, the map resulting from the présent work will need to correct it.

Before doing so, we must déterminé if some factor besides mapping error could produce the

topographie discrepancy. Two explanations are possible. In the first place, the DEM construction

might be at fault. The pixel élévation calculation uses a weighted average of élévation points
within 400 m (Equation 1). This might erase slopes less than 3 pixels, or 90 m, in length. Recall

that 88 % of the mapped polygons of "sloped" grasslands are not on slopes. Given the général
topography of GNP, imagining that 88 % of these VTs would fall on short slopes less than 90 m

long is diffîcult. In addition, the VLU and the altitude are also in very poor agreement (Figure

6), and the hypothesis of DEM slope error cannot account for this. Spot checks of the DEM with

the topographie map do not reveal extensive altitude errors. It is therefore unlikely that DEM

calculation is the source of the problem.

A second possibility is that the définitions of "valley" and "upland" are in error. Figure 5 reveals

that the two topographie knick points, at the bottom and top of Frenchman Valley, do not coïncide

with the defming altitudes for either valleys or uplands. Therefore, for West Block, it is more

logical to redefme the altitude limits to make the valleys <820 m, and the uplands >840 m.
Figure 7 shows the location of the strata according to this new définition, showing that

Frenchman Valley slopes now separate the valley from the upland.

We can now compare the original topographical stratification (Figure 6) with the new one in

Figure 8. The agreement between the theoretical and the true topographie position of the varions

VTs is not improved by the redéfinition of upland and valleys. Much "valley" VT tenitory
remains outside the valley. Therefore, the altitude définition is not the source of the problem.
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>iî

Valley

Intermediate

Uplands

Slope

Figure 7: Topography, new définition

Valley: SA, AAO, DP Slope: JS, ASA
Uplands: SB, AC, HR

100»/i

D  E T s JS ASA SA AAO DP SB AC HR

Végétation Unit

<820 >840 Slope Intermediate

Figure 8: Topographical situation of VTs according to the new définition
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However, the redéfinition is net wasted effort. The improved agreement between Frenchman

Valley and the new stratification makes it logical to use this new définition when stratifying the

spectral classification map. The new définition is used only for the West Block. Elévations given
for valley and upland in the East Block by the végétation map coincide well with the slope knick

points, 30 need not be changed. The végétation map includes only GNP itself, while the spectral
map will include the gap between the Blocks, therefore the change will appear abrupt. The
définition for West Block wiU be used west of a north-south line along UTM easting 368000,

leaving the eastem quarter of the image with the East Block topographical division. While the
actual placement of this division line is practical and arbitrary, its orientation foUows régional
topography and runs near a watershed divide, thus is as natural as possible using a straight line.

In summary, the topography that defined the VLUs on the végétation map is not an accurate
représentation of the actual topography. Therefore, the drawing by eye of the VT boundanes on
the aerial photographs was not sufficiendy accurate to place a polygon in the correct
topographical stratum. The inaccuracy of the topographical data raises doubts about the général
reliability of VT borders. Their accuracy relies on the subjective judgment of the botanist-
photointerpreter. This is a common situation:

One . . . difficulty relates to the fact that. . . inventory continues to be based
primarily on the interprétation of aerial photographs by one individual. Any two
photointerpreters will not produce similar results ... even when using the same
material. A single interpréter may even provide significantiy différent
interprétations on two occasions... Furthermore, photointerpretation accuracy is
never very high. (Edwards and Lowell, 1996)

This exercise shows that the actual polygon boundaries are suspect. The choice of traimng sites

for a supervised classification will therefore be limited. Instead of using random sites within
known polygons, pixels must be chosen that contain the measured quadrats themselves, where
it is certain to which VT they belong.

Given this conclusion, it is necessary to look more closely at the quadrats. The placement

accuracy for the quadrats is not given explicitiy by Michalsky and EUis (1995). Their positions
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were established using a GPS instrument, with post-acquisition differential correction. Thus a

précision of less than a pixel is probable, with the resulting quadrat locations as précisé as image

georeferencing. Quadrats are small compared with pixel size, and are not always centred within

a pixel. Nonetheless, the true VT of each quadrat is known. Spatial self-similarity tells us that we

are less likely to fïnd the wrong VTs within a radius of 15 m (more or less) of a quadrat, than at

a greater distance. Selecting training pixels at random within a mapped VT polygon, with its

demonstrated boundary problems, would put us at a greater distance most of the time.

There were 1368 quadrats in the original mapping exercise, of which 105 cannot be used. Most

of these latter fall outside the TM image area at the extreme southeast of the Park. A few were

designated as "mixed" class, but there were too few of any single "mixed" class to allow them to

form a class for image analysis. Of the 1263 quadrats used, 473 were selected at random to serve

as training sites, and the remaining 566 for accuracy évaluation. (Table 2). The small number of

quadrats in units DP, AC and HR would likely cause problems during the création and évaluation

of spectral signatures, and again in accuracy calculations after classification.

4.3 VT characteristics related to spectral classification

Certain VT characteristics are likely to help or hinder spectral analysis (Table 1), and being aware

of these in advance would help guide the choice of analysis techniques. First, the VTs labelled

D ("disturbed," mostly formerly cultivated land) and E ("eroded") both have a high bare soil

component, thus giving a diffèrent spectral réflectance from the vegetation-covered VTs. Because

D can be recolonized by plants to différent degrees, it is quite possible that a part of it would be

classified among the grassland units. Agricultural land revegetates rapidly with some kind of

plants, so it is unlikely that D areas would be put mistakenly into E. Therefore, D would most

likely indicate abandoned cultivated land that is early in the revegetating phase, without

sufficiently extensive plant cover to qualify spectrally as grassland. This situation is actually an

advantage for a future user of the spectral classification, who wants to follow grassland
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reestablishment after a disturbance, and who is concemed with érosion. The same reasoning

applies to unit E, in which plants become established here and there between erosive events.

Table 2: Distribution of quadrats

VT Total quadrats Training sites Accuracy testing sites

D 104 44 49

E 59 24 24

T 27 12 10

S 168 61 82

JS 122 50 59

ASA 189 73 83

SA 76 26 37

AAO 177 51 92

DP 13 5 5

SB 286 105 106

AC 14 8 5

HR 28 14 14

y. 1263 473 566

Both units S (shrubs) and T (trees) are likely to bave distinct spectral signatures. Here again,

however, the image classification might give somewhat différent information than the végétation

map. The map defines unit S as any ground with deciduous shrubs covering more than 15 % of

the area, up to a maximum of 100 %. It is very likely that spectral différences exist between one

area with 15 % cover and another with, say, 80 % cover. In addition, deciduous shrubs are

described as "common" within unit SA, which is a valley grassland rather than a shrub unit

(Michalsky and Ellis, 1994).
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Some shrubs are quite smali while others (some Salix species, for example) can be nearly as large

as the trees in the area. Also, within the "trees" VT, many large shrubs are scattered among the

Acer negundo and Populus spp. This suggests that any spectral classification would identify a

single unit "T and S" and that this new unit might be subdivided according to végétation density

rather than according to the somewhat arbitrary distinction between "trees" and "shrubs." It is also

likely that some sections of the grassland VT polygons would be classified with the lower density

shrabs if a large part of the pixel footprint were covered with small shrubs.

Différences in spectral réflectance among grass species are subtle. Furthermore, the végétation

map does not indicate what might be the magnitude or kind of internai spatial variability in the

grassland VTs. As Table 1 shows, grassland VTs cover nearly three quarters of the Park. At the

scale of a TM image, information that distinguishes among grassland végétation types is probably

différent from that which distinguishes them at the quadrat scale. The task then is to compare the

végétation map with the image map, so as to understand the information gained at the pixel scale

used. The following paragraphs discuss expected spectral information for each grassland VT.

Several grassland VTs differ only with respect to their topographie situation. The species

composition of units AS A (sloped grassland, 16.5 % of the Park) and SB (upland grasslands, 29

%) is largely identical. AAO (valley grasslands, 12.6 %) differs ffom AS A and SB only by the

addition of scattered mounds of Opuntia (a smaU cactus). Image classification would be unlikely

to distinguish these three units unless other factors, such as percent cover by each species, are

quite différent in each. Such différences are not suggested in the VT descriptions.

Units AC and HR (Table 1) occur in ecological continuity with one another, AC becoming HR

with successional maturity (S. McCanny, pers. comm., 1995). AU stages between AC and HR are

likely to exist. Together, these units cover 4.9 % of the Park.
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The présence of shrubs, especially the evergreen shrub Juniperus spp. in the grassland VTs, might

cause classification problems. Juniperus bas a distinctive colour. Unit JS {Juniperus and Stipa,

a grass), which is part of the sloped grassland VLU, is dominated by Juniperus, but the cover

percent or variability of this shrub within JS is unknown. Also, Juniperus characterizes a

substantial part of E (eroded) lands. It is therefore possible that the presence of this shrub would

cause confusion among some VTs. It is also possible that sectors of JS that are mostly grass

(Stipa) would be classified in other grassland VTs.

4.4 Détection of seasonal change

On the inixed prairie, species green up and senesce at différent times. The most notable différence

is between warm-season (C4) grasses, which are green in summer but not in spring, and cool-

Table 3; Growing season of common prairie plants

Agropyron cristatum, cool-season, remains green throughout the season. It is a non-native spedes

03

cool season

Agropyron Carex Elymas Koeleria Poa Stipa foibs

C4

warm season

Andropogon Aristida Bouteloua Buchloe Distichlis Muhlen-

bergia
Panicum

season (C3) grasses (Table 3). Cool-season grasses are green in spring but lose much of their

active chlorophyll before tnidsummer; they may grow again in fall. At the end of July, and again

in October, the différence between the two groups is greatest. Most GNP species belong to the

C3 group, but Bouteloua is wann-season and is important in several VTs. Also, an invasive

nonnative grass species, Agropyron cristatum, remains green ail summer despite belonging to

group C3. A pattem may be visible on the prairie, formed by différent amoimts of greeness
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change between early May and late July. If so, this pattem might help to distinguish between

areas dominated by C3 and C4 plants, and thus help to discriminate among VTs.

An image of 10 May, 1993, covering only the northwestem part of West Block, was co-rectified

with the July image. NDVl was calculated for both images, each time using the équation

NDVI=

(2)

TM4-TM3

TM4+TM3
+0.5 *127

Following this, an image was produced showing inter-image NDVl change, calculated by

(3)

NDVI^ = NDVI_„.NDVI.,.,„ + 110

In both équations, the constant was chosen to assure that ail pixel values would be positive and

less than 255.

A three-band image was compiled, with

• band 1 = May NDVl,
• band 2 = July NDVl,
• band 3 = NDVl change.

Signatures were extracted for the grassland VTs. The mean and variance of the grassland

signatures overlapped almost completely, and occurred near the densest area of the pixel clouds

on image-space scatterplots. Distinguishing VTs by their NDVl change is not, therefore, possible.

Only unit HR is slightly différent, but not suffîciently so to distinguish it clearly based on this

change image.
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Another approach to analysing change is to look at pixels showing a decrease in NDVI between

spring and summer. There are only a very few of these pixels, 0.03 % of the scene. Nearly ail

belong to SB or AS A. These two units have nearly identical grass species, and they are the only

units to have Bouteloua (C4) in their species descriptions. Logically, pixels with decreasing

NDVI would have a prédominance of C3 grasses. However, it is likely that the decrease in NDVI

in these few pixels is due to another phenomenon than the différence between C3 and C4 grasses.

The scarcity of these pixels makes further spéculation fhiitless.

Greeness change, represented by NDVI change between mid-May and late July, does not allow

us to tell VTs apart at the TM image scale. Therefore this trial with a section of the Park has not

been expanded, since the results do not justify the expense of acquiring additional images.

Another study might test if a change image might be more productive using other dates, a dryer

year, or a différent spatial resolution.
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CHAPTER5. SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION

5.1 VT Spectra

To obtain a highly accurate spectral classification, one should ideally be classifying areas that

bave a uniform spectral réflectance over a continuous surface area much larger than a single pixel.

For végétation, the idéal object would be a monoculture with complété canopy closure. The GNP

VTs do not possess this trait. If such uniformity cannot be obtained, and a mixture of materials

is présent, the "idéal" object would bave very small areas of each material. The areas would be

mixed in constant proportions throughout the object. This would ensure that pixel réflectances

would still be uniform over the area of the object. An example of this might be a large field where

différent crops are in altemate rows. The VT descriptions do not provide evidence about whether

either of these situations exists in GNP. If they do, VT spectral signatures would show high

divergence values, and a supervised classification would suffice to produce a map closely

resembhng the végétation map.

5.1.1 Feature sélection

Spectral analysis of the VTs begins with signature extraction, to leam the distinctiveness of the

units. As a fîrst step, the spectral bands and other measures must be chosen. The chosen image

détermines the available wavelengths, and within these, past research shows which

transformations are most apt to enhance unit discrimination for grasslands.

Two groups of réflectance data transforms exist:

• végétation indices, ail based on the contrast between nir and red
réflectance in the chlorophyll spectrum;

• texture measures that enhance a pattem of spatial frequency or direction
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The results of previous work on transformations used in grassiand research suggest that we should

consider:

• the original bands;
• NDVI

• the first three tasseled cap components (brightness, greeness and
humidity, for TM images (Crist and Cicone, 1984)).

For texture measures, the choice is more difficult, since their individual applicability to grassiand

has received little attention. Qualitative and practical considérations narrow the range of

possibilities. First, no particular directionality to the végétation appears on the image, other than

the drainage pattem that cuts across the entire area. Therefore, we will not consider directional

fabric enhancements. What remains are measures of local variability. Without evidence favouring

one over another, the simplest procédure is to try those for which algorithms are easily available.

Therefore, the candidate texture measures are:

•homogeneity
•entropy

•variance (standard déviation)
•contrast

Texture operators act within an area deflned by a moving window, with a minimum size of 3 x

3 pixels. At TM resolution, a window larger than 11x11 might easily overlap many unit polygon

boundaries, so this was taken as the practical maximum size. For the first trials, each texture

measure was calculated for window sizes of 3x3,5x5 and 11x11 pixels. The large window sizes

proved to be the useful, so the trial was extended to 7x7,9x9, before the final choice was made.

Since texture can be calculated on only one band or index at a time, the calculations were based

on TM bands 3 and 4, NDVI and the first three tasseled cap components.

Several image files were made to hold the large number of calculation results, since a single file

can contain only 16 channels in the image processing software used (Appendix VI). For each 16-

channel image, the five channels were chosen whose combination gave maximum signature

divergence. The channels thus chosen were combined in a single image to make the final feature

sélection.
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The term divergence is used to describe several calculations of signature spectral separability

(Richards, 1986). AU are based on signature mean and variance for normally-distributed classes.

The divergence measure used here incorporâtes the Jeffries-Matusita distance (Jij), which avoids

the possibility that a few extremely well-separated classes might give a misleadingly high average

divergence (Richards, 1986). Divergence was calculated according to the foUowing équation

(Earth Resources Inc., 1991):

D =1000[(/,P^]
=2(1-e-«)

(4)

where

D

Jij
a

divergence
Jeffries-Matusita différence

is given by the équation (PCI, 1997,
as revised from Richards, 1986):

« = lOirM/
-1

(P/-Py) + 7 In
11.

i(iC
(5)

where

i andj
C,
iQl

are two signatures
covariance matrix of signature i
déterminant of G;

The Jef&ies-Matusita distance is asymptotic to 2.0, so the maximum divergence as calculated here

is 1414, because 1414 = [1000 * 2'^^].

Because the J-M distance is related to the probabUity of error in maximum likelihood

classification, it is possible to calculate the user's accuracy with the foUowing classification (Anys

et He, 1995; Richards, 1986):
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l-[-(2-B)] < Pc ^
4  16

(6)

where

Pc =
B =

accuracy (%)
Bhattacharyya or J-M distance, in other words

B = (0.001 * Df

(7)

The maximum accuracy predicted for divergences between 700 and 1400 is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Maximum accuracy expected for différent divergences

Divergence 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

Accuracy (%) 71 72 74 75 76 77 79 80

1200

1000

!  800

Divergence D was calculated for ail the

combinations of i bands in the image composed

of the best measures in the larger image set.

Within each calculation, the minimum value for

D for any combination of i bands was noted. In

addition, for ail the combinations of i bands, the

mean of the divergences was calculated. Both of

these statistics were plotted against the number

of bands (Figure 9). D rises rapidiy as i Figure 9: Divergence tendency vs band
numbers

increases from 2 to 5 bands, but levels off at this

Mi 600
Q

400

-

17'

/
V

_200 -
2  3

Number of bands

mean divergence minimum divergence
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point. Therefore, after five bands, the others add little additional information. Table 5 lists the

band contents that produce the highest D. It is interesting that the chosen measures include a

représentative of original bands, végétation indices and texture measures. Nevertheless, it is

somewhat surprising that ail of TM3, TM4 and the NDVI appear together, since the NDVI is

calculated as an arithmetic combination of TM3 and TM4. While each of TM3 and TM4 on its

own can help to differentiate some non-végétation objects, it is to be wondered what the NDVI

independently adds to the classification. As for the independence other bands used, the remaming

TM bands are repiesented in the calculation of the tasseled cap greeness component, although TM

3 and TM4 are also heavily weighted into this component (Crist and Cicone, 1984). Also, these

final two bands used are spatial measurements, and so add additional information. Nevertheless,

since the divergence measurements show that the particular combination in Table 5 yields higher

divergence than any other combination, it was used for the classification procédure. If there is

redundancy in the information, it will not detract from classification accuracy.

Table 5: Measures used for image classification

Key to notation: "x, y, z" means the x texture calculation performed on the y band, using a window of size z.
"Greeness" is the second component of the Tasseled Cap Transform.

Channel

number

Bands: ail VTs

considered

Bands: grassland
units

1 TM3 TM3

2 TM4 TM4

3 NDVI NDVI

4 variance, greeness, 3x3 TM5

5 entropy, greeness, 11x11 variance, TM3,3x3
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5.1.2 Separability Index

The five-band combination listed in the central colunin of Table 5 yielded the best minimum and

mean divergences when considering ail VT signatures together. However, it is possible that

another band combination would be more useful when classifying the VTs that yield the minimum

divergences in these calculations.

The particular VTs affected are identified by creating a separability index, created for the

purposes of this research. is an ordinal number, and its value shows a relative separability of

the units. The calculation of Ij, begins with the divergence values of ail the signature pairs, with

signatures calculated using the five bands in the central column of Table 5. We then count how

often each signature occurs in each stratum (range) of divergence values (range 1 = 600-799,

range 2 = 800-999, range 3 = 1000-1199, range 4 >1200). The value of must be higher for

signatures that often occur in the high-divergence area, therefore a low weight in calculating

is given to stratum 1, and a progressively higher weight to each successively higher stratum.

The équation for calculating the separability index is:

I. ' Pi) (8>
1=1

where: Ij = separability index for signature s
fj i = frequency of occurrence of signature s in divergence range i
Pi = weight associated with divergence range i
j  = number of divergence ranges
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Signature I. 600-799 800-999 1000-1199 >1200

stratum 1

(weight = 1)
t  tp.

stratum 2

(weight = 2)
t  tP.

stratum 3

(weight = 3)
t  tP,

stratum 4

(weight=4)
f. tP,

D 28 1 1 6 12 1 3 3 12

E 33 0 0 4 8 3 9 4 16

T 41 0 0 0 0 3 9 8 32

S 34 1 1 4 8 3 9 4 16

JS 30 0 0 5 10 4 12 2 8

ASA 30 0 0 4 8 6 18 1 4

SA 27 2 2 4 8 3 9 2 8

AAO 29 1 1 4 8 4 12 2 8

DP 35 0 0 1 2 7 21 3 12

SB 40 0 0 0 0 4 12 7 28

AC 36 0 0 1 2 6 18 4 16

HR 34 1 1 0 0 7 21 3 12

Table 6 lists Ij, for each VT signature. Units D, JS, ASA, SA, and AAO (mostly grassiand units,

net surprisingly) fall in the low ranges, and se are usually less separable than the others. A similar

calculation shows that these units are more separable using a différent band combination, shown

in column 3 of Table 5. Using these bands, the divergence improvement is between 32 and 92

ont of 1414, depending to the VT. Using these alternative bands, the problematic signatures

achieve a minimum divergence of the same magnitude as the mean divergence of ail signatures

using the original 5 bands. This strategy maximizes theoretical VT separability. The accuracy of

the classified image will détermine if it can map the units correctly.
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5.2 Supervised classification

5.2.1 Method

The analysis of signature divergence recommends a two-step classification procédure to maximize

the chances of correctly classifying ail units. The steps taken are explained in the following

paragraphs, and summarized in Table 7.

Table?: Summary of supervised classification procédure

• Classification of an image using the bands listed in the centre column of
Table 5.

• Création of a mask to isolate less-divergent units:
pixels classifîed in step 1 in the seven more-divergent units = > 0
other pixels = > 1

• Création of a second composite image, using bands in the last column of
Table 5.

• Apphcation by multiphcation of the mask to the second composite image, so
that only pixels of the five less divergent VTs have values. The values are
those of the second composite image.

• Extraction of signatures of the five units and classification of the image.

• Superposition of the two classification results, so that pixels classified in umts
E, T, S, DP, SB, AC and HR come from composite image 1 and those in
units D, JS, ASA, SA and AAO come from composite image 2

Two composite images were created, one using the bands in the centre column of Table 5, the

other with the bands in column 3. Signatures were extracted using the randomly chosen training

quadrats in Table 2. Maximum likelihood classification was performed, using Mahalanobis
distance as a discriminant variable, to take account of différences in variance among the

signatures (Richards, 1986). A priori probabUities were assigned using the proportion of the area
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on the végétation map (percentage figure in column 2 of Table 1). Accuracy was calculated

before proceeding to the second classification phase.

The second step in classification created a mask leaving values only in pixels classified by phase

1 into one of the five problem units, as shown by their low values. These were units D, JS,

ASA, SA, and AAO. Following this, signatures were extracted for these five units using the

second composite image, formed of bands in column 3, Table 5; this image was then classified.

This second classified image was superimposed onto the first, and the accuracy of the composite

image evaluated. The VT spectral signatures for steps 1 and 2 of this procédure are listed in

Appendix n.

During classification, a probability image was created, and a thresholding opération performed

to remove low-probability pixels. Over the whole image, 2 % of the pixels were excluded.

5.2.2 Results and discussion of supervised classification

Figure 10 shows the classified image resulting firom the completed supervised classification

procédure. Ambiguous pixels (those excluded by thresholding the probability image) are shown

in black. They are not immediately visible because they only occupy small contiguous areas.

These pixels imitate in number and distribution the mixed VT polygons on the original végétation

map; they do not allow further analysis.

The overall landscape pattem of grasslands, river valley, coulee and badlands, cultivated fields

and higher, partly-forested ground to the northeast can be easily picked ont on this image. A first

glance would anticipate high accuracies. This is not the case. Accuracies of each of the two

supervised classification steps are listed in Table 8. Accuracy was low, between 0 and 31.3 %,

according to the unit. Even this range does not represent the sorry reality: nine of the twelve units

have an accuracy of less than 10 %.
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Table 8: User's accuracy: supervised classification

(% of correctly classified pixels in each VT):

Unit Image 1, unfïltered Composite Image,
unfiltered

3x3 filter 11x11 filter

D 6.5 7.8 7.3 7.0

E 7.1 7.1 7.0 1.5

T 1.5 1.5 0.7 0

S 13.1 13.1 14.8 14.7

JS 12 21.8 22.9 22

ASA 30.6 31.1 32.5 41.8

SA 1.1 4.4 0.9 0.1

AAO 6.6 6.8 5.5 2.8

DP 0.8 0.8 0.1 0

SB 17 17 18.5 21.7

AC 0.2 0.2 0 0

HR 12.1 12.1 10.6 8.7

Recall that two bands were changed between image 1 and the composite image, to improve

classification accuracy of five units with a low separability index Comparing the accuracies

for the two images shows that unit JS increased from 12.1 % to 21.8 %, but that the other four

units were little affected. One possible reason was that TM5, used in composite image 2 but not

in image 1, is better at distinguishing some ground element that is présent in JS but not in the
other four units. Juniperus is the likely candidate, being a conifer and présent only in JS and E.
TM 5 aids in conifer differentiation (Campbell, 1996). Nonetheless, even with this increase, the

21.8 % accuracy of JS was not high.
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The original bands, and the transformations of the original image, were ail chosen to produce the

best séparation among the VT signatures. The accuracies acheived are ail lower than the potential

accuracy for signatures with équivalent divergences. An explanation of this apparent contradiction

guided the next step in the analysis.

There are several simple procédures to test explanations of the low accuracy. One possible cause

is the "sait and pepper" effect observed on the classified image. On the végétation map, the VT

polygons do not show up as small separated groups of pixels. The ecological factors that influence

végétation are not distributed in this fashion either. To reduce the sprinkling effect a modal fîlter

was passed over the image. This filter gives the central pixel the class value of the largest number

of pixels in the window. This was done with a small (3 x 3) and a large (11x11) filter.

Accuracies for the filtered classification appear in the last columns of Table 8. Filtering

marginally improves accuracies for units AS A and SB. AS A rises ffom 31.1 % to 32.5 % (3 x 3

filter) to41.8%(llxll filter). SB rises from 17.0 to 18.5 to 21.7 %. Improved accuracies were

still not high; as well, filtering reduced accuracy of the other ten units. This resuit is consistent,

because filtering dégradés the spatial resolution. ASA and SB occupy large extended areas, and

filtering would favour them over less extensive units. In summary, salt-and-pepper effects can be

rejected as a major cause of supervised classification inaccuracy.

There are other simple causes of inaccuracy. VT descriptions show that each is composed of

several species of indeterminate proportions. For example, végétation type JS (Juniperus - Stipà)

contains shrubs and grasses. We do not know if the training sites are mainly in a shrubby section,

in a grassy section or, as might be supposed, in a mixture of the two. In an extreme case, a JS

pixel might have nothing but shrubs, and be classed as unit S (shrubs). On the other hand, a pixel

mapped as E (eroded) where some Junipers grow might be classified as JS. This example could

be extended, with différent sources of confusion, to the other units, since each VT has several

species, and most species occur in more than one VT.
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This analysis can be expressed statistically in two ways. First, the signatures may be multimodal.

Multimodality is not readily évident on histograms of the signatures, but the différences among

the VTs, especially the grassland VTs, are quite subtle. Two modes might be quite close together

and so not be évident. If this is the case, a pixel unmixing analysis is suggested. Second, each VT

might be composed of more than one spectral class. This possibility suggests an unsupervised

classification followed by an agglomération of classes to form the VTs.

Unmixing pixels requires end-member values for ail the major components of the image that we

wish to distinguish. The classical unmixing of TM pixels into soil-shadow-vegetation would not

suffice to distinguish the VTs. Also, this image does not have pixels covered by pure stands of

end-members. Measuring the spectral réflectance of each spectrally distinct object mixed into the

VTs would be necessary. These objects would be each species at each growth and dieback stage,

because these objects ail change in response to the weather and seasons. Unmixing the spectra of

this number of objects would require many spectral bands, because unmixing of n objects is only

possible if there are n-1 bands (Adams et al, 1993). Therefore, a pixel unmixing model did not

suit our requirements. Another approach to the GNP image is an unsupervised classification.

Given that overall landscape pattems are distinguished by the supervised classification, and given

what is known about the nature of the VTs, it might be possible to search for some way to group

the classified units so as to form new units more closely matching the ground végétation map.

Such a regrouping might better be accomplished, however, using spectral classes that are the most

distinct possible, rather than using the supervised classes which overlap somewhat in feature

space. This will require starting the spectral classification with an unsupervised classification

rather than with the supervised classification used to produce Figure 10.

To summarize, at the end of this analysis of the supervised classification, we know in which

direction to continue the search for a classification scheme better adapted to the GNP ecosystem

and map. A unit model is required that preferably does not dépend on ground réflectance
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measures of individual species. This model must therefore flow from image-based déterminations,

and it must also consider internai unit variability.
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CHAPTER 6. MELODffiS: UNSUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION

6.1 Introduction

Supervised classification did net suffice to link VTs with spectral classes. Unmixing the pixels
into species components was net possible because

•  the components (end-members) are too numerous,

•  a sufficiently précisé atmospheric correction is not possible, and

•  the component characteristics change with time.

Unmixing pixels into fractional images of végétation, shadow and soil would produce a classified
image of potential interest, but they would not help the cause because the prime VT
discrimination is not by chlorophyll density. Greeness forms only part of the information about
the VTs that we wish to recover from an image.

To repeat the objectives, we were searching for a link between spectral classification and the VTs
that would be reproducible on future images. An image classification avoids the subjectivity
inherent in hand-drawn polygon boundaries guided by aerial photos, and thus improves the
monitoring capabilities of the analyst. The new method of classification developed in this and the
following chapters, christened melody classification, fills these objectives.

6.2 Method: preliminary consideratioiis

Unsupervised classification segments feature space into classes, with the number of classes
determined by the analyst. If each VT is composed of several spectral classes, assigning a group
of classes to each VT wiU be possible. The only requirement would be to produce enough spectral
classes. Knowledge of the Park suggests that this approach will not work. Several VTs share the
same species. Any given combination of species in a pixel footprint, will give the same spectral
class, no matter in what VT it is found. We wiU probably have to distribute the pixels of each
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spectral class into several VTs, rather than agglomerating several classes into a single VT. A

method must be developed to do this distribution.

To illustrate, take this example. Supervised classification can easily separate a uniform red unit

from a uniform green one. However, consider two units with the following characteristics:

Unitl:

35 % of the pixels are pink (red wavelength but low réflectance, say 1(X) ont of 255).
20 % red (255) and
45 % green (255).
Signature: redband: p= 86, a = 95

green band: p=115, a =127

Unit 2:

20 % of the pixels are pink
50 % red and

30 % green.
Signature: red band: p = 148, a = 113

green band: p= 77, a =117

Within the units, the colour distribution is not regular in space. A signature extracted using

randomly-chosen pixels would give us a mean of "olive brown" for Unit 1 and "russet" for Unit

2. Yet no single pixel is either olive or russet; each is pink, red or green. Thus, the signatures will

not permit an accurate supervised classification. An unsupervised classification would easily yield

three spectral classes, namely red, pink and green. However, the desired units cannot be created

by putting, say, classes red and pink in one and green in the other.

Some way is needed to décidé if a given red pixel belongs to Unit 1 or 2. If the units are of equal

aerial extent, we know that 28 % of the red pixels belong to Unit 1, and 72 % to Unit 2. Still, this

quantity does not suffice, because we also need to know which pixels belong to which unit. To

décidé, look at the associations of the pixels within the unit Remember that no regular géométrie

pattem is discernable, so that a texture measurement will not suffice. Therefore, if half of a red

pixel's neighbouring pixels are also red, it is far more likely that the pixel in question belongs to

Unit 2 than to Unit 1, because that proportion coincides with the proportion of red pixels in Unit

2. The assignment to a unit is made based on the context of each pixel.
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Proceeding according to this illustration, the first observation must be about what spectral classes

are represented by the quadrats of each VT, and in what proportions. The number of potential

spectral classes is enormous, limited only by the possible combinations of grey levels in ail the

bands used. An unsupervised classification reduces this potential to a practical number by

identifying the separable classes in the feature hyperspace of the image used. One caution imposes

itself here, however: class désignations are nominal data, and therefore we will need to operate

in the domain of ffequencies, that is in nonparametric statistics.

The melody classification system developed here, based on these considérations, rests on

knowledge of GNP terrain, and arose from the analysis of the supervised classification results.

First, a description of the steps involved will be presented, including as much explanation as is

necessary to understand the steps. The présentation will be foUowed by a fùither discussion of

the method.

6.2 Method: steps

The numbers below simplify reference to a summary of the method found in Table 10.

1. Unsupervised classification ofthe image, by isodata clustering. In subséquent steps, a new

image band will be created for each of the spectral classes created in this step. This limits the

number of classes to 16, because of software limitations with respect to the number of channels.

Unsupervised classification was performed on the five-channel base image created for supervised

classification, for two reasons. First, the analysis done during supervised classification showed

which bands contain spectral and spatial information most apt to separate the VTs, so they should

serve equally well in an unsupervised classification. Secondly, comparison of the supervised

classification with a new method will be valid only if both rely on the same original data. The

divergence of the signatures extracted by isodata clustering (Table 9) was of the same order as

that of VT supervised signatures (Table 6).
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Table 9: Divergence of signatures
Unsupervised classification uses maximum produced by unsupervised

likelihood and Mahalanobis distance. The a

probabilities of ail classes are equal. Major See Table 2 for band contents, text for
explanation

landscape features - the large valley, fîelds,
bands best minimum best mean

coulees - appear on the classified image (Figure

13, p. 74). As expected, no unique association
45 561 1329

345 1036 1362

appears between a class or group of classes and a
1345 1078 1371

VT.
12345 1134 1379

Table 10: Summary of melody classification steps, as expanded in text

I: Extract i spectral classes by isodata clustering and classify the image using these
signatures.

II: Calculate an Index of Association L^u, which is the ratio between the observed
and expected frequenQ? of each spectral class for each unit. The set of IA^„ for
each VT is called its melody. Verify that the varions VT mélodies are unique.

III: Create an image showing the relative probability of finding each spectral class
within an 11x11 pixel window around each image pixel. This step has three
subdivisions:

A: Create a binary image in which band i has the value 1 for ail pixels
classed i, and 0 for ail pixels of other classes.

B: Pass a mean filter across ail bands of the image created in step III.A.

G: In the image calculated in step III.B, divide the value of each band i by
the percent of pixels of class i in the entire image created in step I. This
is the probability image.

IV: Extract melody signatures for each unit, using the probability image created in
step III.C.

V: Classify the probability image (III.C) by the melody signatures (IV).
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II. The heart of melody classification identifies which group of spectral classes is associatedwith

which YT. Unsupervised classification assigns a class to each quadrat-containing pixel, so it is
easy to calculate how many pixels of each class are in each VT. However, a simple count will not
suffice. Ail VTs do not have an equal number of pixels, and neither do the spectral classes occupy

equal territory. Some expression must be used to quantify the frequency of a class in the VT
compared with its frequency in the whole image. This expression is an index of association
between the VTs and the spectral classes [IAi.J.

IAi„ is the index of association between spectral class i and VT m. In other words, IAi „ is the
probability of fmding a pixel of class i in unit u, divided by the probability of fmding it in the
image as a whole:

(9)

M. = 100 (:^)
h ̂  fl.

fi.u e [0,1]

a, e [0,1]

where

lA^u = index of association of class i with unit u
~ percent of pixels of spectral class i in umt u

Uj = percent of the image occupied by spectral class i

The more lAj^ départs firom 100, the doser is the association between class and unit. The analysis
of the VTs showed that each will be associated with more than one class. The units should

therefore be characterized by the combination of classes. As a resuit, IAl„ associâtes class i with

unit u, and not vice versa. The set of for each VT is called its melody. The graph of indices

of association for ail classes and units suggested the name. The fu^t time it appeared on the
screen, before being configured for illustration purposes, it resembled a devilishly difficult
musical score. This raw diagram appears as Figure 11.
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To understand lAi^^ better, take for an example spectral class 1 and unit D. If class 1 covers 3.8

% of total image area, and if each VT bas an equal association with this class, 3.8 % of the pixels

in unit D would be classified " 1 " as would 3.8 % of the pixels in unit E, and so on for ail the VTs.

Dividing 3.8 % (the percent of unit D pixels that are class 1) by 3.8 % (the percent of pixels of

class 1 in the whole image) results in 1.00. Multiplying by 100 gives the index of association,

100. Any value greater than 100 indicates a concentration of the class in the unit, and any value

less than 100 indicates a lack of the class in the unit.

p' naifUe 'pfieiude

2  2 ̂eeC OAid fifteÂmàde tad

300

iSO

60

I  I
.  I i

? iO tî 12

Figure 11: Source of the name melody: the set of indices of association as a function of
spectral class. This is the actual data, each point representing one VT, as it appeared
before formatting. Formatted data appears in Figures 12a and 12b.
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ni. A melody for each VT now exists. It remains to sec what melody is "sung" in the

neighbourhood of each pixel, to allow that pixel to be classified in the VT "singing" the most

shnilar tune. Therefore, an image is created showing the probability of finding each spectral class

in the vicinity of each pixel. There are 16 spectral classes, and each pixel needs a probability

value for each class. Since each band can only bave one value, a 16-band image is required.

m.A: Create a binary image

As a first step, band i of the new image receives a value of 1 for pixels occupied by class i in the

base image. Elsewhere the pixel value is 0.

in.B: Pass a mean fîlter

Using the image in lU. A, calculate the mean in a window around each pixel, and replace the value

of the window's central pixel by this mean. Because image in.A is binary, the mean in each band

i indicates the proportion of pixels in the window belonging to class i and the probability of

finding pixels of value i in the window.

Window size The window's dimensions will affect the results of this calculation. This filter

necessarily dégradés the spatial information resolution, since the mean value is derived from ail

the pixels in the window, not only from the central pixel itself. The window is limited on the

small side by the précision with which proportions (percents) can be calculated. It must be large

enough to give a précision able to differentiate mélodies. When mélodies were calculated in step

n to fînd out if they were distinct, the précision was ±1 %. At the same time, the window is

limited on the large end by the necessity to be small enough that it does not often overlap two or

more units. For example, a 5x5 window means a 150 m square ground footprint. A small size

would be idéal for the units with narrow polygons, especially HR. However, a 5x5 window only

includes 25 pixels. Therefore, the mean could only have values 4 % apart: for example 4,8,12,

etc. but never 1,2 or 3. A brief recalculation of lA^, rounded to the nearest 4 % shows mélodies

that are no longer distinct. For the necessary précision of ±1 % for distinct mélodies, a window
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must be at least 11x11 pixels. Unavoidably, this window bas a footprint of 330 m square, which

will most likely create an accuracy problem for units containing many small or narrow polygons.

in.C: Divide by a,

To finish the calculation, divide the values in each image band i by ai, the percent of pixels of class

/ in the image classified in step I. To make the results of this calculation usable, they must be

rescaled for channels recording only 8 bit data. The image that results ffom ail these calculations

will be called the lA image. Figure 12 illustrâtes the lA image, but only three bands are shown

(chosen for no particular reason) because of the limits of three-colour visualization and printing.

R=4, G=5, B=6+ indkites UTM SO0OO0,S4S4O0O lOlcm

Figure 12: lA Image: the "notes" contributed to each pixel's melody by spectral classes 4, 5
and 6

IV: Extract a signature for each VT

The image in EH.C gives the melody présent in the 121 pixels (11x11 window) surrounding each

pixel, with one "note" (one lAj „ value) per channel. A signature is now extracted for each VT,

using the same quadrats selected for supervised class training (the others serve for accuracy

assessment).
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The melody calculated in step H, suitabiy rescaled to 8 bit format, could be used as a signature.

However, this bas its inconveniences. In step U, the primary purpose was to ascertain that the

mélodies are really distinct. The melody was calculated using ail the quadrats of each unit, and

resulted in a single lAj^u value per spectral class. Using this to classify the image would require

a minimum distance classifier, since no calculation is possible of variability in melody within

each unit. Extracting a signature from the quadrats introduces that variability, and allows the use

of the maximum likelihood classifier and a priori probabilities. Secondly, extracting a signature

from the same quadrats used in the supervised classification permits précisé comparison of the

resulting classification accuracies.

V. Classify the lA image

The 16-chaimel lA image is now classified using maximum likelihood and the signatures from

step V. The a priori probabilities are those used for the supervised classification, namely the

proportions of the végétation map area occupied by each VT (second column. Table 1 ).

6.3 Method: discussion

The foUowing sections contain more in depth discussion of several points already raised during

the explanation of the method.

6.3.1 Mélodies compared to Pixel umnixing

Melody classification is an altemative to pixel unmixing, and fits the objective and practical

limitations of this study. The GNP VTs are not defined by a fraction of différent objects in a pixel,

but instead by presence, absence, or domination, with no definite area, of différent species. These

species change réflectance and spectram throughout the growing season. With only the TM bands.
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7 end-members could be calculated (ignoring the thermal channel), which would not suffice to

distinguish the GNP units.

Although we have rejected pixel unmixing for VT classification, some units might use a form of

it. The trees and eroded land might be characterised or subdivided by the quantity of végétation

growing there. For these units, an unmixing process using the soil-shadow-vegetation end

members could be performed, and the unit stratified according to the végétation fraction images.

However, our image already contains végétation density information in the form of the NDVI

and the greeness component of the tasseled cap. These two measure relative végétation amounts,

without differentiating the non-vegetation objects, whereas unmixing would show bare soil

separately. Unmixing might therefore better distinguish between green and dead végétation.

However, nothing in the végétation report suggests that the non-vegetated fraction actually

defmes the units. Unmixing uses a réflectance table or ground-measured réflectances, so we

would need to calculate réflectances on the image. Such a calculation would require us to correct

the GNP image for atmospheric interférence and radiometric error. In summary, given the

difficulties inherent in pixel unmixing, it is more realistic to use the NDVI and the tasseled cap

greeness. They already provide as much végétation density information as is likely to be useful.

The philosophies behind pixel uiunixing and melody classification resemble each other. The basic
HaUim of melody classification is the fact that a pixel belongs to a spectral class. It is impossible

to unmix a pixel according to what "combination" of classes it belongs to: it belongs to a given

class or it does not, period. It would be possible to call melody classification "neighbourhood

unmixing." A summary and comparison of the two methods appear in Table 11.
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Table 11: Comparison of melody classification with pixel unmixing

Melody classification

Basic information is spectral classes.

Each unit is a mixture of several

classes.

Each class has a probability between 0
and 100% of occurring around each
pkel, but we use lA^ a relative
proportion, to perform the
classification.

The décision about a pixel's VT
assignment is made according to the
spectral classes in its vicinity.

Does not require atmospheric or
radiometric correction for a single
image.

Pixel unmixing

Basic information is the end-member.

Each pixel is a mixture of several end-
members.

Each end-member can be présent in a
proportion between 0 and 100 %,
called the fraction image.

The décision about a pixel's unit
assignment is on the basis of the
materials proportions.

Needs atmospheric and radiometric
correction unless pure pixels of each
substance analyzed can be
unequivocally identified in the image.

6.3.2 Statistical characteristics of signatures derived from the lA image

The statistics for signatures used in melody classification, calculated by training on quadrat

pixels, are found in Appendix IV.

Maximum likelihood classification permits a better accuracy than using minimum distance or

parallelepiped décision rules, because it incorporâtes différences in variance among signatures,

and allows the use of a priori probabilities. However, it also assumes a Gaussian distribution of

values within the signatures (Earth Resources Inc., 1992). To verify that the signatures do foUow

this, histograms of signatures derived from the lA image were examined. They do not show
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perfect noraiality, but a large majority of them approach it. The exceptions are units DP and AC,

in ail bands. These units bave few training pixels, which can both explain their lack of normal

distribution and predict low classification accuracy. For the other ten units, the only non-Gaussian

appearing histograms are unit S in band 8, unit AAO in band 8 and unit E in bands 4, 6 and 7.

Only five cases ont of 160 (10 units times 16 bands) appear non-normal. On this basis, it was

judged that no serions hindrance to a maximum likelihood classification existed.

6.4 Results

Figure 13 shows the image resulting from the unsupervised classification, according to isodata

clustering (step n in Table 10). This is only an early step in melody classification, but it is

interesting to see that the broad landscape areas are visible, although individual units caimot be

distinguished.

Figures 12a and 12b show in graphical form the mélodies of each VT. Euclidian distances

between mélodies in Table 12 confirm what is suggested by the melody graphs, that they are

indeed distinct. This measure was employed, rather than using divergence, because at this point

in the analysis there exists a single value for each lA^ „, a situation that does not permit calculation

of a covariance matrix. Table 13 shows the numerical values that define each melody. These

numbers were calculated using ail quadrats for a given VT, and their purpose is to assess the

distinctness of the mélodies at the calculation précision possible.

The final classifîed image resulting from melody classification appears in Figure 13. Pixels with

a low probability were put in a separate class, shown in black. They were chosen interactively as

was done with the supervised classification. These pixels cover 2.29 % of the image and, like in

the supervised classification, could be analogous to the mixed VT class on the végétation map.

Their proportion is nearly identical to that in the supervised classification image.
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Table 12: Distances between melody signatures

D E T S JS ASA SA AA

0

DP SB AC

D 0

E 174 G

T 385 416 0

S 289 273 393 0

JS 228 218 350 188 0

ASA 233 274 234 259 244 0

SA 232 281 266 318 218 266 0

AAO 236 253 229 202 166 164 166 0

DP 339 391 402 462 357 362 329 369 0

SB 340 370 349 330 253 223 250 277 472 0

AC 255 270 508 333 238 269 253 341 378 388 0

HR 427 466 495 421 293 448 381 403 387 360 383
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Figure 14b: Mélodies of the various végétation classes (continued)
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Table 13: Values of lA^ „ defining VT mélodies (rescaled to 8-bit format)

D E T S JS ASA SA AAO DP SB AC HR

1 G G G G G G G G G G G G

2 G G G G G 24 G G G G G G

3 78 126 64 239 188 96 111 158 119 153 255 218

4 13 48 5 IIG 143 33 34 39 34 14G 78 255

5 48 43 1G8 2G 49 19 17G 62 23 255 22 52

6 112 113 154 1G2 156 85 152 128 75 2G4 163 255

7 213 252 189 175 229 191 242 228 172 177 255 176

8 236 227 23G 188 187 186 255 228 194 142 165 128

9 185 166 48 255 131 144 99 135 2G 112 115 43

10 118 98 228 124 1G2 255 97 156 36 183 69 56

11 137 139 199 IIG 126 149 193 168 255 93 125 1G6

12 72 63 247 81 83 158 1G2 1G9 255 89 78 124

13 119 91 8G 51 126 91 127 87 255 82 126 222

14 171 88 25 51 87 87 124 54 23G 97 167 255

15 191 145 G 64 IIG 87 78 55 131 123 255 93

16 134 255 1 8G 92 82 44 42 111 35 224 8
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6.4.1 Accuracy

Accuracies were calculated, and appear in Table 14. The user's accuracy is the complément of

errors of commission. It is calculated by the number of pixels correctly assigned to unit u divided

by the total number of pixels assigned to unit u. It reçoives this name because the image users in

the fîeld want to know the probability of fmding the indicated unit when they arrive at a site. This

Table 14: Accuracies, supervised and melody classifications

Unit User's

accuracy,

supervised

User's

accuracy,

melody

User's

accuracy,

melody.

User's

accuracy,

melody,
fîltprpH 7*7

Producer's

accuracy,

melody

D 7.8 74.1 73.7 75 41.7

E 7.1 19.7 15 17.9 50

T 1.5 23.5 29.4 29.4 36.4

S 13.1 22.7 22.2 20.8 12.3

JS 21.8 81.3 81.3 57.2 44.1

ASA 31.1 30.9 22.3 21.4 61.5

SA 4.4 45.8 23.5 10 29.7

AAO 6.8 28.8 22.7 18.6 21.4

DP 0.8 0 0 0 0

SB 17 43 24.1 22 50

AC 0.2 0 0 0 0

HR 12.1 0 0 0 0

TSmei - 37.7 - - 25

Prairie(mel) - 50 - - 70.9

supervised classification:
k=0.09

overall accuracy = 0.22

melody classification:
k=0.27

overall accuracy = 0.33

mélodies without DP, AC,
HR: k=0.28

overall accuracy = 0.38
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study is concemed with the utility of the final map for that person, se most often the user's

accuracy is cited when comparing classifications. The producer's accuracy is the complément of

errors of omission: the number of pixels correctly assigned to unit u divided by the total number

of reference pixels belonging to unit u.

Reference pixels are those containing quadrats that did not serve as training sites. A pixel is

considered correctly classified if either it, or one pixel beside it (on an edge or corner), is assigned

to the same unit as the quadrat (Earth Resources Inc., 1992). This standard method takes into

account that the reference point might be found near a pixel edge.

To use a single figure to measure accuracy, an estimate of the kappa statistic k (k) is calculated.

Kappa measures the proportion of error in a random classification avoided by the classification
used. k was calculated twice for the melody classification to avoid any problem that might be

caused by the small number of training and évaluation pixels in units DP, AC and HR.

6.5 Results: discussion

Both user's and producer's accuracies are quite différent for the différent VTs. They range from

0 for units AC and DP to 90.0 % for D (Table 14). Most values lie between 25 and 50 %. It is

tempting to compare these figures with accuracies in the 80 to 90 % range often reported for
landscape classifications. However, the latter have units with uniform réflectance over polygons

including many pixels. Such units might be water, forest, fields, or bare ground. The GNP units

are much more complex, with much subtler différences between units. Our results need instead

to be compared with the 55 % obtained by Brisco and Brown (1995) for their single-date image
classification between grain crop types. Another comparison would be the 64 % obtained in

distinguishing among grassland units obtained by Knick et al. (1997) in Idaho. Even these studies

have units more uniform than ours: Brisco and Brown (1995) classify monocultured fields, and

Knick et al. (1997) have units of différent cover density, and one containing a single species

("Cheatgrass," or Bromus tectorum). Gong and Howarth (1992) used a frequency-based
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classification, but in an urban région where unit différences are more marked. They obtained

accuracies for individual classes in the 50 % range.

Analysis of the accuracies shows a significant improvement for melody classification over

supervised classification. The residual inaccuracy suggests that agreement is still incomplète

between the végétation in the field and the unit model used. Our model proposed that each unit

is composed of a particular grouping of parcels of ground each having uniform réflectance. The

remaining inaccuracy suggests several hypothèses:

►  parts of some units are identical to parts of another;

►  the geometry of the polygons lowers accuracy, specifically

1. an edge effect and

2. the small si2e of some polygons with respect to the window defining a
pixel vicinity;

►  the proportion of différent spectral classes in différent units (their mélodies) does

not suffice to tell them apart from other units;

►  a spatial pattem in class distribution influences the classification.

The final three hypothèses ask questions about the methodology of melody classification. Before

examining what the confusion matrix can tell us about végétation (hypothesis 1), those questions

must have a response. To validate melody classification, and déterminé the potential influence

on accuracy of the last three hypothèses, a simulated image will be used. The spectral properties

of this image will be completely known, as will the spatial distribution of classes within the units

and the exact position of polygon boundaries. This validation is presented in Chapter 7. FoUowing

this validation, we will examine what melody classification can reveal about the végétation

pattems on the ground.
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CHAPTER7. VALIDATION OFMELODY CLASSIFICATION

7.1 Reasons for using a simulated image

Melody classification was developed to cope with a situation where the same species, in différent

proportions, occur in several différent ground units. Although the mean spectral response of each

unit is distinct ffom that of each other unit (as demonstrated by signature divergence), poor

accuracy results from supervised classification. This shows that a unit model that only considers

a single spectral signature is incomplète. Ont of this came the hypothesis that each unit is non-

uniform, and the development of melody classification to quantify the non-uniformity and hamess

it for the classification.

It is interesting that this unit model, based on the observation of each unit's spectral

characteristics, parallels the VT définitions on the original végétation map. Melody classification

is based on the presence and relative frequency of a spectral class in a unit; VTs are described

by the presence of species in a quadrat, with relative species frequency considered in a non-

quantitative fashion. The one property suggests the other. The analogy between pixel and quadrat

scale does not demonstrate that plant distribution in a quadrat is identical to pixel class

distribution in a VT at TM scale. The relationship between distribution statistics at différent scales

is much more complex (Csillag and Kertesz, 1997). In order for mélodies to classify VTs, the

distribution of species in a quadrat need not be repeated in a pixel.

If melody classification of the TM image had yielded a high accuracy, few questions would

remain. In fact, melody classification provided a strong increase in accuracy, but is still far from

90 %. Where does the remaining inaccuracy come from? Does it resuit, as may be suspected, from

the fact that the new unit model only explains some field unit variability, or from uncertainty in

the ground data? Does melody classification contain some unperceived inhérent inaccuracy? Use

of a simulated image allows us to answer the second question. In the simulated image, units are
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well known, their spectral réflectance corresponds by définition to the unit mode! proposed, and

their boundaries are precisely drawn. On this image, if melody classification works as expected,

supervised classification will give low accuracies and melody classification high accuracies. Also,

with the simulated image we can see how mélodies behave in spécifie situations and thus test its

sensitivity. Once melody classification is validated, we will be able to proceed with the analysis

of the units of the TM image of GNP, and of the "spectro-vegetation" units it has yielded.

Beyond validating the method, analysis of a simulated image can answer some spécifie questions,

including providing an évaluation of the sensitivity of melody classification to some pattem

variations and to spécifie unit contents. On the GNP végétation map, polygon boundaries are

drawn by eye around measured quadrats. The resuit is not very accurate in labelling the

topographical content. Therefore, it may not be very accurate in other ways. The simulated image

will show how precisely boundaries are located by melody classification.

Lastly, some VTs occupy narrow polygons, and melody classification of these units was

extremely inaccurate. We would like to know, from the simulated image, the polygon size at

which this problem begins, and how much inaccuracy it may introduce.

7.2 Construction of the simulated image

The simulated image was built in four steps:

1. Draw a basemap
Détermine area and dimensions of units, and their juxtaposition with one another.

2. Dérivé a spectral class image, the équivalent of an image classified by the unsupervised
method.

Fix the proportion, distribution and spatial arrangement of spectral classes in each
unit.

3. Dérivé a five-band spectral image, the équivalent of the original image.
Assign means and standard déviations of grey levels in five bands, giving each
pixel value in each band.
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4. Classify the image created in step 3 by the unsupervised method, to verify that the bands
made in step 3 are well built.

■ Unit1

■ Unit3

□ Unit S

□ Unit 4

■ Unit 6

■ Unit 6

□ Unit 7

■ Unit 8

■ Unit 9

m Unit 10

■ Unit 11

Figure 16: Basemap, simulated image
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7.2.1 Basemap

A basemap was drawn, 1870 x 1870 pixels in size and defining 11 units (Figure 16 ). Each unit

borders on every other unit, to test whether the placement of boundaries by melody classification

would be influenced by which units were in contact. Eight distinct mélodies exist in these 11

units, because three units (9,10 and 11) share their mélodies with another unit. These three bave

small areas: two (units 10 and 11) only exist as small spots, the third (unit 9) is long and narrow.

Thus, the accuracy of a small unit can be compared with that of its larger twin to observe the

différence caused by size and shape. The size of the polygons with respect to the image size, and

the percent area occupied by each unit, are similar to those values for the GNP image. Table 15

Table 15: Properties of simulated image units

Unit Area, % Classes Spatial

1 14.28 3,4,5,6,7 random

2 14.3 6,7,8,9,10 random

3 11.75 6,7,8,9 repeat of squares
11x11 pixels

4 11.79 6,7,8,9 repeat of squares
5x5 pixels

5 9.69 11,12,13,14 random

6 11.66 6,7,8,9,10 Gaussian

7 8.37 6,7,8,9,10 sine wave

8 14.39 6,7,8,9 repeat of squares
22x22 pixels

9 1.52 unit 1 narrow, less than 30
pixels wide

10 1.19 unit 1 small polygons, less
than 50pixels

11 0.76 unit 8 same as unit 10
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summarizes these statistics. Finally, the orientation of unit boundaries varies, and each unit bas

at least one boundary that is subvertical, one subhorizontal and one diagonal. No boundary is a

straight line.

7.2.2 Spectral class image

The spectral class image matches the GNP TM image after unsupervised classification. The first

step in its création is defining a melody for each unit. Next, each pixel receives a class assignment

so that the unit as a whole has the defined melody. During this process, both the unit melody and

the spatial arrangement of classes within the unit can be controUed.

The mélodies were defined, and the spatial distribution of classes within each unit were

determined, to answer the foUowing questions:

Does spatial distribution of classes affect melody classification? To answer, we

need to compare units having the same classes, but in a différent spatial

arrangement. Two unit groups exist for this purpose:

a). Units 3, 4 and 8. These units are built of repeated blocks. Within a

block, classes are distributed using a random number table. The basic

block has a différent size for each unit (Table 16). The mélodies of these

units resemble each other without being identical.

b). Units 2, 6 and 7 bave the same classes in a différent spatial

arrangement from each other. Classes in unit 2 are randomly distributed

over the entire unit area, as in group a. Unit 6 has Gaussian noise, and unit

7 distributes classes along a sine wave with a period of 40 pixels. The sine

and Gaussian pattems were generated using functions contained in an
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existing algorithm (PCI, 1996), with the operator specifying period and

direction of variation.

What is the effect ofclass overlap? Units 1 and 2 both have a random distribution

of classes over their entire area. They have classes 6 and 7 in common, but each

unit also bas classes unique to itself.

What eff^ectdoes melody classification have on placement of unit boundaries?

What is the effect of the répétition size of a block, or other spatial pattem, with

respect to the size of the window that defines the neighbourhood of a pixel for

calculating the melody around a pixel?

Does the number of classes in a unit affect the accuracy ofmelody classification?

Units with four classes wUl be compared with units containing six classes.
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Table 16: Means (standard déviations) of simulated spectral bands for each class

class band 1 band 2 band 3 band 4 band 5

1 20 (10) 130 (8) 200(8) 55 (5) 80(11)

2 40 (10) 145 (8) 218 (8) 64(5) 100(11)

3 60 (10) 160 (8) 236 (8) 73(5) 120(11)

4 80 (10) 175 (8) 20(8) 82 (5) 140(11)

5 100(10) 190 (8) 38 (8) 91(5) 160(11)

6 120(10) 205 (8) 56 (8) 100(5) 180(11)

7 140(10) 220 (8) 74(8) 109 (5) 200(11)

8 160(10) 235 (8) 92 (8) 118(5) 220(11)

9 180(10) 20(8) 110(8) 127 (5) 240(11)

10 200(10) 35 (8) 128 (8) 136 (5) 20(11)

11 220(10) 50 (8) 146 (8) 145 (5) 40(11)

12 240(10) 65 (8) 164(8) 154 (5) 60(11)

7.2.3 Création of the spectral band image (the "original" simulated image)

In the GNP TM image, melody classification was compared with supervised classification. Thus,

the simulated image construction begins with an "original" image composed of several spectral

bands. Starting with the class image, five such bands were created. An algorithm was used that

assigns values in each band, such that the values have a Gaussian distribution around a mean and

standard déviation chosen by the operator (PCI, 1996). To ease comparison of the simulated

image with the GNP TM image, the spectral properties of the original GNP image were

considered.
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Création of the simulated image proceeds in a backwards fashion. The image is created afler class

properties are known, rather than the usual method of deriving the classes ffom an existing image.

Thus, we start by considering the spectral class properties of the GNP image. These classes were

created by isodata clustering. Therefore, they divide feature space into separable classes. Still,

in a natural image, the division between classes does not fall in a void on the feature space

scatterplot, and some pixels always maintain a suspect spectral affiliation. The simulated image

should share this property. Therefore, the means and standard déviations are chosen so that about

15 % of the values overlap (Table 17).

7.2.4 Vérification of the "original" simulated image

We want to compare the supervised classification of this five-band "original" image with its

melody classification, and we also want to examine the conséquences for melody classification

of some spatial distributions of classes. Therefore, we must verify that the unsupervised

classification of the five-band image would retain the properties that were deliberately placed in

it. Figures 17 and 18 compare these two images, the former created with classes in step 7.2.2, and

the latter whose classes dérivé from isodata clustering of the "original" image. The actual melody

classification will use the image created in step 7.2.2 (Figure 17). Although the class labels are

différent, the properties in Table 16 are unchanged.
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■ ClasB 2
□ ClasB 3
□ ClaBB 4
■ ClaBS 6
■ ClaBB 6
■ ClaBB 7
■ Claas 8
^ Class 9
m ClaBB 10
■ ClaBB 11
□ Class 12
□ Class 13
@ Class 14
□ Class 16
H Class 16

Figure 17; Classes as assignée! to the "original" simulated image

■ Class 1
■ Class 2
□ ClasB 3
m Class 4
■ Class 6
■ Class 6
■ Class 7
■ Class 8

El Class 10
■ ClasB 11
O Class 12
□ Class 13
■ Class 14
□ Class 15
@ Class 16

Figure 18: Classes after unsupervised classification of the "original" simulated image
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7.3 Classification of the simulated image

7.3.1 Supervised classification

Approximately 150 individual pixels were randomly chosen for training in each of units 1 through

8. This pattem corresponds to the use of isolated quadrat-containing pixels in the GNP image. The

signatures derived were used in a maximum likelihood classification, using areas for a priori

probabilities. No null class was allowed. The classifîed image appears in Figure 20.

7.3.2 Melody classification

Melody classification of the image created in step 7.2.2 was performed in the same manner as the

classification of the GNP TM image, summarized in Table 9. Figure 19 shows the unit mélodies.

As in classifying the GNP TM image, an 11 x 11 pixel window was used to define the vicinity

in which class frequency was measured. The same training sites were used for supervised and

melody classification, as was donc with the GNP image.

Melody classification was carried ont twice. The first time, already described, permitted no null

class (Figure 21). The second time, a null class was assigned to pixels more than 3 standard

déviations from the signature mean. This corresponds to the GNP TM image classification, where

a "null" class was created interactively from a probability image after classification. This process

allows us to examine the spatial distribution of suspect pixels (Figures 22 and 23). In both of

these classifications, units 9 and 10 are combined with unit 1, and 11 with 8, since the melody

within each group is identical. The existence of units 9,10 and 11 allows évaluation of the effect

of polygon shape and size: 9 and 10 can be considered as small polygons of unit 1, and 11 of unit

8, when considering accuracy. The size and shape évaluation will be done through the confusion

matrix.
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n UnitB 1,9,10

I Unit 2
H Unit S
[3 Unit 4
I Unit 5
H Unit 6
[3 Unit 7
H Unit* 8,11

Diagonal lines and speckles are misclassifications rather than noise

Figure 21: Melody classification of the simulated image, no null class.
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I NqU c1«98

I Units 1,9,10
I Unit 2
I Unit 3
I Unit 4
I Unit 5
I Unit 6
I Unit 7
I Unita 3,11

Diagonal lines and speckles are misclassifications rather than noise

Figure 22: Melody classification of the simulated image, with nuil class (in black)
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7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Accuracy

The accuracies of the two classifications are listed in Table 17. For most units, melody

classification produced an accuracy greatly improved over supervised classification. On the

supervised classification image (Figure 20), the eye dimly perceives the unit boundaries, but the

pixels are not correctly labelled. Even following supervised classification, much internai

variability remains in each unit. Unit 5 is the exception; it is the only one that does not share its

spectral classes with any other. The error pattem is exactly what would be predicted for units

composed of spectral groupings.

Table 17: Accuracies for supervised and melody classification of the simulated image

Supervised classification Melody classification

Unit Producer's accuracy User's accuracy Producer's accuracy User's

accuracy

1 69.4 96.2 60.7 100

2 3.6 14.3 83 100

3 0 0 83.3 100

4 100 14.5 90.2 100

5 95.8 100 92.9 100

6 0 0 59 100

7 7.7 100 96.5 87.1

8 0 0 95.8 95.8

0.24 0.79
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When looking at Figure 18, the spectral class image, one "wants" to cluster classes in a certain

way to define units. This is another way of saying that mélodies accomplish something that seems

natural to the eye. The same efîect occurs when looking at the supervised classification image

(Figure 20). It would be possible, in fact, to calculate mélodies starting from the classes given

in the supervised classification. However, the choice was made to calculate them based on the

spectral classes resulting from isodata clustering. This is because if we calculate mélodies starting

from the supervised image, we risk losing information. Supervised class signatures are determined

by choosing pixels in a spatial région, the training site. Unless this site is uniform, it will contain

pixels with values quite far removed from the group mean. On the other hand, isodata clusters are

formed by grouping pixels in a spectral région, and as a resuit they are as uniform as possible.

Unsupervised signatures diverge maximally from each other, while supervised signatures diverge

more or less, depending on the case. Therefore, calculating mélodies based on unsupervised

signatures limits possible errors that might be caused by using the less distinct supervised

signatures.

As predicted, melody classification greatly increases accuracy for most units. The two exceptions,

units 1 and 5, have high accuracies in both classifications. These two units, especially unit 5, have

spectral classes not found elsewhere on the image. They are in this way analogous to the tree and

shrub units on the GNP TM image. In the Park, the spectral distinctiveness of these units resulted

in a higher accuracy for them, if the confusion between these units themselves is removed. The

important conclusion is that melody classification does not reduce the accuracy of such units.

Thus, mélodies serve equally well for distinct units as for those mixed units for which it was

developed.

7.4.2 Analysis of the confusion matrix

The accuracies in Table 17 were calculated using randomly-gathered reference points. This

approach is necessary to assure that the method used with the simulated image corresponds

exactly to that for the GNP TM image. However, as we continue with analysis of the simulated
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image, and to best respond to questions asked at the beginning of this chapter, we will use a

confusion matrix constructed using ail the pixels in the simulated image (Table 18). This matrix

also allows évaluation of the accuracy of the small and narrow units 9, 10 and 11. They were

excluded from the accuracy évaluation in Table 17 because units 9 and 10 have mélodies

identical to unit 1, and 11 is the twin to 8. The confusion matrix, with the null class, appears in

Table 18, and corresponds to the image already seen in Figure 22. The discussion below ignores

confusions that represent less than 0.5 % of the pixels in a unit. The discussion will proceed

according to the questions asked at the beginning of this chapter.

Table 18: Confusion matrix between melody classification of the simulated image and the
simulated basemap

Figures: number of pixels (N= 3 496 900). Italics: less than 0.5 % of the unit
Rows: unit on the basemap; columns: units on the melody-classified image

unit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8

1 203 818 295 420 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 56 042 0 415 160 0 0 0 1048 27 643 0

3 28 924 0 261 366 823 0 0 118 3 378 11556

4 31492 0 84 0 376 264 0 4 3 822 620

5 65 209 0 0 0 0 273 749 0 0 0

6 165 357 0 1359 0 0 0 233 898 75 0

7 38 513 0 15 0 0 0 43 253 897 163

8 33 424 0 828 2 0 0 586 14 210 454 178

9 33 751 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 23 220 44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 6 908 0 303 0 19 0 54 2 387 16 743
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1. The effect of dijferences in spatial arrangement of classes: comparison of units 3,4 and 8, and

of units 2, 6 and 7.

These two groups each have three units containing the same classes. Spatial distribution and

mélodies are différent. We wanted to know if their distinct melody suffices to classify them.

Units 3,4 and 8 have the same classes, arranged in repeated blocks of différent sizes. These three

units are not greatly confused with each other. The errors occur around the polygon edges, wheie

the window overlap forces a null class. The only confusion within the group is that 3 % of the

pixels of unit 3 (11x11 pixel block) are classified in unit 8 (22x22 pixel block).

Units 2, 6 and 7 also have the same classes, in unit 2 distributed randomly over the whole unit

area, in unit 6 configured as Gaussian noise, and in unit 7 as sine waves with a 40-pixel period.

In this group, only 6 % of unit 2 is confused with unit 7, and less than 0.5 % of unit 7 is wrongly

put into unit 2.

The confusion within these groups is minimal. The answer to the first question is that class spatial

arrangement does greatly not affect melody classification accuracy. A distinct melody suffices

to perform a good classification.

2. The effect of partial class overlap in two units: comparison of units 1 and 2.

We have just shown that a complété class identity, but with a distinct melody, does not greatly

lower melody classification accuracy. It is logical that a partial overlap will not be a problem

either.

Unit 1 bas the worst accuracy (59 %) of ail the units. However, the errors are nearly ail at polygon

edges, and are therefore not due to class overlap. Unit 2 is confused more with unit 7, not with

unit 1. Units 2 and 7 share ail classes. Therefore, if the mélodies are distinct, partial class overlap

does not create a problem.
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Units 1, 9 and 10

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit?

Units 8 and 11

Null class

Polygon boundaries

Figure 23: Original unit boundaries superimposed on the melody-classified simulated image
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3. Are most errors near polygon edges? How extensive in space is the boundary effect?

Size and pattem of boundary-ejfect errors: Figures 22 and 23 shows that suspect pixels (null
class) are found mostly on polygon boundaries. Figure 23 highlights the geometrical distribution
of errors by superimposing the original unit boundaries on the classified image. The errors occur
on either side of the original polygon borders. As predicted during the présentation of the melody
method, the problem is caused by the size of the window used to calculate the index of association

Near boundaries, the window overlaps two units, thus creating a "hybrid" band that will not

be correctly classified.

Which units are ajfected: The units were placed on the simulated basemap so that each unit
borders on every other unit. Figure 22 shows that errors do not outline every unit. Wide error
bands involve mainly unit l(and thus its twins 9 and 10) and unit 5. Unit 6 has many null class
pixels, but they are in the interior of the unit rather than at its borders. The error bands are about
11 pixels wide, the size of the window, and half the error pixels are stolen from each of the
bordering units. Units 1 and 5 are the two units that each have spectral classes not shared by any
other unit. Therefore, a window overlapping their borders produces a hybrid melody that does not
resemble that of any other unit. Because of this différence with the adjoining units, the hybrid is
unique as soon as the window incorporâtes a single line of the neighbouring unit.

The other units, which do not have unique spectral classes, exhibit a narrower boundary effect,
only 4 or 5 pixels wide, which is about a half window. Again, half the error band is taken from
each unit. Here, the melody recorded for the edge pixels continues to resemble the original umt
until the window covers several lines of the neighbouring unit, making the error band smaller.

The directional orientation of the borders does not influence the boundary errors.

Narrow units: The boundary érosion phenomenon confirms the hypothesis that melody
classification is problematic when polygons are narrow with respect to the window size. Errors
within the unit on each side are at least 2 pixels wide, in the case where adjacent units' mélodies
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are similar, and 5 or 6 pixels wide in other cases. If 5 or 6 pixels disappear on each side (or around

the perimeter) of small polygons, few pixels remain to receive the correct classification. In a TM

image, 11 pixels represent a third of a kilométré. It is certain that few of the humid dépressions

(often containing unit HR) are that large or larger. Riparian végétation is also confmed to

corridors less than 0.3 km wide. In the idéal case, a polygon would only lose 2 pixels on each

side, but even the loss of 120 m would wipe out many small dépressions.

Summary: An error band about one window in width surrounds units having some classes

completely différent from their neighbours. The effect is a half-window or less where mélodies

of adjacent units are quite similar in class composition. The resulting réduction in accuracy

percent will dépend on the degree of fragmentation of the unit into many small polygons. In the

simulated image, constructed to imitate the GNP TM image, the réduction is roughly 10 %.

4. The effect of the size of the repeated block or repeat wavelength

On the GNP image, no VT shows a patchwork or striped arrangement of spectral classes.

However, many other situations where mélodies could be of use have that characteristic, city

blocks and agricultural fields being two examples. The melody is based on the probability of

finding each spectral class near each pixel, and this vicinity is defined by a window. If the

variability in a unit is much larger than the window, the melody around each pixel will not have

ail of its correct "notes." Such a unit would be classified into two or more units, or perhaps in a

null class if allowed. We need to find out from the simulated image at what size this problem

begins to manifest itself.

Units 6 and 7 of the simulated image allow us to see this effect. In Figure 21, these two units

show an error pattem of diagonal Unes misclassified as unit 2. These Unes reveal the intemal

spatial arrangement of the original classes. The sine wave composing unit 7 has a wavelength of

40 pixels and a diagonal orientation. The error pattem within unit 7 shows its wave stracture

(Figures 21 and 22). Part of the wave strongly resembles unit 2 (same classes as 7, random

distribution). The confusion is double: Unes classed as unit 2 occur within unit 7, and points
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classed as unit 7 occur within unit 2. The accuracy for these classes overall is high, 83 % for unit

2 and 96.5 % for unit 7. As the period of variability approaches four times the window size, the

accuracy decreases slightly, but the pattern of the errors begins to reveal the internai structure of

the unit.

Unit 6 has the lowest accuracy of the simulated units, and nearly ail of the incorrect pixels are in

the nul! class. Gaussian noise, which fills unit 6, produces an effect of irregular striping with an

irregular periodicity much larger than 50 pixels (Figure 24). Therefore, the spatial variability in

unit 6 makes one part of the unit différent ffom another part. In large sections of the unit, the local

melody differs ffom the unit melody, and this fact reduces the accuracy.

Reducing the window size below 11x11 pixels is

impossible, due to the calculation précision

necessary for the index of association. The only

reason not to enlarge the window, however, is that

the misclassified edge bands would widen. It would

be possible to enlarge the window for part of the

image, such as a city, where a long-period répétition

is visible, or to segment the image and use différent

window sizes in différent parts.

1

Figure 24: Détail of unit 6, Gaussian
noise

In summary, spatial répétition with a period less than twice window size does not seriousiy hinder

melody classification. The example with a 4-window period has greater problems, but not enough

to seriously lower the accuracy of the unit classification. Larger periods become increasingly

problematic. More problems are caused by a systematic variability that is not an exact répétition

of classes such as stripes or blocks. When such systematic variability is visible on the original

image, it can be taken into account in planning image analysis. Changing the window size in areas

where such a problem can be anticipated would be possible. None of these situations appears to

exist on the GNP TM image.
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5. The ejfect ofthe number of classes:

Units with 4 spectral classes are not systematically more nor less accurate than those with 5

classes. The accuracy is usually higher for units containing at least some spectral classes not

found in any other unit. If having more classes overall raises the number of non-shared classes,

it will also raise the accuracies for both supervised and melody classifications. If having more

classes simply means that more classes are shared with other units, the accuracy should not be

affected but should be similar to that of other classes.

7.5 Conclusion

An artificial image was created and classified by two methods: ordinaiy supervised classification

and the new melody classification. The simulated image units are characterized by an association

of spectral classes having différent frequencies of occurrence from one unit to another. The

accuracy différence between the two methods shows the usefulness of melody classification.

Units with unique spectral classes were accurately classified by both methods. Mélodies succeed

equally well in classifying ail the units where the classes formed spatial pattems, if the mélodies

(i.e., the probability of finding each class) are distinct. Absolute accuracy of melody classification

is generally more than 85 %, and the errors are nearly ail at polygon boundaries. As predicted, the

weakness of melody classification shows up along polygon edges, where a strip with a width of

a window or less is misclassified. Most errors are in these strips. Also, a unit where classes repeat

irregularly with a period of four Windows begins to show lower accuracy, and it is likely that this

problem wiU become worse with longer repeat distances. This effect may be compensated by

changing the window size for image areas where such variability is visible, but this has not been

proved in this exercise.
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CHAPTER 8. DISCUSSION OF RESIDUALINACCURACIES

8.1 Introduction

Analysis of the simulated image predicts a possible accuracy of more than 85 % for the VTs that

conform closely with the melody unit model, and of at least 70 % for those with some déviation

ffom that model. The simulated image also informs us about the nature and causes of inaccuracies

inherent in the method of melody classification. In fact, melody classification did improve

accuracy for the GNP TM image, compared with supervised classification, but the results rarely

approach 70 to 85 %. Therefore we must now examine the residual disagreement between the VT

and the "melody unit" that the classified image reports. To avoid confusion, in the foUowing

discussion the units resulting from the melody classification will have the suffix "mel." For

example, JSmel is the map unit resulting from melody classification of the image, based on

signatures derived from quadrats assigned to végétation type JS.

8.1.1 Overall causes of errer

One source of inaccuracy is the edge effect existing around ail polygons. This effect will severely

diminish a unit's accuracy if most of its polygons are very smaU with respect to the window used.

On the GNP image, units AC and HR are subject to this problem. This fact, and the small number

of training and évaluation pixels in these units (and in DP), make a detailed analysis based on

accuracy statistics and the confusion matrix impossible.

Secondly, the simulated image shows inaccuracy caused by the existence of a spatial pattem of

more than about four Windows in size. No répétitive pattem is visible on the GNP image.

However, an irregular variability at this scale, with one area of the unit reflecting significantly

differently from another area a couple of kilometers away, would similarly affect the accuracy.
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In sunamary, then, melody classification should have raised accuracies to at least 70-85 % if the

unit model contained in the mélodies corresponded exactly to the pixels on the ground. The

simulated image shows that we are left with the hypothesis that the main cause of residual

inaccuracy is the variability of végétation within a ground unit. We now know that this variability

will be at a scale covering an area larger than several Windows. Enlarging the window would

capture this variability. However, a larger window would further dégradé the spatial resolution

and widen the boundary effect. The chosen window size will be kept in producing a final map,

therefore that map will show variability at the one scale only.

To illustrate, take as an example the kind of variability that is likely to exist. The eroded land VT

(unit E) includes areas of scattered shrubs of several species, and areas of forbs and of bare soil.

The quadrats of the unit are classified as E mainly because of the eroded ground. It is possible that

a group of E pixels has, besides its eroded ground, a shrub layer dominated by Juniperus. This

quadrat was not classified as JS because Stipa does not occupy the inter-shrub areas and much

eroded ground is présent. If the "Juniperus" areas were evenly scattered around unit E, mélodies

would consider them, because they would appear within 11 pixels (one window) of most of the

training pixels. Yet if the E-Juniperus areas are concentrated, so that they dominate four or more

Windows and are absent in other areas of similar size in the unit, they would not necessarily be

represented adequately among the training pixels. Assuring their représentation would require that

unit E be stratified before choosing training pixels, or else that E be subdivided into several umts.

As a resuit, variability does not appear in the melody that is typical of E over an area larger than

4 Windows. Variability smaller than 1 window is well represented, and that between 1 and 4

Windows is moderately represented. The pixels in any large area oîE-Juniperus would probably

show up in JSmel, given the distinctive réflectance of Juniperus. In effect, melody classification

is separating E into two units, and the séparation criterion is the melody defined in relation to a

given spatial window size.

The same r«asoning predicts that the parts of JS dominated by Stipa might be relegated to SBmel.

These situations illustrate that the "mel" units are not identical with the VTs, but that the two have
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a good deal more in common than do the supervised classification units. Our purpose here is to

analyse the confusions between VT and "mel", to better define the contents of the "mel" units.

During végétation mapping, polygon boundaries were drawn, based on species associations over

an undefined space around quadrats, as seen on aerial photos. We have already looked at the

obvions problems of this subjective process. On the other hand, though limited to the spatial scale

of variability modelled by mélodies, the way pixel groups are placed in "mel" units is quantifiable

and therefore reproducible. The classified image, therefore, will serve for monitoring broad areas

better than will the végétation map. It will also give more information about the détails of intemal

unit variability. If managers so wanted, melody classification could be repeated at another scale

by using a différent window size or by using images of a différent spatial resolution. This repeat

melody classification would also be reproducible to follow changes in the vegetated terrain.

The VT is valuable to the Park mainly because it contains information about ecological variables.

The new "mel" units also contain this information, this time with a defined spatial scale. The

relationship between the ground-based végétation map and these variables is partly known, and

is the subject of continuing research at the Park. In the same way, the relation between the map

produced by melody classification and ecological variables remains to be explored. Examination

of the confusion between VTs and "mel" units, which we are about to undertake, will be coupled

with conclusions from Chapter 7 about melody classification, to produce a legend for the final

map. This map, and the accompanying analysis, will serve for future research and for Park

management purposes.

For any future research, ground samples must be chosen at places where two spécifie units are

confused. Also, sampling methods developed by Csillag and Kertesz (1997) must be taken into

account, to be sure that the ground data can be scaled up to pixel size. The quadrats were not

sampled in this fashion.
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8.2 Examination of the confusion matrix

To understand the contents of "mel" units, and to plan future field work, let us look at particular

instances where parts of units bave been confiised. This discussion considers the most important

confusions that illustrate général problems in classifying GNP, and does not analyse every

confusion in the matrix. The foUowing discussion refers to Table 19.

Table 19: Confusion matrix

rows: reference data columns: classified data figures are pixel numbers

D E T s JS ASA SA AAO DP SB AC HR E

Dmel 20 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 26

Emel 3 12 0 10 8 6 5 12 1 2 0 2 61

Tmel 1 1 4 3 2 G G G G 6 G G 17

Smel 2 0 6 10 5 6 4 7 G 2 G G 42

JSmel 0 1 0 4 26 G G 1 G G G G 32

ASAmel 9 5 0 21 1 51 5 3G 1 33 2 G 158

SAmel 2 0 0 3 G 2 11 4 G 1 1 G 24

AAOmel 3 5 0 8 11 6 9 21 1 7 G 2 73

DPmel 0 0 0 G G G G G G G G G 0

SBmel 8 0 0 18 4 11 3 17 1 52 2 5 121

ACmel 0 0 0 1 2 G G G G G G G 3

HRmel 0 0 0 G G G G G G G G G 0

E 48 24 10 81 59 83 37 92 4 104 5 10 557
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8.2.1 Confusions between units containing the same species

• ASA is the only unit less accurately classified by mélodies (30.9 %) than by supervised

classification (31.1 %), though the différence is not significant. Wrongly-assigned ASA quadrats

are found mainly in SBmel. SB contains the same species as ASA, and quadrats wrongly put into

ASAmel come primarily from SB, from AAO (almost identical species), from JS (which shares

one of its two species with ASA), and from S. The melody of ASA is distinct according to Figure

14. From what has been leamed from the simulated image, ASA probably contains spatial

variability over a 44-pixel (or larger) area. The pixels that do end up in ASAmel are those

surrounded by the class groupings (ASA melody) typical of those around the ASA quadrats. This

ASA melody grouping is also apparently characteristic of parts of SB and AAO. In addition, ASA

includes class groupings more typical of SB (the.se are the pixels assigned to SBmel) and of AAO

(assigned to AAOmel).

• Part of eroded ground, unit E, is wrongly put into ASAmel and AAOmel, two similar grassland

units. Emel, on the other hand, is confused with S and JS. Examination of the species table (Table

1) suggests that E might be confused with shrubs in S or JS, and this is what seems to be

happening. Also, according to that description, E is partly colonized by shrubs and forbs. ASA

and AAO are characterized hy Artemisia frigida, a forb common in several grassland units. AU

the areas of végétation recolonisation eventuaUy end up in shrubs or grasslands. The pixels

classified Emel are most likely those less stabilized by regrowth. Areas more heavily regrown

would end up as Smel or JSmel, or else as ASAmel or AAOmel. On the other hand, areas within

S or JS having more eroded land would end up in Emel.

• S and T are mutually confused. In the climate of southem Saskatchewan, a tree differs Uttle

from a large shrub. Therefore some pixels classified as Tmel probably contain large bushes

assigned by species to S; the inverse is also probably the case. In the final map, these two units

are subdivided according to their greeness value, which is measurable directly on the image, and

not based on species. The density of végétation can be supposed to measure ecological influences

on the site similar to what the tree and shrub species can do.
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Unit S (but not T) is also confused with AS Amel and SBmel, and to a lesser extent with AAOmel.
Ail three of these are dominated by grasses but include small shrubs. Areas classified SBmel may

include a shrubbier part of these grassland units.

Units SB, AS A and AAO bave some confusion with ail the other units. These VTs represent the
grassland. According to the description, ail other units have some sectors invaded by grasses,
though their characteristic plants belong to other généra. So, pixels mapped as any unit - but
melody-classified as SBmel, ASAmel or AAOmel - could be areas where grasses predominate.
According to the simulated image, these sectors must occupy around 4 Windows. The confusion
of these units with other in the same group will be considered separately in section 8.2.3.

JS {Juniperus, a shrub, and Stipa, a grass) is confused with Emel and AAOmel, though its
accuracy is quite high. JS is found on slopes (in theory) and includes, between the shrubs, sectors
of sparse végétation. These sectors would go to Emel. A sector in JS growing mainly Stipa would
be classified in a grassland unit. Of the grassland units, SA, SB or AS A, which have Stipa, would
be more logical choices than AAO that does not. The confusion between JS and AAOmel is
diffîcult to explain on a species basis. On the other hand, pixels put into JSmel would contain
more Juniperus, with its unique signature, and less Stipa.

Unit D is disturbed ground. It is confused mainly with ASAmel and SBmel, grassland units. The
same species occupy the three units. D ground, retuming to an undisturbed state, will be
somewhere along the continuum between cultivated crops and native prairie. This trajectory leads
toward AS A or SB, depending (in theory) on the topographical situation of the disturbed ground.

Pixels put into Dmel are probably those more recently cultivated. However, lack of historical data
makes it impossible to relate Dmel with any minimum or maximum time since abandonment. A
quantitative évaluation of the classification of currently-cultivated land is not possible, since no
quadrats are outside GNP boundaries. Still, qualitative comments are possible because fields are
easily identifiable on the image due to their shape and internai uniformity. Most of the fallow
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fields have been put into Dmel. Fields with standing crops, especiaily the irrigated ones, end up

in Tmel and Smel, presumably because they have higher végétation biomass and ground cover.

This fact confinns the hypothesis that recently abandoned fields within the Park are more likely

to be classified Dmel. Some radar images succeed in identifying areas where early settlers

ploughed the land, but where crops have been abandoned for a long time (Brisco and Brown,

1995). Including a radar band in an image might be possible, to try to pick out grassland areas that

were less recently cultivated.

8.2.2 Effects of geometry

We have already discussed the problem of narrow polygons and the edge effects. Another

geometrical problem, impossible to evaluate in détail, is the position of quadrats within polygons.

This position could afîect accuracy measurement. During hand-drawing of polygon boundaries

from an aerial photo, it would be unusual to put the border hard by a sample point unless

dramatic change in the vegetated landscape was visible there. Digital classification bas no such

componctions, and does not take into account the position of training pixels within polygons.

Also, as already mentioned, we have no idea about the position of the quadrat within the pixel.

If it should happen that most of a unit's quadrats are near polygon edges, the melody will have

strong "notes" contributed by neighbouring units. We have no direct information about the

quadrat position because of the précision of locating the quadrats and of image georeferencing.

One way to estimate the possible contribution of quadrat placement is to compare original

accmucies with those calculated after passing a modal fïlter over the classified image. Three

outcomes are possible:

1.There is no significant accuracy change: Filtering widens the edge effect, so if

accuracy does not diminish with filtering it is likely that the évaluation points

mostly fall well within polygon boundaries.
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2. Accuracy decreases significantly: Decrease of accuracy due to filtering makes

it likely that évaluation sites are near polygon borders. The edge effect by itself

lowers accuracy only moderately, therefore it would take a large decrease to

propose that quadrat placement is the likely cause.

3. Accuracy increases: Higher accuracy after filtering makes it likely that the unit

was broken into small polygons, each with its edge effects. By eliminating these

small polygons, their edges disappear.

When the supervised classification was filtered, units JS (strongly) and SB (less) increased their

accuracies (Table 8). This suggests that supervised classification scattered polygons of both units.

In contrast, no melody units increase their accuracy after filtering. Filtering does not increase the

accuracy of JSmel and SBmel. Instead, it decreases it. Polygon scattering is apparently not a

problem with melody classification. It is likely that using the window during melody
classification itself has eliminated this problem without need of filters.

In fact, after filtering the melody classification, accuracies of most units decrease slightly,

probably due to the increased edge effect. Only ASAmel (45.8 % to 23.5 %) and SBmel (43.0 %

to 24.1 %) strongly decrease in accuracy. These units may have quadrats near borders. In some

areas, ASAmel is in rather small polygons, but this is not true for SBmel. In summaiy, then, the

filtering effects show that "badly" placed quadrats do not greatly influence melody classification

of this image.

8.2.3 Grassland units

Many of the pixels wrongly placed from ASA, AAO and SB end up in ASAmel, AAOmel and

SBmel. The accuracies are 30.9 %, 28.8 % and 43.0 % respectively for these mel units. Each is

confiised with the other two. According to their descriptions (Table 2 and Appendix X), ASA

and SB are distinguished mainly by their topographical stratum, and secondarily by the order of
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species importance. The species themselves are the same. AAO shares two of its four species with

both SB and ASA, but adds Opuntia, which is absent from the other grasslands; AAO also

occupies a différent topographical stratum.

These resemblances in the unit descriptions might suggest that the three units would have a

réflectance and therefore a melody indistinguishable ffom one another. However, the mélodies

are distinct. There is little apparent végétation différence, so it would be logical to think that the

units are identical except for their topography, and that they could be grouped together in a single

"prairie" unit. "Prairie" would then be subdivided according to topography using the DEM to

avoid the topographical problems on the végétation map. Indeed, if they were ail lumped together

in a "prairie" unit, without topographical stratification, the accuracy would rise to 70.1 %. Nearly

ail the confusion with the "prairie" unit would be with S (shrubs).

However, Figure 14 and Table 13 show that these three units do in fact have distinguishable

mélodies. Melody classification, based on these three distinct mélodies for the grasslands, dœs

classify them with accuracy as high as, or even higher than, other units whose descriptions

suggest a more distinct végétation. Mélodies are based on réflectance and texture, without

considering topography. Quite apart from topography, therefore, three distinct pattems exist on

the prairie at the scale and resolution observed.

The cause of the unexpected uniqueness of the three mélodies remains to be seen. One hypothesis

is that the species composition does indeed vary from place to place in ail three prairie units, over

a distance of more than four Windows. In one place, the prairie is dominated by the pattem called

AS Amel, in another by AAOmel, etc. The fmal map is intended to serve for monitoring changes.

Therefore, we do not want to erase possibly important information. That map will, therefore, keep

the three prairie "mel" units, and will stratify each according to topography. Each "mel" prairie

unit will have a section on a slope, a section in the valley and a section on the upland.
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8.3 Summary

8.3.1 Other images

Melody classification inaccuracy - that is to say, lack of close agreement with the végétation map
- may be due to factors related to the image, to the classification method, to problems with the
végétation map, or to the végétation mix in the field. Melody classification by itself produces a
narrow band of incorrect pixels around each polygon, called the edge effect. It also defines the
variability only within a radius of about 50 pixels. The original cartography créâtes problems
related to the small number of samples in some units and to the subjective placement of polygon

boundaries. The végétation map also shows topographie stratification problems.

Some of these problems could be eliminated by using images with high spatial resolution. These
would reveal végétation pattems at a scale more familiar to the field-based observer. Despite its
psychological comfort, a larger scale would not necessarily yield more information applicable for
monitoring ecological variables that act over larger areas. This approach, moreover, would
demand a much greater investment of time, money and data storage and manipulation space.

Mapping the végétation in the field at a larger scale and with more quadrats could eliminate other
problems. Certainly, using a sampling technique like that developed by Csillag and Kurtesz
( 1997) for a field campaign would make map interprétation much easier. At the extreme, sending
a botanist out to examine each square metre of parkland, every week, would eliminate ail the
problems related to the végétation - except that we would then begin to pose other questions, both
about the végétation itself and about économies, science and psychology ! Too much data is often
worse than not enough, when we are trying to discem broad pattems on the landscape. Where
should we draw the line?

The présent study confronta questions not only about remote sensing methodology, but a problem
about information generalization. We are limited to images of a certain spatial and spectral
resolution because of their availability, their temporal resolution, and their cost. Ground
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information is a typical map of régional flora. The fîeld work that produced that map, and the

définition of the VTs, adopted its methodology and its scale because collective experience shows

that it reveals ecological information. This map is also important because of its place in the Park

database (it is used in animal habitat mapping, for example), and because detailed, général

mapping will not be repeated often. The GNP végétation map is typical of many such maps

prepared for parks and other organisations that now would like to integrate remote sensing into

their planning and monitoring. In this context, the only likely addition to our set of images would

be a satellite radar image, which would fulfill the same requirements as TM of cost and temporal

répétition.

8.3.2 Practical advantages of melody classification

The aim of this study is to allow remote sensing to become a practical part of the existing

management scheme for Grasslands National Park. Melody classification fïlls this objective much

better than does either classical supervised or unsupervised classification. In fact, the resuit of

melody classification probably contains more information about the grassland units (SB, AAO

and AS A) than does the original végétation map. Part of the inaccuracy in the image classification

is because the field mapping was done at a différent scale than the image classification. This

inaccuracy - or rather disagreement - can be translated by a différence in information content in

the two methods. Thus "inaccuracy" should not be read as "failure" so much as "lack of agreement

due in large part to scale différence."

Image classification does not suffer from subjectivity in placing polygon boundaries. It

reproduces the same pattem at the same scale each time it is repeated using the same

methodology. The pattem at any other desired scale can be manifested by using melody

classification on an image with a différent spatial resolution (but with the same spectral bands),

or by using a larger window on the same image. In addition, image analysis places its units in the

correct topographical stratum. However, with ail these advantages, it will be necessary to retum

to the field, classified image in hand (computer in tmck?) and experienced field ecologist as
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partner, to look at selected sites to verify the new information and to discover how it is related to

ecological variables of interest to the Park.
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CHAPTER 9. SPECTRO-VEGETATION MAP

9.1 Introduction

Melody classification gives us information at a différent scale from that of the original GNP

végétation mapping. The new information brought by remote sensing contributes to understanding

the dynamics of the végétation ecology, which are expressed at many différent scales

simultaneously. The final map produced is based on the melody classification analysis in the

previous chapter, that is, on a spectral and textural analysis highlighting variability at a scale

ranging from 30 to 1500 m (1 to about 50 pixels). On the final map, each unit is subdivided

according to its topographical position. The remaining task is to note primarily in summary form,

with only minor discussion, the relation between VTs and the spectro-végétation units (SVUs)

obtained by combining melody units with topographical data. In part, this summary is for the

convenience of the user of the final map. However, it is useful to consider ail units, to ensure that

no questions are overlooked that might be raised by those covering small surface areas.

The field végétation map, based on quadrat descriptions, bas several problems. The quadrats were

chosen along transects, a method that works well for finding ail the végétation groups, but that

has left too few samples of three VTs for overall mapping. Polygon boundary placement was

necessaiily subjective. However the quadrat content descriptions are hard data, and we also know

in which "mel" unit (unit resulting from melody classification) each quadrat was placed. Thus,

we have analysed the information contained in the confusion matrix between VTs and "mel"

units. The unit description in the legend of the final map must incorporate information obtained

from the original map, from melody classification and from topography. The melody-classified

image, before the addition of topography, was shown in Figure 15.
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9.2 Définition of spectre-végétation units

The description below enumerates the spectro-vegetation map legend, the SVUs. It gives the
approximate équivalence to the VT, following the discussion in Chapter 8. Each S VU description
States exactly the source of the polygons on the classified image that are included. Table 20 lists

the area of the SVU in three forms: as percent area of the entire image, of the land now within

GNP, and of the land slated for later acquisition.

Table 20: Statistics of spectro-vegetation units

t

%

Image
%

Current

Park

%

Future Park

%

Uplands
%

Intermediate

%

Valley
%

Slope

Dmel 3.9 2.9 3.1 52.9 20 23.8 3.3

Emel 5.5 11.8 11.8 41 13.2 16.1 30

TSlmel 9.1 4.8 5.6 22.3 25.4 42.6 9.8

TS2mel 7.7 3.4 3.9 37.6 25 37.6 9.6

JSmel 1.0 1.5 1.5 19.8 17.2 34.4 29

ASAmel 25.2 33.0 31.4 24.7 22.5 45.6 7.2

SAmel 2.2 3.2 2.8 50.4 16.4 26.8 6.4

AAOmel 7.4 10.9 9.9 41.6 17.1 30.2 11

SBmel 35.3 25.3 27.7 18 17 61.9 3.1

HRmel 0.6 0.8 0.7 34.7 27.8 33.3 4.2

mixed 2.2 2.0 1.7 23.4 20.2 48.2 8.2
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Dmel Contains pixels classified Dmel by melody classification, occupies 3.94 % of the entire

image, and 2.9 % of the mapped Park surface. Some quadrats of shrubs (VT label S) bave

been classified Dmel.

This unit is land in the process of restoration from disturbance. This disturbance may have

been the resuit of human intervention, since few natural disturbances in this area plough

the soil to initiate succession. The exception is steep-slope érosion, but différent plants

reestablish in such locations than on flatter fields, and also succession is likely to be

interrupted be repeated erosional events. The resuit is a différent végétation type, labelled

E (Emel).

It is also possible that a fire might produce Dmel-type végétation, but no bumed sector can

be identified to test this hypothesis.

Fallow fields outside of the Park are usually Dmel, judging from landscape pattem.

Emel Contains pixels classified Emel by melody classification, and occupies 5.5 % of the entire

image and 11.8 % of the mapped GNP surface.

Eroded land includes bare soil partly recolonized by shrubs. It is not surprising to see

quadrats of the VTs S, JS and SA (which have the same characteristics with less bare

ground)included in this unit. A few AAO quadrats also are found in Emel. We

hypothesise that Emel pixels exhibit on average more bare soil than do E areas on the

original map. Therefore, parts of the S, JS and SA with more bare soil will have been

mapped as Emel.

TSmel The T and S VTs are distinguished by species (Table 1 and pocket), but the plant size

varies along a continuum between small roses 40 cm high through the willows and

saskatoons to the poplars and maples more than 5 m tall. Poplars (unit T) are hard to
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distingnish from larger willows (unit S) without looking at their leaves and bark, so

cannot be distinguished by réflectance. The larger plants usually cover more soil, yielding

a higher greeness value in their pixels. As a resuit, we have subdivided the SVUs Tmel

and Smel according to their greeness value (defined using the tasseled cap second

component), instead of making a distinction between T and S. The définitions are:

TSmell, including pixels with more than the médian greeness values, and

TSmel2. those having less than or equal to the médian greeness value.

Together, TSmell and TSmel2 occupy 17.9 % of the image, 8.2 % of the Park. Since

many treed areas lie on higher ground to the northeast of and outside the Park, the

différence between these figures is expected. TSmel bas a user's accuracy of 37.7 % and

a producer's accuracy of 25.0 %. Quadrats wrongly placed in T or S come mainly from

AAO, AS A and JS. JS includes shrubs in its définition. AS A and AAO are grassland

units. Most of the confused pixels were originally put into S rather than T, so end up

mainly in TSmel2. The hypothesis is that TSmel may contain the shrubbier parts of these

grassland units, even those for which shrubs do not appear in the umt descriptions.

Conversely, the wrongly-classified reference T and S pixels were erroneously put into

Emel and the three grasslands units. This retums us to the original problem that even

when the density of shrub cover may be quite low, the quadrat will be assigned to S due

to the shrub species présent.

TSmell includes cultivated and irrigated land outside the Park, and TSmel2 includes the

edges of fallow fields (fields whose centres are classified Dmel). No quadrats of this

végétation exist (the land cover does not occur inside Park boimdaries), but the landscape

pattem leads us to the above conclusion.

JSmel: This unit contains only pixels put in JSmel by melody classification. The user's accuracy

of JSmel is the highest of ail the units, at 81.3 %. Nevertheless, some questions remain.
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The producer's accuracy is 44.1 %. Putting a non-JS pixel into JSmel is rare, but putting

a JS pixel into another mel unit is more common. Since JS is quite variable, JSmel

romains problematic and requires further fîeld study. JSmel occupies 1.0 % of the image

and 1.5 % of the Park, but the VT unit JS occupies 9 % of the Park area. According to the

confusion matrix, parts of JS on the végétation map were put into AAOmel, Smel or

Emel, for reasons already examined. On the other hand, some S and E quadrats have

ended up in JSmel. Probably JSmel identifies régions dominated by Juniperus.

Prairie units: we départ from the order of the original map legend to group together the next

three units, those labelled "prairies." Melody classification does not subdivide this grassland on

the same basis as the végétation map. Nonetheless, varions grassland areas do indeed have a

différent melody, despite the near-identity of the species composition in the three original VTs.

This différence is not due to the topographical location, as indicated on the végétation map

legend, because the original units were not correctly stratified and because the "mel" units do not

follow topography either.

ASAmel; This unit occupies 25.2 % of the image, and 33.0 % of the Park. The végétation map

assigns only 16.5 % of the Park to AS A. AS A is one of the three grassland units, sharing

species with SB and AAO, therefore it is unsurprising to fmd that some quadrats from

these two units have been assigned to ASAmel. ASAmel also bas received some S and

JS quadrats, probably sections of these units dominated by grasses. AU these factors help

explain the expansion of the unit.

AAOmel: Covers 7.4 % of the image but 10.9 % of the Park. AAO in theory occupies vaUeys,

and the Park lands include most of the largest valley in the région. Even leaving vaUeys

aside, the Park has a higher concentration of native grasslands than does the entire image.

AAOmel includes some quadrats of JS, E and S. The spectro-vegetation map legend does

not include a unit DPmel among the SVUs, and the few pixels that melody classification
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assigned to DPmel have been added to AAOmel, since DP is associated with AAO on the

végétation map.

SBmel: Covers 35.3 % of the image and 25.9 % of the Park. SBmel is another unit with quite

high accuracy (43.0 %). SBmel includes a few quadrats of the other prairie VTs, plus

some from S and from D. D regrows gradually into grassland, therefore is in transition

toward SB, AS A or AAO. Judging from the confusion matrix, most D land goes more

toward SBmel's pattem.

We have now looked at the prairie units and retum to examination in order of the other legend

units.

SAmel: S Amel includes only 2.2 % of the image and 3.2 % of the Park. It is confused with the

three grasslands units and with shrubs (see the discussion of ASAmel above and in
Chapter 8). SA is a unit with quite high accuracy (45.8 %).

HRmel: HR has lost its quadrats in favour of other units, especially SBmel and rather less to

other grassland units, without gaining quadrats at others'expense. This unit only occupies

0.6 % of the image, and 0.8 % of the Park, both greatly reduced from the 3.80 % on the
végétation map. The small polygon size adversely afîects the accuracy of this unit. HRmel

continues to exist on the spectro-vegetation map, receiving both the pixels that melody

classification has put into it, and those put into ACmel. This is because AC and HR are

closely associated on the végétation map, both occurring along a gradient (probably of soil
moisture).

DP and AC: Neither of these units appears on the spectro-vegetation map. They nearly

disappeared from melody classification (242 pixels were classified as ACmel, and only
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7 pixels - 0.63 ha - in DPmel). The cause of this is the shape and size of polygons, and the

small number of quadrats available for training and évaluation. On the final map, DPmel

is lumped with AAOmel. ACmel joins HRmel, since AC and HR are in continuity.

Mixed: This class includes pixels too far from the signature mean, as judged by examining the

probability image. They are either mixed végétation, or they belong to some type not

defined in the original units and far from any existing unit's melody.

9.3 Topographical stratification

VTs were not placed in the correct VLU on the original végétation map. To correct this situation,

the melody units have been subdivided according to the altitudes and slopes derived from the

DEM. The spectro-végétation map shows, for example, Dmelva/ (valley), Dmelinr (intermediate),

DmelM/7 (uplands), and Dmélsl (slope of 5 % or more). This division redefines the altitude

divisions for the uplands and vaUeys in the Park's West Block, so that the steep slopes of

Frenchman River Valley serve to divide valleys from uplands. A third stratum appears, absent

from the végétation map: intermediate altitudes that do not have a slope of 5 % of more. A

complété discussion appears in section 3.2.3.

The classified image, now in the form of the spectro-vegetation map, appears in Figure 25 at

approximately 1:250 000 scale, and in a pocket at 1:100 000 scale.

9.4 Cultivated land

Two questions were raised at the begiiming of this project: 1) can TM images provide information

about the regrowth of formerly-cultivated fïelds, and 2) are prairie dog colonies visible, since

these animais do affect the végétation. The answer to both is no. The lands with an unambiguous

cultivation history were too small to permit analysis. They thus suffer the same fate as VT units
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DP and AC. Prairie dog colonies are also very Table 21: Classes receiving cultivated
lâTid

small: they are, in fact, classified as Dmel

TSmel2. For interest's sake, the frequency of

occurrence of each spectro-vegetation class

within formerly cultivated Park land is listed in

Table 21. Tbree quarters of this formerly-

farmed land is not in the grassland units, but in

Dmel, Mixed and Emel, and a portion is in

TSmel2. These are precisely the predictable

units, knowing that abandoned fields regrow

first to forbs and shrubs, with some crop plants

persisting until the prairie becomes

reestablished.

Unit % of cultivated land

Dmel 36

Emel 12

TSmel 1 6

TSmel2 11

JSmel 0

ASAmel 2

SAmel 6

AAOmel 6

SBmel 4

HRmel 0

Mixed 18

This table does not include presently cultivated

nor fallow land outside the Park, simply because"'^"^^"^""^"'"''""'"'"'"""^™'

no ground data was taken outside of the park. Of course, visual observation of field geometry

allows identification of presently-cultivated fields. Such visual inspection shows many fields,

presumably fallow at the time of image acquisition, to be classified Dmel. Field edges, as well

as some entire fields, are placed into TSmel. This is likely due to the presence of uniform values

of high green végétation density on these areas. Among the varions -mel umts defined for the

Park, TSmel most closely corresponds to this végétation situation.
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LEGEND

ASAmel,! MixedyUDmel,v

Dmel,i ASAmeLu Mixed^a

Dmel,u ASAmel.s

Dmel.s SAmel,v

EmeliV SAmel,i

Emel.i SAmei.u

EmelyU SAmel,8

Emel,8 AAOmel.v

TSmell,v AA0mel4

AAOmel.uTSmell.!

TSmell.u AAOmel.a

TSmell.a SBmel.v

TSinel2,v SBmel,i

TSinel2,i SBmel.u

-M TSmel2,u SBmel^B

TSmel2,8 HEmel^v

JSmei,y HRmol.i

JSmel4 HRmelyU

JSmel,u HRmel,8

JSmeLs MizedjV

ASAmel.v Mized.i
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9^ Park management applications

The spectro-vegetation map will serve to follow changes in végétation that may occur following
management intervention, or because of namral perturbations and processes. It will serve these

ends at a lower cost than fîeld mapping. Spectral classification is less influenced by subjective
décisions, and provide quantification of changes; the method used will be the same at each

répétition. The problem of topographie stratification no longer exists, since each spectro-
vegetation unit has been subdivided according to its topographie position based on the DEM.

Finally, the map produced covers not only the Park, but the région, though it is based exclusively
on within-Park végétation units.

The spectro-vegetation cannot map changes at extremely large scales. Also, the classification as

performed will be less useful in the highlands to the Park's east and northeast. In these areas,

especially on north-facing slopes, VTs likely exist that are not represented in the Park schéma,

and so are not included in this analysis. An example is coniferous forest. On the spectro-
vegetation map, the land in this area has been classified as trees or shrubs (TSmell or TSmel2),
but not further subdivided.

The TM image classification provides as much information as the végétation map, but it will
require a retum to the field with the map in hand to discem the nature of this new information.

The spectro-vegetation map dœs not reproduce the original végétation map. The links between
the two are strong enough and well enough defined to say that the ecological factors guiding the
distribution shown on the one, also guide the other. Unit confusions are explainable by a
distinction among subareas of VTs with slightly différent characteristics.

The usefulness of the spectro-vegetation map for future Park management lies in its capacity to
detect class changes. The analysis can be repeated for future images. Then, the lack of identity
between VT and S VU will no longer be important: S VU will be compared with S VU. Any such
future analysis would use the spectral signatures extracted from isodata clustering, and the melody
signatures enumerated in Appendix ni. However, three conditions must be followed:
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1. The images used must show nearly the same phenological stage. The climatic
table for 1993 (Appendix I) shows the accumulated degree-days at the date of
each image, and the précipitation, both cumulative and in the week preceding the
image date. The spring and summer of 1993 were near long-term averages for
température, but were abnormally wet beginning in late June. It would be useful
to use AVHRR NDVI-derived metrics such as normalized cumulative NDVI to
compare 1993 with other years (Reed et al., 1994).

2. The atmospheric conditions must be essentially the same as that of the 1993
image. Future image atmospheric correction may be possible due to installation
of more advanced instruments in the Park vicinity.

3. Any radiometric changes in the sensors that might have occurred between the
images must be corrected.

At any future date of comparison, consulting the most recent methods to discover the best way

to meet conditions 2 and 3 will be necessary.

A summary of successive steps to reproduce the method of this study is found in Table 22.

Table 22: Summaiy of research steps

1. Image acquisition
A. Phenological stage of plants (consult the weather data and compare to
that preceding of this study)

B. Atmospheric condition

IL aassification according to signatures in Appendix IV

III. Production of the lA image

IV. Classification of the LA image using signatures in Appendix V
A. Thresholding to reclassify low-probability pkels (probably mixed)

V. Stratification of the resuit using the DEM, into groups for valleys, uplands,
intermediate altitudes and slopes of 5 % or more
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CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSIONS

A National Park exists to préservé and to allow the study of an ecosystem in its natural state. One

characteristic of such Systems is diversity of végétation, habitat and history. Remote sensing, to

date, bas been oriented toward uniform objects. In this study the main challenge has been to

characterise, using remote sensing, the diversity of a particular végétation in a particular

ecosystem, that of the northem mixed-grass prairie. The practical purpose was to fill a need in the

Park resource management scheme. The point of departure was the végétation map produced in

the fïeld for Grasslands National Park in 1993, with ail its strengths and weaknesses. Twelve

végétation units appear on that map.

Expérience reported in the literature gave us information about the image enhancements and

transformations that have borne fruit in this végétation milieu. The various transformations were

selected using a supervised classification based on the map VTs. Those chosen gave the best

divergence among these signamres. The final choice fell upon two original TM bands, one

végétation enhancement (NDVT), and two measures of végétation texture, thus five bands in ail.

Supervised classification was a failure, if the only objective was to put the VTs in the right place

in the classified image. Accuracies were low for nearly ail units, and post-classification opérations

like smoothing did not improve them significantly. According to the VT descriptions and the

analysis of signatures, the problem was that each unit was formed of more than one spectral

object, and furthermore that the same spectral objects occurred in several units.

Thus, the VTs are characterised by a sharing of spectral objects. A single spectral object can occur

in several units but in différent proportions. Lacking the possibility of acquiring sufficient spectral

knowledge of the différent plants, the spectral objects are defined as classes resulting ffom isodata

clustering. The method developed here, caUed melody classification, assigns each pixel to a unit

in the following way. Sixteen spectral objects (classes) are derived from the image using isodata

clustering, each defined by the mean vector and standard déviation for the five bands used. The
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probability of finding each of these spectral classes in a VT, compared with the probability of
fmding it in the entire image, defines the melody of each VT. The probability of finding each
spectral class in each vicinity of 11 x 11 pixels defines the image that mélodies are used to
classify.

Particular characteristics of melody classification were analysed and evaluated with a simulated

image. This showed that, when units are defined as différent combinations of the same spectral
classes, melody classification significantly increases classification accuracy over supervised
classification. Accuracies of 70 to 90 % are attained, with most error occurring at polygon edges.

Pattems of spectral variability within the units that are larger than about 4 window sizes (in this
case, 44 pixels) cannot be effectively traced, and their existence lowers the accuracy. Melody
classification is not affected by the existence of a geometrical pattem in the variability, providing

it occurs in an area smaller than about 4x4 Windows in size.

Melody classification improves the classification accuracy for nearly ail VTs, over the accuracy
of the supervised classification. The exceptions are explained by the geometry of the polygons
as compared with the size of the vicinity window. This rise in accuracy means that mélodies
account for part of the variability (diversity) of the VTs. There is remaining inaccuracy.

However, much of it is not error, but différent information being conveyed at the landscape level.

This is because the original map is based on quadrat measurements, while the image classification

is based on pattems visible at a size of 30 to 1500 m. One additional cause of inaccuracy (about
10 % as shown by analysis of the simulated image) is a band of error around the edges of
polygons.

A spectro-végétation map is the resuit of analysing the content of each melody unit with respect

to the quadrats (of known végétation) that it contains. To produce this final map, the image
classified by mélodies was stratified by topography using a digital élévation model derived from

a topographie map at 1:50 000 scale. Each melody unit is divided into upland, valley, slope (>5
%) and intermediate élévation sections. The original map définition of these strata was changed,

in West Block, to conform better to the topography of Frenchman River Valley.
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10.1 Future research directions

Remote sensing science has been advanced by the development of a classification method that

tackles the mapping of highly diverse terrains, where this diversity can be translated into

associations of distinct spectral objects. These "objects" need not be physical materials, but

instead are classes defined by spectral clustering. At the end of this research, many questions

have been raised. A project less oriented to applications, and covering a smaller surface area,

would help to respond to these questions.

The melody classification method developed here croates a link between the végétation map and

spectral classification that does not require a unit to have a uniform réflectance. The method could

therefore be adapted, and merits investigation, for any ecosystem where existing maps were

developed using quadrats and species associations. Melody classification may also apply to any

situation where an analysis of the spectral variability of map units would help data interprétation.

The original objective of this study was to characterise VTs with respect to their spectra. From

this analysis, it was intended to croate a spectro-végétation map to serve GNP management needs.

This objective has been accomplished.

We have only partly responded to the question of what rôle remote sensing might play in the

management of Grasslands National Park. Several interprétations that remain hypothetical have

been suggested. These hypothèses are both practical and theoretical. Future research has two

thrusts:

• field research focussing on the conjunction of remote sensing and végétation
ecology;

• other approaches to integrate remote sensing into Park management.
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Pursuit of the first means starting, this time, from the remote sensing results and working toward

the végétation. A sampling campaign would be based on the new spectro-vegetation units, to

confirai that the VTs have been redefmed as the confusion matiix suggests. For example, is it

really the bushy part of JS that remains JSmel and the grassy part that moves into the grassland

units? Also, it will be necessary to look attentively at the différences among the pixels classified

into the three différent grassland units (SBmel, AAOmel, and ASAmel) in the same topographical

stratum. It will be necessary to compare the pixels of the same umts across their topographie

range.

This study rejected the idea of pixel unmixing because the approach could not fulfill its objectives

and had inévitable complications within a highly diverse landscape containing many physical

objects. With TM images, pixels may be unmixed into only 7 components, but a more pedestrian

unmixing into fractional images for bare soil, végétation and shadow could be doue. The

végétation biomass is of more interest to pasture managers, while diversity and végétation change

are of greater concem to park managers. The melody units already contain an expression of

relative végétation density, expressed by the NDVI and the greeness component of the tasseled

cap transformation. Might pixel unmixing bring more information? The analysis of seasonal

NDVI changes suggests not. Do the VTs have a link with proportion of bare soil? Is there a place

for the two approaches simultaneously to clarify the interaction of ecological factors in the Park?

Still within the realm of végétation ecology, it would be instructive to repeat this analysis using

future images to trace changes, to verify that melody classification provides this sort of capability.

Obviously, such a step can only be undertaken after several years have passed, especially so as

the GNP lands change slowly due to their climate. StUl, the région was flooded in spring 1996

and again in 1997. It is possible that some changes might be détectable in the large valley even

after so short a time. It is possible that the 1997 revision of the GNP master plan will permit

reintroduction of grazing animais on a limited basis (S. McCanny, pers. comm., 1997). Répétition

of this study after several years of their impact would be instructive.
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While awaiting the passage of time, it would be interesting to compare the spectro-vegetation map

with images from a dry year, or one otherwise quite différent in weather ffom 1993. This

procédure would not attempt to find secular changes, but instead would investigate the effects of

short-term climatic variability. Comparing the confusions between VTs and SVUs in these

différent conditions would be particularly instructive.

A third approach to these questions is to use images with higher spatial and spectral resolution.

In common with aerial photography, these images cost more than TM images and will not be used

regularly. Thus, this approach would serve research into scale-dependent effects more than it

would serve park management applications.

10.2 Recommendations

Two approaches are recommended as most profitable and best aligned with Parks Canada

policies. The first is to begin with the spectro-vegetation map produced here, and to conduct

further field studies. The second is to create a map based on greeness, the resuit of stratification

of the NDVI or the greeness tasseled cap band, or possibly the resuit of pixel unmixing.

Combinations of such a map with the présent map should be examined. Further investigation of

melody classification should be pursued, especiaUy as it applies to other ecosystems. This would

not be of immédiate use to Park management at GNP until change analysis can be done after the

passage of time. It might, however, prove useful to management of other parks and protected

areas.
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APPENDEXI WEATHER AND ATMOSPHERIC DATA FOR 1993

Source: USNPS, 1994

Atmospheric condition. Glacier National Park (USA)
29 July, 1993

A: b(ext)' x 1000 (/km)
B: uncertainty of b(ext)' x 1000 (/km)
C: température, °C
D: relative humidity, %
E: fog

Time A B C D E

9:00 a.m. 62 6 14 - 182

10:(X) a.m. 57 4 16 - 174

11:00 a.m. 57 2 21 69 174

^b(ext) is the atmospheric thickness, the sum of absorption and scattering coefficients. A
value of b(ext) of 10 indicates very low visibility, and .01 indicates very clear air (CRC, 1984).
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Weather data (Environment Canada, 1993)

MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT E

1 43 88 88 123 70 412

2 5 55 33 95 100 83 371

3 25 43 25 95 70 78 336

4 45 70 70 70 90 75 420

5 13 133 85 90 105 63 489

6 3 3 115 68 118 120 60 487

7 E 105 98 145 68 416

8 45 113 110 133 118 519

9 23 45 140 78 140 93 519

10 3 E 135 85 165 65 453

11 118 E 6 50 105 279

12 118 E 83 E 201

13 133 M 78 M 8 219

14 108 E 58 E 28 194

15 50 103 98 M 15 266

16 23 35 85 68 M 25 236

17 35 45 50 85 105 15 335

18 28 103 100 E 35 266

19 53 150 80 113 48 444

20 75 138 130 135 35 513

21 30 153 185 115 150 633

22 33 E 103 135 125 133 M 529

23 78 43 45 68 108 133 M 475

24 40 E 68 118 98 M 324

25 28 E 85 95 102 75 M 385

26 10 15 55 95 110 38 M 323

27 35 28 103 128 70 E 364

28 3 E 118 125 65 25 336

29 E M 110 173 65 50 398

30 35 M 95 133 63 48 374

31 M 110 68 178

E 19.2 3.6 16.3 256.3 313.5 257.2 121 1177.1

PRECIPITATION:
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PRECIPITATION:

MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY

1

2

3 232

4 1.8 12 144

5 42 6

6 16

7

8 56

9

10 6 14

11 130

12 20 10

13 14 10 10

14 90

15 490

16 2 60

17 70

18 10 110

19

20 10

21 60

22 20 40

23 22 20

24 136 10

25 10 524

26 18 166

27 51 5

28 2 51

29 50

30 10

31

5.3 10.6 8.4 97.1 156.6
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RAIN 3 DAYS BEFORE IMAGE:

spring: 0.3 mm
summer: 0.5 mm

RAIN 7 DAYS BEFORE IMAGE

spring: 1.6 mm
summer: 76 mm

CUMULATIVE DEGREE-DAYS BEFORE IMAGE:

spring: 107.7
summer: 757.3
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STATION : 4038740 WEST POPLAR RIVER

MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT E

I 10 83 95 115 85 412

2 58 20 115 88 80 371

3 3 40 43 93 48 110 336

4 38 68 68 63 88 58 420

5 3 135 65 73 88 38 489

6 128 53 110 108 53 487

7 75 95 93 135 63 416

8 40 90 100 150 148 519

9 3 43 130 73 150 85 519

10 100 135 75 170 60 453

11 133 123 53 78 105 279

12 125 83 55 58 n 201

13 130 58 73 100 219

14 88 65 68 123 5 194

15 3 40 90 100 135 35 266

16 15 18 55 73 158 30 236

17 28 35 53 90 93 23 335

18 5 15 95 83 115 43 266

19 18 148 88 108 60 444

20 75 150 113 125 63 513

21 E 33 130 175 113 140 E 633

22 20 20 93 135 133 118 10 529

23 83 30 25 75 110 135 25 475

24 55 28 58 115 118 45 324

25 28 E 88 118 95 60 385

26 13 35 E 73 105 40 18 323

27 25 8 88 130 83 65 364

28 35 88 123 65 13 336

29 E 45 100 173 50 48 398

30 E 63 98 143 50 63 374

31 78 98 93 178

I 199 241 1879 2680 3047 3220 1491 12752
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PRECIPITATION:

MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY

1 15 5

2 355

3 290

4 4 30

5 7 56

6 10

7 32

8 10

9 10

10 130

11 20 10

12 14 10 10

13 90

14 490

15 2 60

16 70

17 10 110

18

19 10

20 60

21 20 40

22 22 20

23 136 10

24 10 524

25 18 166

26 51 10 5

27 2 51

28 50

29 10

30

31

5.3 53 139 939 1867
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RAIN 3 DAYS BEFORE IMAGE:

spring 0.0 mm
summer 0.5 mm

RAIN 7 DAYS BEFORE IMAGE:

spring 5.6 mm
summer 72 mm

CUMULATIVE DEGREE-DAYS BEFORE MAGE:

spring 103.7
summer 763.2
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APPENDIX n STATISTICS OF SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION SIGNATURES
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APPENDIX n STATISTICS OF SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION SIGNATURES

Bandl:TM3 Band2:TM4

Band 4: variance, greeness Band 5: entropy, greeness
3x3 window 11x11 window

Band 7: variance, TM 3, 3x3 window

Band 3:NDVI

Band 6: TM5

Unit Band Max/Min Mean Std Dev Unit Band Max/Min Mean StdDev

D 1 53/27 39.48 3.94 T 1 38/49 44.97 2.38

2 50/90 66.29 6.64 2 54/69 61.12 2.84

3 83/130 110.27 8.12 3 99/128 116.37 5.88

4 64/255 132.55 32.94 4 61/131 85.44 13.29

5 195/253 226.44 14.24 5 219/245 232.91 6.92

6 10/194 61.66 27.82 6 16/127 66.91 20.15

7 106/141 122.85 6.91 7 109/128 119.17 3.63

E 1 32/52 41.66 3.30 S 1 32/57 41.95 3.95

2 54/74 60.08 2.81 2 54/84 60.71 3.96

3 93/123 108.51 6.84 3 80/125 107.35 8.04

4 35/201 99.37 22.54 4 48/203 100.22 24.08

5 206/241 223.60 7.64 5 208/251 234.79 9.60

6 26/174 82.19 30.82 6 24/255 94.04 53.61

7 108/128 116.54 3.47 7 108/138 116.99 4.73

JS 1 27/54 41.66 4.79 SA 1 25/77 42.71 6.72

2 49/78 60.85 7.32 2 45/97 63.87 5.71

3 57/134 104.40 15.48 3 39/157 111.50 10.70

4 42/238 101.30 35.73 4 0/255 108.49 33.91

5 197/251 237.65 11.97 5 185/253 228.82 12.91

6 22/215 90.93 36.64 6 13/255 83.36 49.71

7 100/137 116.53 8.29 7 88/154 120.84 7.15
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Unit Band Max/Min Mean StdDev Unit Band Max/Min Mean StdDev

ASA 1 32/66 42.52 4.52 AAO 1 26/63 43.35 7.50

2 51/89 63.29 5.03 2 53/93 64.07 8.63

3 71/145 113.20 10.48 3 60/126 104.30 15.45

4 50/236 106.43 25.28 4 17/255 104.05 59.55

5 174/249 221.01 18.10 5 212/252 238.24 10.08

6 15/255 67.62 43.37 6 22/217 107.95 43.55

7 101/144 120.57 5.55 7 107/143 119.77 7.02

DP 1 32/56 38.71 4.99 AC 1 30/52 40.71 11.71

2 21/78 64.23 7.29 2 52/111 68.17 6.52

3 19/124 109.92 12.61 3 76/129 111.61 16.05

4 0/211 130.92 42.84 4 46/211 132.31 38.22

5 217/241 231.19 6.12 5 191/251 226.74 18.88

6 24/219 71.01 38.33 6 10/183 70.29 64.53

7 62/132 120.72 8.87 7 104/167 125.00 9.11

SB 1 35/77 55.12 11.71 HR 1 27/75 42.50 2.96

2 54/88 67.73 6.52 2 53/105 69.01 5.92

3 88/154 125.83 16.05 3 61/133 103.53 7.90

4 4/191 65.84 38.22 4 0/255 126.42 21.09

5 183/251 229.21 18.88 5 205/255 239.54 12.98

6 27/255 124.54 64.53 6 22/255 110.00 30.45

7 108/145 127.82 9.11 7 108/159 124.44 5.90
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APPENDIX ni STATISTICS ON SPECTRAL CLASSES CREATED BYISODATA

CLUSTERING

See p. 44 for the définition of each band.

Class Band Mean StdDev Class Band Mean StdDev

1 1 0 0 5 1 27.22 2.5428

2 0 0 2 127.4 10.286

3 63.32 0 3 145.1 4.8543

4 0 0 4 205.6 16.433

5 0.03 0.69 5 235.9 12.306

2 1 0 0 6 1 28.81 4.0696

2 0 0 2 105 8.4042

3 63 0 3 135.3 6.5622

4 0 0 4 163.3 11.03

5 48.36 15.711 5 233 12.28

3 1 0 0.2156 7 1 31.93 5.1561

2 0 0.1065 2 88.34 6.89

3 1 0.1938 3 122.7 8.4819

4 0.12 1.8384 4 132.6 9.2376

5 255 0.1735 5 226.9 10.94

4 1 1.57 9.6332 8 1 34.83 4.6729

2 0.83 4.916 2 78.01 5.5698

3 61.92 6.5584 3 111.7 7.1363

4 10.63 13.965 4 112.6 7.5

5 106.9 18.748 5 210.3 12.161
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Class Band Mean StdDev Class Band Mean StdDev

9 1 39.22 15.229 13 1 41.09 6.1476

2 35.53 12.943 2 68.19 6.1783

3 56.44 17.493 3 94.75 7.043

4 37.79 16.727 4 93.18 8.2777

5 201.3 21.372 5 210.7 10.756

10 1 38.53 4.0398 14 1 43.73 5.5093

2 69.89 4.7086 2 62.21 5.3708

3 99.8 6.2847 3 85.32 5.6071

4 96.85 7.001 4 77.97 7.5495

5 181.2 8.5122 5 182.4 9.4192

11 1 40.17 3.2795 15 1 62.51 9.8083

2 64.93 3.8206 2 69.03 7.8431

3 92.91 5.4847 3 69.61 6.5139

4 87.64 7.2204 4 70.4 10.519

5 124.7 12.038 5 201.1 14.051

12 1 40.4 3.8773 16 1 62.61 10.644

2 65.69 4.3079 2 66.63 7.6826

3 93.31 5.9825 3 67.43 6.2875

4 88.62 7.2431 4 62.33 8.6638

5 155.6 8.0968 5 156.1 15.729
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APPENDKIV STATISTICS OF SIGNATURES FROM THE MELODY IMAGE
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APPENDEX rV STATISTICS OF SIGNATURES FROM THE MELODY IMAGE

Band 1 only has values >0 outside the image area, and band 2 on the image edges. The minimum
value in each band is 0.

Unit Band Max Mean StdDev Unit Band Max Mean StdDev

D 2 G 0 078 E 2 0 0 0

3 55 11.10 15.91 3 70 25.92 22.91

4 72 4.18 14.42 4 227 37.92 64.71

5 247 9.15 38.38 5 152 14.58 38.72

6 152 15.68 36.06 6 167 42.54 38.35

7 255 38.92 61.11 7 113 36.21 31.68

8 173 36.30 46.38 8 127 48.12 39.46

9 194 17.15 42.31 9 95 8.62 21.86

10 207 11.55 37.87 10 95 8.04 21.66

11 102 25.80 28.42 11 100 33.46 32.41

12 35 4.20 8.33 12 55 4.96 11.06

13 177 24.15 35.78 13 86 10.17 23.04

14 120 24.03 32.79 14 76 6.50 17.14

15 187 29.50 44.23 15 52 1.42 11.38

16 217 26.33 49.39 16 29 2.33 7.47
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Unit Band Max Mean StdDev Unit Band Max Mean StdDev

T 2 G 0 0 S 2 0 0 0

3 80 8.20 23.94 3 105 13.15 20.02

4 88 8.80 26.40 4 152 14.13 35.58

5 2 0.40 0.80 5 171 11.92 28.66

6 43 6.50 13.53 6 136 21.67 32.03

7 28 8.40 11.62 7 120 27.48 30.49

8 59 16.30 17.24 8 135 51.32 41.31

9 0 0 0 9 71 5.22 13.04

10 0 0 0 10 97 9.62 19.64

11 73 35.30 21.08 11 147 54.02 40.89

12 73 21.60 23.71 12 164 21.27 33.42

13 83 36.30 22.42 13 125 22.80 26.77

14 55 31.70 14.40 14 94 17.10 24.80

15 69 43.60 19.64 15 102 10.77 21.24

16 184 71.40 55.24 16 105 6.80 20.20
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Unit Band Max Mean StdDev Unit Band Max Mean StdDev

JS 2 236 5.02 34.06 ASA 2 0 0 0

3 133 31.57 34.72 3 180 15.47 28.25

4 165 16.91 37.12 4 103 7.11 19.13

5 59 1.81 8.71 5 67 2.81 10.61

6 179 27.51 30.65 6 159 18.55 33.83

7 131 47.26 32.63 7 129 40.19 34.13

8 132 58.45 33.68 8 139 55.68 40.46

9 220 13.62 37.66 9 207 36.61 52.30

10 129 7.51 20.73 10 181 28.84 41.88

11 160 41.89 39.19 11 168 38.73 36.06

12 80 10.15 18.49 12 129 16.86 26.43

13 73 11.51 18.63 13 59 7.51 13.21

14 47 5.91 12.57 14 64 4.19 11.17

15 50 4.26 12.41 15 65 2.69 10.51

16 44 2.55 8.48 16 65 1.93 8.78
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Unit Band Max Mean StdDev Unit Ban

d

Max Mean StdDev

SA 2 G 0 0 AAO 2 0 0 0

3 45 12.28 13.68 3 80 14.42 19.51

4 130 8.28 26.09 4 139 9.06 25.22

5 175 18.76 42.62 5 177 15.44 35.15

6 134 42.20 38.32 6 144 34.62 36.93

7 91 44 29.46 7 120 48.85 31.79

8 106 53.72 30.95 8 156 62.25 39.74

9 110 8.08 22.64 9 137 17.75 33.62

10 124 14.48 35.10 10 101 13.02 21.16

11 184 46.88 41.16 11 160 41.48 35.35

12 53 10.96 15.21 12 104 11.08 18.90

13 41 11.88 14.26 13 59 6.23 10.85

14 29 5.20 8.13 14 41 2.75 7.30

15 15 0.83 2.96 15 36 2.06 7.24

16 116 4.64 22.73 16 29 1.02 4.58
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Unit Band Max Mean StdDev Unit Band Max Mean StdDev

DP 2 0 0 0 SB 2 0 0 0

3 42 22.80 15.22 3 95 7.11 15.86

4 99 20.60 39.23 4 198 4.17 21.39

5 139 29.00 55.05 5 59 1.56 7.78

6 116 48.80 42.22 6 108 8.71 19.27

7 150 49.80 51.01 7 159 28.78 36.70

8 73 31.20 21.55 8 163 44.09 44.09

9 0 0 0 9 255 55.23 72.69

10 0 0 0 10 228 36.00 54.24

11 71 29.40 29.69 11 171 38.70 42.35

12 24 7.40 9.71 12 151 23.57 34.06

13 108 30.40 42.38 13 142 14.73 32.70

14 52 13.80 20.20 14 120 7.81 21.31

15 7 2.40 3.01 15 76 3.04 11.64

16 0 0 0 16 65 1.96 8.89
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Unit Band Max Mean StdDev Unit Band Max Mean StdDev

AC 2 G 0 0 HR 2 0 0 0

3 20 4.87 6.73 3 35 5.31 9.55

4 0 0 0 4 6 0.46 1.60

5 0 0 0 5 4 0.31 1.07

6 5 1.25 2.17 6 22 3.77 6.49

7 45 26.00 15.78 7 80 33.92 25.55

8 142 70.62 52.97 8 111 69.23 37.68

9 188 102.87 58.00 9 148 34.85 51.57

10 57 24.38 18.95 10 50 9.08 16.12

11 65 25.00 22.21 11 79 39.08 23.97

12 15 3.37 5.07 12 46 9.31 12.55

13 27 8.75 10.88 13 54 14.85 16.47

14 8 1.87 2.85 14 102 22.77 31.77

15 0 0 0 15 124 19.62 34.96

16 2 0.25 0.66 16 230 21.00 6.62
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APPENDIX V SPECTRORADIOMETRIC VALUES

channel (band) TA TB TC TD NDVI

wavelength 456-517 525-595 630-688 774-887

Bare dry soil:
1

2

3

mean

0.224954

0.247449

0.258697

0.243700

0.262878

0.304938

0.289166

0.285661

0.296445

0.322223

0.309334

0.309334

0.372727

0.400000

0.390909

0.387879

0.113995

0.107691

0.116495

0.112655

Bare soil + gravel 0.202458 0.247105 0.277112 0.340909 0.103228

Humid bare soil:

1

2

0.049362

0.503850

0.073684

0.075789

0.072098

0.074673

0.209091

0.209091

0.487193

0.473697

Forbs: 100% cover 0.224950

0.044991

0.063091

0.063091

0.025778

0.038667

0.418182

0.372727

0.883873

0.812021

A. cristatum:

green

hay

0.0

0.112477

0.026288

0.168242

0.019333

0.206223

0.227273

0.409091

0.843204

0.329699

Thick grass 0.033743 0.052576 0.038667 0.190909 0.663146

Grass: green + hay 0.022495 0.052576 0.038667 0.218182 0.698194

B. gracilis: in flower 0.033656 0.057895 0.051498 0.254545 0.663457
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APPENDIXVI SOFTWARE USED

Image treatment:
ERDAS, version 7.5 (DOS): Earth Data Systems. Inc. 1992
EASI-PACE (AIX): PCI LTD. ESRI Inc. version 6.01. 1996

Geographical Information Systems:
SPANS, version 2.0 (OS/2): ESRI Inc. 1993
Arcinfo: Environmental Systems Research Inc. 1992

Spreadsheets: statistical calculations and graphs:
QuattroPro 7: (Windows 95): Corel Corporation Ltd. 1996

16(X) Carling Ave.
Ottawa. ON KIZ 8R7

Excel, version 6.0 (Windows): Microsoft Inc. 1994
CorelPresentations 7 (Windows 95): Corel Corporation Ltd 1996.

Word processing:
WordPerfect 5.1 (DOS) 1992 and
WordPerfect 7.0: Corel Corporation Ltd. 1996

Graphics:
Ghostview/Ghostscript for Windows 95: shareware, obtained from the University of
Michigan
Corel Présentations 7: Corel Corporation Ltd. 1996
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APPENDIX Vn REGIONAL MAPS

Canada:

Topographie maps:

1:250 000:

72G Wood Mountain

1:50 000: (1979)
72G/1 Canopus
72G/3 Wideview

72G/4 Orkney
72G/5 Hillandale

72G/6 Mankota

72G/7 McCord

72G/8 Wood Mountain

Orthophotomaps: Government of Saskatchevran
Twp Rng W3 (all)

1  4,5,6,7,10,11,12
2  4,5,6,7,10,11,12,13
3  6,7,11,12,13

Municipal map. Rural Municipality of Val Marie. No. 17 W3

United States;

1:100 000:

Whitewater, Montana 48107-E 1 -TM-100 1981
Opheim, Montana 48106-E1-TM-100 1981
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APPENDIX Vin FILE LIST AND DESCRIPTION

Ail files are stored on CD-ROM and accompany this document. They are also stored at Parks

Canada on CD-ROM. Permission to use the images must be obtained from Parks Canada. The

address is:

Natural Resources Division

National Parks Directorate, Parks Canada

25 Eddy Street, 4th Floor, Jules Léger Building
Hull, QC KlA 0H3

Image files: format *.pix, PCI v. 6.01

•RECTIF Geometrically rectified subset of the July 29, 1993 image, including
topographie contours and DEM.

►CLASSEFY Image containing ail bands used in supervised classifications parts 1 and
2. Also contains as a vector segment the final projected GNP boundaries.

>6E Binary 16-band image: the "melody image." This file is in .lan format for
ERDAS v.7.4.

►SLOPE DEM in feet and meters; slope in degrees.

Classification files: format *.pix, PCI v.6.01

• RESULTS Channels contain melody classification before stratification, final spectroi-
vegetation map, composite supervised classification (Figure 10)., original
végétation map, and unsupervised classification resuit.
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Polygon files

•DEMWEST.DIG and

•DEMEAST.DIG

•OUTLINE.DIG

•BOUNDARY.DIG

•QUADRATS.DIG

•QCHKPTS.DIG

Points on élévation contours

Border of GNP

Future borders of GNP, when ail land will have been acquired

Points (quadrats) used for signature extraction

Points (quadrats) used to evaluate classification accuracy

Simulated image files: format .pix, PCI v. 6.01

•SIMUL Contains: basema

•SIMELODY

•SINGLE

p, composite simulated image, melody
classification results with and without null class, unsupervised
classification results, and supervised classification results.
Contains segments including the melody signatures and a vector
overlay of the basemap polygon boundaries.

Melody simulated image. The image values in chaimel i are
(eq. 9)

Image containing the individual units of the simulated image from
which the composite in SIMUL.PIX was made. The image values
are unsupervised classes.
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APPENDIX EX DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES

Botanical classification of Michalsky and Ellis ( 1994); French names from Marie-Victorin (1964)
and Smoliak et al. (1990). Description adapted from Brown (1989) or Cormack (1967).

Acer negundo L. var. interius ( Érable à giguère. Manitoba maple): tree

Agropyron cristatum L. Beauv. = Agropyron pectiniforme R. & S. (Crested wheatgrass; agropyre
à crête, blé sauvage). No common name exists in French to distinguish among species of
Agropyron, except for Agropyron repens = chiendent; introduced grass, seeded to reclaim
poor condition rangeland following overgrazing, or after field abandonment.

Agropyron smithii Rydb. var. smithii (Western wheatgrass, agropyre de l'Ouest; see A. cristatum).
Native grass.

Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. var. alnifolia. f. alnifolia (Saskatoon berry, amélanchier). Shrub
growing up to 4ni in height.

Artemesiafrigida Willd. (Pasture sage; armoise douce). Small forb, grey-green colour, less than
15 cm tall.

Atriplexpatula L. var. patula (Spearscale; arroche). Forb (20 cm), sait tolérant.

Bouteloua gracilis (HBK.) Lag. (Blue grama-grass; boutelou gracieux). Small (short) grass,
typical of shortgrass prairie.

Carex spp.. (Sedge; carex or cypéracée). Eighteen species grow in Grasslands National Park.
Plant resembling grass that grows in humid groimd.

Distichlis stricta (Torr.) Rydb. (Alkali grass; distichlis dressé). Grass.

Hordeum jubatum L. ssp. intermedium Bowden (Foxtail barley; orge queue d'écureuil). Wild
barley.

Juniperus horizontalis Moench (Creeping Juniper; genévrier horizontal). Creeping shrub.

Opuntiapolyacantha Haw. (Prickly pear cactus; figuier de Barbarie). Ground-hugging cactus, no
more than 20 cm high, often grows in extensive patches.

Phlox hoodii Richards. (Moss phlox: phlox de Hood). Mat-forming perennial.

Populus balsamifera (Balsam Poplar; peuplier baumier) and P. tremuloides Michx. (Trembling
Aspen; Peuplier faux-tremble). Tree.
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Potentilla Anserina L (Silverweed; potentille; argentine). Small creeping forb, grows in humid
spots.

Prunus pennsylvanica L. f. var. pensylvanica (Pin cherry; petit mérisier) and P. virginiana L.
var. virginiana (Choke cherry; cérisier à grappes). Large shrubs.

Puccinellia nuttalliana (Schultes) Hitchc.

Rosa arkansana Porter (Low prairie rose; rosier des prairies). R. acicularis Lindl. var.
bourgeauiana, crepin, f. bourgeauiana; (Prickly Rose; églantier); R. woodsii
Lindl. (Wood's rose; No coimnon name in French). Shrubs, about 1 m tall.

Rumex salicifolius Wienm. (Narrow-leaved dock; oseille). Plant 1.5 m tall, grows in humid
ground and becomes golden-brown at maturity. Grows in dense stands around prairie
sloughs.

Salix amigdaloides Anderss. (Peach-leaved willow; saule à feuilles de pêcher); S. exigua Nutt.
(Sandbar willow; saule de l'intérieure) S. lutea Nutt. (Yellow willow; saule jaune). Large
shrubs or trees, 2 to 10 m tall.

Sarcobatus vermiculatus (Hook.) Torr. (Greasewood; sarcobier vermiculaire). Small woody
shrub, 0.3 to 1 m tall, grows on alkaline soil.

Shepherdia canadensis (L.) Nutt. (Buffaloberry; Shepherdie du Canada). Small shrub.

Stipa comaîa Trin. & Rupr. (Spear grass; stipe comateuse); S. occidentalis Thurb., var. minor
(Vasey) Hitchc. (Columbianeedle grass;); S. sparteaTûa.,. var curtiseta (Porcupine grass;
stipe à balai); S. viridula Trin. (Green needle grass; stipe verte). Grass.
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APPENDIXX DESCRIPTION OF VTs

If no species is indicated, spp. is understood. The Végétation Landscape Unit (VLU) is indicated
in parenthèses where applicable.

D 26266 ha

6.17%

formerly cultivated land, colonised by Elymus, Agropyron cristatum,
Arîemisiafrigida

E 10363

2.44%

Eroded land, colonised in part by Rosa. Juniperus, Phlox, forbs

T 10492

2.47 %

Acer negundo, Populus (trees)

S 47664

11.20%

Rosa. Potentilla, Amelanchier, Prunus, Salix. Shepherdia (shrubs).

JS 38190

9.00%

Juniperus, Stipa (on slope >5 %)

ASA 70015

16.5 %

Artemisiafrigida, Stipa, Bouteloua gracilis. Agropyron smithii (on
slope >5 %),

SA 27582

6.50 %

Sarcobatus, Atriplex (valleys)

AAO 23466

12.60 %

Artemisiafrigida, Agropyron smithii. Opuntia (valleys)

DP 2546

6.50 %

Distichlis, Puccinellia (valleys)

SB 123057

29.00 %

Stipa, Bouteloua gracilis, Agropyron smithii, Artemisia frigida
(uplands)

AC 4668

1.10%

Agropyron smithii, Carex (uplands)

HR 16125

3.80 %

Hordeum, Rumex (uplands)
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DESCRIPTION OFVTs

If no species is indicated, 5p. is understood. The Végétation Landscape Unit (VLU) is indicated
in parenthèses where applicable.

D 26266 ha

6.17%

formerly cultivated land, colonised by Elymus, Agropyron cristatum,
Artemisia frigida

E 10363

2.44 %

Eroded land, coloni,«:ed in part by Rosa. Juniperus, Phlox, forbs

T 10492

2.47 %

Acer negundo, Populus (trees)

S 47664

11.20%

Rosa. Potendlld', Amékmchiér, Prunus, Salîx. Shepherdia (shnibs),

JS 38190

9.00 %

Juniperus, Stipa (on slope >5 %)

ASA 70015

16.5 %

Artemisia frigida,: Stipà, Bouteloua gracilis. Agropyron smithii (on
slope ̂ 5

SA 27582

6.50 %

Sarcobatus, Atriplex (valleys)

AAO 23466

12.60%

Artemisia frigida. Agropyron smithii, Opuntia (valleys)

DP 2546

6.50 %

Distichlis, Puccinellia (valleys)

SB 123057

29.00 %

Stipa,T^BoutelouagracilisrAgropyron smithii, Artemisia frigida
(uplands)

AC 4668

1.10%

Agropyron smithii, Carex (uplands)

HR 16125

3.80 %

Hordeum, Rumex (uplands)
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APPENDKX DESCRIPTION OF VTs

If no species is indicated, spp. is understood. The Végétation Landscape Unit (VLU) is
indicated in parenthèses.

1 ^ 26266 ha

6.17%

formerly cultivated land, colonised by Elymus, Agropyron cristatum, j
Artemisia frigida

T 10492

2.47%

Acer negundo, Populus (trees)

JS 38190

9.00%

Juniperus, Stipa (on slope >5%)

SA 27582

6.50%

Sarcobatus, Atriplex (valleys)

DP 2546

6.50%

Distichlis, Puccinellia (valleys)

w9
AC 4668

1.10%

Agropyron smithii, Carex (uplands)
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